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Flowers aid every celebra
tion.
—Says the Sunflower.
UIELP celebrate someone's
birthday with a gift of
flowers. Can you think of a
friend whose birthday is a
part of this month? Remem
ber him or her.
“8AY. IT WITH FLOWERS"
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land, Maine.
Entered at the postofflee in Rockland for cir
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The Postoflice Department has di
rected all letter carriers of the city to
make a tabulation of residences hav
ing no receptacle for ordinary mail.
All reports will be filed with the
Postmaster today and patrons of the
office fa-iling to comply with the ruling
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
of the department (providing a recep
The Rockland Gazette was established In
tacle for the delivery of mail) will be I 1846. In 1874 the Courier was- established,
deprived of the free delivery of mail , and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882
to their residences and obliged to go : The Free Press was established in 1855, and
! in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
to the Postoffice for their mail.
■ These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Thepurpose of this ruling is to ob '
'=
viate loss of time in deliveries that re
sults from carriers being delayed at ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
the door of residences waiting -for •••
He that has never known adversity
someone to answer the door beM. In ••• is but half acquainted with others or***
many instances it is necessary to re ••• himself.—Aughey.
turn the mail to the Postoffice with a ’
.«. .«• .».
.«.
.«.
second or third try at delivery.
The Postoffice Department will re
quire patrons of the offl e having free
BELFAST WANTS IT
delivery to provide a receptacle for
their mail before Jan. 15.
President Ralph H. Howes of the
| Belfast Chamber of Commerce has apI pointed the following committee to at
tend the hearing at Augusta, relative
I to the proposed bridging of the Kenne| bee at Bath; Edwin A. Jones, O. E.
Frost, A. P. Goodhue. B. H. Mudgett,
I. T. Dinsmore. Belfast is vitally in
terested in this project as it will mean
a great increase in the summer tourist
business.

ANOTHER BONUS BILL
A soldiers bonus to be financed by
re-enactment of the excess profits tax
law was proposed in a bill introduced
Thursday by Representative Frear,
Republican, Wisconsin. The bill is
similar in many ways to that vetoed by
( President Harding last year, but would
eliminate the irrigation scheme attach! ed to that measure and wyuld increase
the borrowing value of adjusted com
pensation certificates.

* ’<•

Winter Storage battery
CALL, WRITE OR PHONE FOR INFORMATION

F. W. FARREL COMPANY
Storage Battery and Auto Electric Service Station
643 MAIN STREET---TEL. 661

CAMDEN STATISTICS
Camden's vital statistics, compiled
by the Herald, show that there were
53 births last year, or three fewer
than the previous year; 57 marriages,
same as in 1921, and 54 deaths, or two
less than the previous year. The com
parison is strikingly close.

WHEN TO PROPOSE

j
FRANKLIN B ACHORN
____
Franklin I?. Achorn. son of Gerard '
and Adrianna Achorn. died at his home
at 17 Lindsey street on Dec/26. at the
age of 55 years. He is survived by a
wife. Asenatii Achorn, a brother.
George A. Achorn. who is now in Soutii
America; and a sister. Mrs. Alice Red
man of Thomaston. The deceased was

Is Your Blood Good
or Thin and Watery?
Yon can tell by the way you feel.
Yon need Hood’s Sarsaparilla to
make your blood rich, red and pure,
tingling with health for every organ.
You need it if weak and tired day
in and day out, if your appetite is
poor, sleep unrefreahing, — for
humors, boils, eruptions, scrofula,
rheumatism, headaches, nervous
prostration
It is simply vonderful
to give strength to your whole body.
It is agreeable, pleasant and con
venient to take, and embodies a
long-tried and found-true formula.

a member of the Pratt Memorial
Episcopal church. Long a resident of
this city, he earned the respect and es
teem of his fellow citizens, who will
greatly miss him. Members of the
Methodist church and other kind
friends were unfailing in their sym
pathy and help. Funeral services were
held at the late residence, Rev. E. V
Allen officiating.

And When To Marry—Prob
lems Solved Through Stars]
By Prof. Croft.
No two leaves, or gTass blades, or
flower petals, or human beings are
alike. So it is with human voices,
human acts and human motives. We
have come to know by the radio that
great laws of etheric vibration that
certain instruments synchronized, or
“tuned in." to certain wave lengths of
sound, respond to one another. So
there are natures attuned to mutual
harmony, receptive and responsive in
joyous expression. So love is the ex
pressive and receptive harmony be
tween two goulfc.
Love is not dead in the world, nor
have men and women ceased to func
tion love, neither have they cast it
aside. They are just bewildered by tile
wonders of love. The more we know
the more we warf. to know, and the
more we want to know, the more rest
less we are. The whole world is so
brilliant with revelation, so dazzling
with wonders, and life is so tilled with
startling expressions of the human
mind and sou! we are dazed, amazed
and awe-struck. But it is all human
ity finding itself, not destroying Itself.
Love, iriarriage and divorce in 1923
will create astounding sensations.
Heretofore, men have defined what
Should and should not lie in these great
institutions, now women will assert
tihoir own prerogatives. It is going
to be interesting. There will be much
excitement and some astonishing
shocks. There will he earthquakes In
Utopia. Woman, in the past, has taken
what was handed to her, now she is
going to hand out some things of het
own. There will be many wakeful
nights at the Club House.
Loves, marriages and divorces that
are fulfilled hi 1923 will have favor,
happiness and permanence. The nu
meral “19” is the creative, solvent and
intensely expressive one of chronology
while the numeral of “23” means des
tiny, fulfillment, and adjustment. The
forces of the whole year will make for
happiness in the realm of human af
fections. There will be profound
movements on the part of Church and
State to create governing edicts and
restraining laws, with negligible re
sults. The leaven of human society Is
working and the whole mass is rising
to a new level of human destiny.
Proposals in the Easter Festival time,
the Summer Solstice and the Harvest
Festival of September and part of Oc
tober will have graeidus favor. Mar
riages in April, May, June, September
the last half, and October, and the
week of the full moon hi each month,
index success, prosperity and happi
ness. Divorces secured in January,
March and April, also October and
November will prove favoring to the
plaintiff.
The year will favor in love and
marriages those born in the Zodiac
signs of Aries, Libra, Leo, Virgo; Capricon and Aquarius, with health, har
mony, success and prosperity. Chil
dren born in any of the febove zodiacal
cycles will have strong mentality and
gifts of genius. The sign of Gemini
will .have great force throughout the
year, brilliant in success, power and
wealth. Leo people through the year
have indexed fine fulfillments of their
plans. Capricon people will be favored
by promotions, by inheritances, and
positions of honor. Aquarius people
index favor in making changes. Aries
and Libra people have forecasted fine
success in deals, sales, and all kinds
of enterprises.
Scorpio people will
find favor in public life, fortunate
events and in acquiring wqptth.

BUSY PANAMA CANAL
The passage of 2997 ships through
the Panama canal in the calendar year
of 1922 marks a new high record. In
1921, the best previous year, 2814 ves
sels used the waterway. The tolls col
lected in 1921 aggregated $12,574,407.

ST. PETER'S CHURCH
White Street, near Limerock
Rev. A. E. Scott, Rector
' 34 High Street. Telephone 271 J
If this telephone Is not answered call 56-M
First Sunday after Epiphany, Jan 7th, Holy

Always Faithful in Service
it pays to own the Hupmobile. Everyone
seems to know that it is especially longlived, especially faithful in service.

It’s al most a proverb among skilled repairmen
that the Hupmobile is better built, and that
it stays out of the shop far more consistently.

Owners have found that yearly repair and
replacement costs,barring accidents, are next
to nothing

-

It is a remarkably fine performer when it’s
new; and the'same fine performer when
it’s old
It isn’t strange or unusual—is it?— that every
one believes it pays to own the Hupmobile.
Touring, $1115; Roadster, $1115; Special Roadster and Tour
ing, $1215; New 2-passenger Coupe, $1385; 4 Passenger Coupe,
$1535; Rcadstor Coupe, $1285; Sedan, $1675. F, O. B. Detroit,
Mich. Revenue Tax Extra.

To have your films promptly

developed and printed

GEORGE M. SIMMONS
DISTRIBUTOR FOR KNOX

TELEPHONE 4-W.

AND

LINCOLN

Communion with music and sermon at
10.30 a. m : Church School a.t 12.15
No early service.
At Thomaston Sunday. Holy Communion
at 7.45 a m ; Church School at 6pm;
Evening prayer with music and sermon
nt 7.
The annual parish meeting Tuesday at 7.30
p ni In the parish rooms, for the elec
tion of officers, for action on the Parish
Council proposed by the Vestry, and for
any other business which may properly
come before the meeting.
Voters at the parish meeting are men and
women over 21 who. during the past six
months, have attended the services of the
parish and contributed -to its financial
support. All such are urged to he pres
ent.. as the meeting this year will he of
special importance.
Vestry meeting. The newly elected Vestry
is called to meet at the Rectory Wednes
day at 7.30 p m , for the election of
the Clerk and the Treasurer.
Guild meetinf. The animal meeting of the
Guild, for the election of officers, will
he held during the week; notice to be
given Sunday.
Our seventieth anniversary comes Thurs
day, J.in. 18th; on that date in 1853
Bishop Burgess organized St Peter's as
a mission
On the annivensary there
will be Holy Communion a.* 7.30 a. m.,
and in the evening at 7.30 a short serv
ice of thanksgiving, followed by a social
hour and addresses hv Bishop Brewster
and the Rev. R H. Hayden of Caindeu
All members and friends of the parish
are invited to come.

send or bring them to

COUNTIES

ROCKLAND,

Hupmobile

ME.

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE

1923.
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received $2 a day was looked up to.
The veteran harked hack to the days
before the Limerock Railroad was
built, when all rock was conveyed from
Being a Glance At the Busy Years Of a Retired Rock the quarries to the kSlns in wagons
draun by two-horses and four-horses,
land Merchant, Oscar E. Blackington.
as the ease might be. Some wero
hauled by oxen. Limerock, Middle and
RanLin streets were the principal
Back home in the fall of 1861 came higuways used m the early days—
“You want to know my rules
the Rockland man, his peddling days Limerock street being the chief thorfor keeping young at 90. Well,
over. At North Haven he bought from oughgare on account of its more cen
they’re short and simple. Plenty
his brother-in-law, Hanson Mills, a tral location.
The writer of these remin4sconces
of work, light eating, no rum
general grocery store, which he con
and no tobacco. I was an invet
ducted for three years. This was fol was then a tow-headed youth, who
erate smoker for 30 years, and
lowed by three years’ experience as a recalls the long line of 'limerock teams
which passed his house four times a
trader in Jonesport.
when I got to be 60 I found my
Mr. Blackington then came back to day year in and year out—their driv
hand was beginning -to tremble.
Rockland, where his future years were els seldom failing to give him a
Ytung man, said I to myself,
destined to be spent, and bought from friendly salutation, even more seldom
you’ve got to stop. And I did
i-top."
Oliver Wiggin the Lindsey stable, now failing to address him as “Whitehead."
Those good old days are gone for
conducted by Arthur B. Crockett, and
which then carried 12 horses and six ever, and the dust of Limerock street,
The spe: ker was Oscar E. Rlack- “boarders.” Twenty-two months later or the other thoroughfares is now set
ingtt-n, who is today celebrating his he sold this livery business to the in motion by limerock wagons only
90th 'birthday at his home on Lime- late John F. Fogler and his brother, at rare intervals. The deep ruts are
rock street. Six years ago he was still Oliver N. Blackington, who now re not so much in evidence as in days
if yore, but there lingers an affec
in the mm's furnishing business, one sides in Augusta.
of -ti e first to reach the store in the
Then followed a live months' clerk tionate memory for those who cracked
morning ard one of the last to leave ship in the store of Cobb, Wight & Co., the long whip, and whose "gid-dap"
at i'ight. Hons, g-ondsens, and great- for which he received what is said to was the unceasing watchword.
With the disappearance of the horse
grandsons of his old assooiates have have been the largest salary paid to
traded with him, and universal was Hie any store clerk in Rockland at that as the motive power for hauling limerock three blacksmith shops and two
regret whin he stepped out of the time—$80 a month.
harness and said goodbye to a busi
How richly he earned his wages may wheelwright shops went out of com
ness career which has had very few be judged from the fact that the Him mission at The Meadows, and many
parallels in this city.
was then outfitting 50 sail of vessels, downtown smithies were also put out
Today the retired merchant is still besides selling goods to the value of of the running.
Reference has been made to Mr.
an early riser, and the temptation to | $25,000 a miinth to the Dix Island
direct his footsteps to the old store is j granite
colon;
site colony
The concern was op Blackington as a sportsman. The rod
still strong, but he compromises by | crating eight kilns and employing 50 and gun are his favorite insignia. He
knows every cover and every trout
doing the chores around the house, men in its quarries.
assassinating weeds in his vegetable With Mr. Blackington on the floor stream within tramping distance "of
garden, and either reading the latest was Nathan B. Conant—Simon A. Fish Rockland. Other veterans who went
magazines or beating himself at soli having been taken into the office with with him on hunting or fishing trips
taire.
the advent of Mr. Blackington in the included A. J. Shaw, David Smith, W
Perry, Elijah Herrick, A. M. Cpbb
When the brown days of Octobei; store. The goods for Dix Island were
arrive he is beset 'by another tempta shipped on the schooner Medora, and E. W. Palmer.
I used to like it best when I could
tion, and-from among his treasures which was loaded once a week. The
selects the trusty gun which has 'been concern stored its flour in the John S. steal away a day from the store," says
his companion oil so many tramps Case store on Myrtle street, its’ iron Mr. Blackington. Frequent compan
through woodland and marsh.
He and steel in the building at the rear ions on his trips were his four sons.
. • • •
pats the stock affectionately, and there of the Main street store and its mo
Hunting for woodcock has been his
a glint of moisture in his eyes as lasses, beef and heavy groceries in
"That’s good
he returns the weapon to its place. It the basement. Tile other goods, ac favorite recreation.
has been three years now since he cording to weight and bulk, were kept enough sport for anybody," he says.
on
the
three
floors
of
the
block
in
Mr. Blackington has always had a
sought the covers of woodcock and
partridge, but the memory is keen. which Cobb, Wight A- Co., were lo pronounced interest in municipal af
cated.
William
T.
Cobb
and
Fred
W.
fairs, and found opportunity to exer
One doesn’t spend the idle moments
of a lifetime near to nature and forget Wight, younsters out of school, came ise it in both branches of the City
into the store while Mr. Blackington Government, besides serving four
what the woods are like in the fall,
years as a member of the Registra
Oscar Eaton Blackington was born was there.
• • . .
tion Board and three years as assessor.
at West Meadows Jan. 6. 1833, a son
□f the late Willard Sterling BlackingThe livery business still looked good He is a member of Rockland Lodge,
ton. His mother was Julia G. Thomas. to Mr. Blackington, and he built for F. & A. M., King Solomon’s Temple
that purpose the stable on Park street, Chapter, King Hiram Council, R. &
where the Rockland Garage now 8. M , and Claremont Comma ndery. He
To use his own expression, he was stands. After eight years he sold the belonged at one time to the old Central
was brought up on 33 acres of rocks, business to William A. Moody, and the Club.
and the busy apprenticeship which he building was subsequently burned.
Mr. Blackington has been twice
served there for 20 years proved good
With the disposal of his livery bus married—June 19, 1862, to Julia Mans
schooling for the active business ca iness, Mr. Blackington directed his ac field of Jonesport; and Sept. 5, 1885,
reer on which he later embarked, and tivities into another channel—the to Julia M. Withlngton. When all of
from which he did not retire until six clothing business. He bought the John the family are present there are at the
years ago.
Fairfield Fogler store at The Brook, tabic, in addition to Mr. and Mrs.
During that score of years on the where he remained in trade for 16 Blackington, the five children—Jesse
old homestead he divided his time years.
M. of Redwood City, Calif., Albert T.
pretty evenly between working on the
This store was located in Frye and Luie E. Blackington of Rock
farm, driving a rock team and tending block which stood -approximately land; Mrs. E. Stewart (Jrbeton of West
lime kilns. The kilns -were the prop where Chisholm Bros.’ candy store is Rockport and Mrs. Edward S. Lancas
erty of Sherer & Spear, and live in now located an which was burned five ter ol New Britain, Conn. Mr. Black
number. Each turned out from 400 to years ago last week in the conflagra ington also has one brother, Col. Oliver
600 casks at a "burning”—a process tion which swept from Masonic Tem N. Blackington of Augusta, and one
which consisted of filling one week and ple to Limerock street.
sister, Mrs. E. B. Hastings of this city.
burning the next. The rock was hauled
Here ends our story of a well known
Prior to Mr. Blackington’s advent
from the Sherer, Ingraham and Black- there the store was reached by a flight Rocklai *1 citizen, who knows what
ing'.on quarries. The lime manufact of 14 wooden steps, for The Brook at hard work is, and what good sport is.
urers were dependent upon nobody that point was a deep gully known on A man who is straightforward and out
save the market. They cut their own the northern side as Meeting House spoken in his views, and who, in pass
kilnwood and cooperage stock, quar hill, where the Baptist and Congrega ing has 90th milestone, can look back
ried their own stone and burned their tional churches stand. "It was one of over the long lane of years on a career
own kilns. The Skinner boys, from the steepest hills I encountered, when that can be commended to any young
Union—Joseph and Samuel—did the hauling limerock,” says Mr. Blacking man starting the Journey.
cask making.
So far as Mr. Blackington knows
ton .
When Oscar Blackington went forth
The year that he went into the Frye there are but two older men who can
from the farm, a callow youth of 20, store an eleven-foot fill was made by laim Rockland as their residence—
it was to take a new employment as James Smith. When the frost came Francis Tighe, 93; and James Wight,
widely different from his home life as out of the ground the following spring 93.
it was possible to imagine.
the conditions were indescribable. It
Behold him next, proudly mounted was impossible to get teams through
A CABINET CHANGE
on the seat of a peddler’s wagon, head the mud at that point, and traffic was
ing away on unknown trails, for New diverted to other streets.
Will Me Made Necessary By Resigna
Brunswick and the land of Evangeline.
tion of Secretary Fall
On Limerock street there was an
His stock of goods consisted mainly other steep incline known as “Court
of silverware and cheap jewelry, the House Hill,” and located, as the name
Secretary Fall of the Inferior Depart
entiEe load being valued at perhaps would imply, near the corner of Lime ment wil! resign his office on March 4,
less than $500. The goods belonged to rock and Union streets. It will inter it was announced Wednesday at the
A. K. Osgood of Lewiston, whose in est many of the younger generation White House.
terests in Maine were managed by a to know that a plank road was once
It was said Mr. Fall’s retirement was
man named Wight, afterward gov built on “Court House Hill,” where it due to the pressure of private business
ernor of Arizona.
interests, which he felt should be given
served for about a year
• * . «
Additional “fills" were made from a greater degrbe of personal attention
The vehicle used by Mr. Blackington time to time, and eventually came th than has been possible while he lias
I was a common buggy, the stock being paving. The mud now exists only in been a member of the cabinet.
President Harding was said to re
carried in a trunk and two cases. memory, along with the feuds which
Traveling through uninhabited regions, existed between the Northenders and gret that Secretary Fa'll found it neces
sary to retire and to have tendered
with articles of considerable value the Southenders, with “The Brook” as
him a place on the supreme eoui t
would -be apt to invite the interference No Man's Land.
• * • •
bench.
I of highwaymen, so The Courier-Ga
The question of a successor to Sec
Mr. Blackington’s next move was
zette reporter asked the natural ques| tion—
across Main street into one of the retary Fall is expected to be left open
Farnsworth stores, where he remained for some time. Secretary Fall’s re
“Ever held up?"
“Yes," was the reply, "by a customs five years. Down the street to Spear tirement, which will make tire second
block was the next pilgrimage, the break in the official family with which
| official."
This "hold-up” was adjusted to the Blackington establishment being locat President Harding went into office, is
ed in the middle store. The next and in line with a desire Mr. Fall ex
| satisfaction of all concerned.
Mr. Blackington’s most memorable Last change, under the veteran mer pressed to his friends when he agreed
lexirerience as a, peddler had its begin chant's regime, was the removal to to take the interior portfolio nearly
lie indicated then
ning on Christmas day, 1859, when he the northern store of Spear block (wo years ago.
that he did not expect to serve
left Brewer in a snowstorm. In the which E. W. Berry had vacated
The firm name remained “O. E. throughout the administration.
21 days which followed there was not
one in which it did not snow sometime, Blackington" until 11 years ago when
MILWAUKEE FOR VETS
so that when he reached Houlton there a half interest was bought by his son
was six feet on the level. From there Luie E. Blackington, and the style
The 57th national convention of the
he followed the St. John River, finding was changed to O. E. Blackington &
hotel accommodations at the Adams Son. Five years later the senior mem Grand Army of the Republic will lie
House, kept by a proprietor of 'illus ber retired, and the business is con held in Milwaukee next Sept. 2, it was
trious name—John Quincy Adams. It tinued by the son, under the name of decided by the National Committee
was in that locality that the young L. E. Blackington. who has proven a meeting Thursday.
traveler saw oyster beds for the first worthy successor of a worthy sire.
An Oliver street family was much
| time.
"Yesf” said Mr. Black'inton—and
This, also, was the winter memora- there was a far-away 'look in his eye.- perturbed Tuesday to see the family
| hie in history for its “Cold Friday.” —times have certainly changed since horse come galloping into the yard
It was so cold that the thermometers I went into the clothing business. followed by an empty sleigh. Their
tailed to register the exact tempera Many a suit of nice black cassimere fears were allayed a few minutes later
ture.
Stage drivers were found have I sold for $12.50, and didn't feel when they saw the snow-covered fig
frozen to death in their seats. Mr. as if I were doing my duty to the cus ures of Frank and his son-iti-law,
Blackington drove 10 miles down the tomers unless 1 threw in a pair of John, Bea-ton it up the road.
St. John River that day, but the wind braces. The wholesale cost of such a
was on his back, and he was he-avily suit was from $8 to $10. I used to set
I clad for the occasion. "I could never a Prince Albert tailor made suit for YOUR FAVORITE POEM
I have faced the gale." he said.
$15, and one of my early patrons at
Mr. Blackington had good luck in that price was the man who now
Whatever .vour occupation may be and how
| his peddling expedition, hut perhaps holds one of the most important posl ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail
to secure at least a few minutes every day
“luck” isn't the proper word to use. tions in the country—Brigadier Gen for lefreslinient
of your inner life with a bit
I The salesmanship instinct was being era! Herbert M. Lord, Director of the of poetry.
—Charles Eliot Norton.
developed in the future merchant. Sil- Bureau of the Budget.
The other day Just for the curiosity
I ver matches, retailing at $15 and $20
MORNINNG PRAYFR
I were among his "best sellers."
of the thing. I put on a suit, which Oh. may 1 be strong and brave today.
And may I be kind and true.
Down in Lunenburg, N. S., about this cost many years ago only $7.50, hut
meet all men in a gracious way.
I time Leonard & Kennard were cre which would now sell for about $25 And
With frank good cheer in the tilings I say,
ating a sensation by their success in It was in tolerably good condition.”
And love in the deeds I do
But if there is a great difference i’l
placer mining, having taken out some
the simple heart of a child be mine,
thing like a million dollars’ worth of the cost of living nowadays, there has May
And the gra*‘e of a rose In bloom;
I gold.
also been a marked change in wages. Lei me nil the day with a hope divine
Mr. Blackington and a friend yielded "In my younger days," said Mr. Black Ami turn my face !•> the sky’s glad shine,
With never a cloud of gloom.
I to the lure, and made a few blasts ington, "$1.50 a day was big wages
where the quartz veins crossed. In for tending a kiln, and a man who Witli the golden levers of love and light
I would lift the world, and when,
this manner they got out enough free
R. U. Collins, 375 Main street, will Through a path with kindly deeds made toright,
gold to make two rings, and learned
I come to the calm of the starlit night,
I that it cost about $2 to get one dol assist you in making out your Income
Let me rest In peace. Amen.
t—Nlxon Waterman.
tax returns.—adv.
2-4
lar's wort' if gold.

HIS NINTIETH

MILESTONE

Every-Other-L>ej
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GEORGE WARREN SMITH’S WILL.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIM E8-<-WEEK
Rockland. Maine, Jan. 6, 1923.
Personally appeared Frank S. LytlUte, who on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Jan 4,
1923. there was printed a total of 5.921 copies.
Before mo,
FRANK B MILKER.
Notary Public.

BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—
Bible Thought! Tncr'orized. will prove ■
priceless heritage in after years.
.1H131 li;

.2.1

PRAY FOR REVIVAL:—O Lord, re
vive thy work in tihe midst of the years,
in the midst of the years make known;
in wrath remember mercy.—Habakkuk
3:2.

SEVENTY-SEVEN YEARS OLD

Property valued in eight figures is •give to my brother, Benjamin F. Smith,
disposed of in the 35-word will filed all my entire estate, whatsoever, both
personal and real, and make him my
late yesterday afternoon by Frank H.
executor without bonds."
Ingraham, Esq., attorney for the ex
The will was drawn Oct. 15, 1918,
ecutor cf the will ot the late George and the witnesses were Lillian G.
Coombs, Leua S. Simmons and Her
Warren Smith.
Those who had expected a many- bert N. Brazier.
The petition for probating the will
paged document and long list of pri
vate and public bequests are doomed comes before the regular session ot
to disappointment as only two persons Knox County Probate Court, which
are named—the brother and sister. will be held Jan. 16.
Benjamin F. Smith, tlie principal
The substance of the will follows:
“I give to sister. Mrs. Cordelia Mur beneficiary ot the will, is in his 93d
ray one thousand dollars. I hereby year.

With the beginning ot January The
Courier-Gazette entered upon its 78th
PENSION BILL VETO
A BRIEF SESSION
year of prosperous existence. Not a
very large group of its original read
ers. we venture to say, continue to President Harding Tells Why , Legislature Adjourned Thurswelcome the paper's regular visits, and
He Cannot Approve the
day, After Hearing Gov.
yet there are some who do. For ex
. Bursum Bill.
Baxter's Address.
ample, Mrs Frances L. Lounsberry,
now of 6 Hubbard street. Concord,
The Bursum bill providing for an
Gov. Percival P. Baxter of Port
Mass., who observing this week the increase in the pensions of Civil and land ter the second time took the oath
annual custom of renewing her sub Mexican War veterans was vetoed of office Thursday.
Thursday by President Harding.
T!i» hall of the House of Represen
scription, accompanies the ceremony
The bill provided for an increase tatives. where the inauguration ■ took
with this friendly word of good cheer: from $50 to $72 a month for veterans place, was filled with people, including
“Please accept the season's greetings and from $30 to $50 a month far wid members of the Senate and House, the
for the dear old home paper, tried and ows of the Mexican and Civil Wars. justices of the Supreme Court, former
trite. On Jan. 6 I shall be 87 years old. In his veto message the President de governors and Gov. Baxter's personal
1 was 10 years old when I read the first clared the increase in governmental party. All the seats about the walls
issue of the paper and have ever since expenditures involved would amount to were occupied and the balcony was
continued one of its family of readers. heedlessness' and objected also to the'tilled with people who had come from
Most of my old-time friends have bltl'j 'loose provision for pensioning- all sections of Maine to witness the
passed on. In sending payment for widows."
eremony.
In a brief message to the Senate
1923 1 add my good wishes for the
Chairs for Chief justice Leslie C.
paper's continued prosperity and sign where the bill originated, the Presi Cornish and his associates on the Su
myself a loyal and devoted friend of dent said:
preme Bench were placed in front of
‘I am returning herewith Senati
Maine."
he speaker's stand, and those for exThe Courier-Gazette woul,d be in 3275 'an act granting pension to cer Governors Carl E. Milliken and Fred
tain soldiers, sailors and marines o
terested to know of others in whose the Civil War, etc.,' without my ap rick W. Plaisted were at either side of
the stations occupied by the presiding
family it has been a regular visitor pro va 1.
officers of the two houses.
If the act were limited to its pro
since its initial appearance in January,
In the Governor's party were numer
1846. That the paper has steadily visions in behalf of the surviving par ous relatives including his two brothticipants in the Mexican and Civl' rs. Rupert H. Baxter of Bath, yer
commanded a list of friends that has Wars, and widows of the war of 1812
terday chosen a member of the exe
grown with the progress of years, we it vculd still be without ample justi cutive council, and James P, Baxter.
dare say may be attributed largely to fication. The commissioner/ of pen Ir.. of Portland, John Baxter of
sions estimates its additional cost to Brunswick, a nephew; Mrs. Fenton
a policy adhered to throughout suc
the Treasury to be about $108,090.00( Tomlinson of Portland, a sister, and
cessive editorial administrations, a annually, and 1 venture the prediction
her twe sons. James and Edward, and
policy which aimed at the larger good that with such a precedent established Bruce Waite of Skowhegan.
the
ultimate
pension
outlay
in
the
halt
of the community it has sought, and
The doors at the back of the House
century before us will exceed fifty
continues to seek, to serve and in the bitlions of dollars. The act makes nc swung open, the veteran messenger of
the executive council, George W.
face of which its often mistakes have pretense of new considerations for th( Leadbetter, entered and proclaimed:
needy
or
dependent,
no
new
generosity
been graciously overlooked. Forty-one
“Make way for the Governor of
years ago this week the paper through to the veteran wards of the nation; it Maine."
is an outright bestowal upon the gov
Instantly all were on their feet and
a business consolidation took on its ernment's pension rolls with a heedwave after wave of applause swept
present double title. Z. Pope Vose, the '.essness for the government's finan
>ver the gathering as the Governor,
editor of the Gazette (the older paper cial problems which is a discourage accompanied by the members of the
of the two) in a farewell review of his ment to every effort to reduce expend outgoing and incoming councils, the
i-tures and thereby relieve the Federal justices and others of the party made
editorial connection with the paper burdens of taxation.
their way down the center aisle,
covering a period of 25 years wrote:
“The more particular objection to
Ths oath of office was administered
this act, however. Ties in its loose pro to Gov. Baxter by Hon. Frank G. Far
"He is aware of a thousand fit
visions for pensionirg widows. The rington, president of the Senate, and
ting things which he has left un
existing law makes the widow of a then the Governor delivered his ad
done or unsaid, but he has the con
Civil War veteran eligible to a ,ien- dress which appears in this issue,
solation of believing that, during
sion if she married him prior to June
* « • •
his connection with it, the Gazette
27, 1905. In other words marriage
has never championed a base cause
Immediately following the Inaugu
within 40 years or the end of the Civl ration, Gov. Baxter announced the re
or wilfully obstructed an honest
War gives a veteran's widow a good appointment of Gilbert R Chadbourne
one; that it has never knowinglytitle to a pension. The act returned as his private secretary, Miss Gertrude
printed a false statement, or ma
herewith extends the marriage period Hill Plaisted <is assistant secretary and
liciously assailed personal repu
specifically to June 27, 1913, and pro Mis6 Mary E. Kanaley as stenographer.
tation, and that if it has done lit
vides that after that date any marriage These re-appointments are most pleaBtle to promote the welfare of the
or cohabitation for two years prior to ing in various sections of the State.
community in w-hich it has chiefly
a veteran's death shall make the wid All three were appointed by the late
circulated it has at least done
ow the beneficiary of a pension at Gov. Frederic H. Parkhurst of Bangor
nothing to lower the tone of pub
$50 per month for the remainder at and re-appointed by Gov. Baxter In
lic morals or retard an enlightened
her life.
progress."
February, 1921.
Mr. Chadbourne was born In Har
The management that succeeded to
MOORE FAVORS BRIDGE
mony 56 years ago and was postmaster
the cultured gentleman whose words
Walter E Moore, former secretary of at that place for seven years. From
are quoted above find it a source of the Portland Chamber of Commerce 1895 until 1910 he was news and tele
no small satisfaction, in reviewing the who is to speak in Rockland next graph editor of the Lewiston Journal
period of two-score years during which Tuesday night addressed • the Bath and for 10 years was managing editor
Rctary Club Wednesday and after
they have directed the paper's affairs, telling of the saving the State Pier will of the Kennebec Journal of Augusta
During the campaign
of 1920, Mr.
that it has steadily sought to remain mean to Maine and of its object he Chadbourne was secretary of the Re
constant to the sound principles of launched forth, to the surprise of his publican State committee and was ap
journalism therein enunciated, and in audience, into an eloquent pica for the pointed secretary to Gov.-elect Park
proposed bridge over the Kennebec at hurst in November of that year.
the disregard of which no newspaper Bath. He predicted that this bridge
can hope long to deserve the support would be built within a few years and
THE CHRISTMAS EFFORT
painted some tvord pictures of this
of its community.
section of Maine when it was com
Salvation Army's Output Was Valued
pleted.
At $1778—Receipts $1104.
Incidentally
he
mentioned
the
need
The United States Department of
of $160,000 more from the State for
Agriculture has inaugurated what is
The Salvation Army's Christmas ef
the completion of the -State Pier, which
known as the "Commodity Council he said this Legislature would be fort was the greatest in its history
Following are the statistics compiled
Plan.” Under this plan all the phases asked to appropriate
by Capt. E. Smith, officer in charge
of a particular crop or commodity from
of the local work.
Some
of
the
arguments
against
the
selection of seed to the final dispo
Christmas Baskets
53
sition of the product to the consumer ship bill show a very thin texture. A Families receiving baskets,
179
will be considered by the council. correspondent writes thus to the New Total number in families,
Community Christmas Tree
Heretofore the various phases of a crop York Journal of Commerce: "It is Number of children receiving gifts, 148
have been handled by separate bureaus, highly likely that the accruing loss, Number of mothers receiving gifts, 31
970
one bureau handling perhaps- the infor whether in Government deficits or in Garments given,
400
mation relative to selection of seed and subsidies, on operating our own fleet Toys.
Shoes (pairs),
.
23
between
now
and
the
next
war
will
be
planting, another bureau handling the
Total value.
$1778
cultivation and the harvesting and still much greater than the cost of replac
This includes second hand clothing.
Income
another bureau handling the market ing the present fleet." The writer ar
$320.10
ing. In some cases the handling of a gues that we should get rid of the ships Total from Rockland kettles,
Donated by local business men, 186.00
crop passed through a half-dozen bu and let other maritime nations do our Collections from outside towns, 523.87
reaus. Under the new plan men carrying. The subsidy aid is placed at Donations from local wholesale
and retail houses in goods,
75.00
specialists from the bureaus in the $30,000,000. The present fleet cost $3.This optismistic lettermatter of selection of seed, in soils, in 000,000,000.
Total,
$1104.97
plant d scases, in pests, in crop culture, writer evidently Believes wo will not
Capt. and Mrs Eric Smith are very
have
another
war
in
100
years.
If
he
in grading, in distribution and market
grateful to the ladies of the Eastern
ing, will be called in conference into can give the American people satis Star, Sunshine Society, Pythian Sisters,
the council having a problem to con factory assurances of the fact he will Fuller-Cobb-Davis, the W. O. Hpwett
have materially strengthened his ar Co., Salvation Army Home League,
sider.
gument from that standpoint, although the Free Will Baptist and Universalist
Ladies of Rockland, the Baptist and
he would still have to explain why Methodist ladies of Thomaston for
“The country is on its way to an era
we should pay out half a billion an their splendid co-operation in dress
of industrial prosperity sucli as has
nually to other nations for carrying making, etc., which .helped to keep
down the expenses.
never been 6cen before," is the opinion
our goods, as we would still have to do
of First Assistant Postmaster General
if we let our ships go to the junit pile,
Bartlett.
In substantiation of his
or sold them. This of course pre-supSOLD EVERYWHERE
opinion Mr. Bartlett says: “No better
poses that foreign shipping monopolies
proof of this can be found than our
would continue to carry our freights
postal business. The mails are run
at prevailing rates and would not act
ning heavier than at any time in his
as Japan did when she controlled the
tory. Receipts at our postoffices from
carrying trade of the Pacific Coast
the sale of stamps are going upward
you use /ess
during the war
Tiie amount of parcel post matter
going through the mails at the present
time is taxing the capacity of the en
tire system. The postal service is
widespread, extending into the most
remote corners of the republic, and
feels more readily than any other busi
ness organization both the blight of
commercial stagnation as well as the
Send for
Service
flourish of its revival."

Ryzon
BAKING POWDER

VIGTROLAS

However conditions in other parts of
the country, eastern Maine finds itself
in the enjoyment of an old-fashioned
winter—if our readers know what that
means. Conditions for winter sports
In Rockland could hardly be improved
upon,

enwoo

Disposes of Enormous Estate In 35-Word Document—
Property Passed On To Benjamin F. Smith.

Catalogue

Store

____
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Don’t BeExtravagant
\
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This Glenwood is shown in the wonderful pearl grey
enamel finish—so neat and attractive. . By simply passing a
damp cloth over the surface you are able to clean your range
instantly. No more soiled hands, no more dust and smut
It banishes the old time task of blacking the range. Picture
the splendid appearance it would make in your kitchen.

[Call to-day and see for yourself how a modern

Glenwood Range “Makes Cooking Easy”

Burpee Furniture Co., Rockland
-A .

TREES AND HISTORY
If the Monarchs of the Forest
Could Oply Tell Their
Story.
Washing! 1 D C.. Jail. 2.—Living
trees and cu1 timbers may become the
mute calendars of mir li of the undated
pre-Columbian history of North Amer
ica, as the i. suit t>f a new means of
time determination to be first applied
to the study if the Chaco Canyon ru
ins, explored by the National Geo
graphic Society.
Of the accomplished people who built
the remarkable communal dwellings
in northwestern New Mexico, devel
oped a relatively high civilization and
left traces of marvelous engineering
feats and exquisite art objects, it has
been said regretfully they had no cal
endars such as the elaborate time
keeping devices of the Mayas of Cen
tral America.
It seems they had, but did not know
it. Recent at idy of tree growth shows
that trees no: only register the iscssing
years by their rings; but the contour,
thickness, and conformation of these
rings indicate climatic changes from
year to year. Moreover these changes
are cyclic.
Have Story to Tell

Junipers of New j.Iexico or Arizona.
The oldest ones yet found are from
400 to 500 years old. The question
then arises: How bridge the gap be
tween these trees and the span of
years represnted by thrt timbers used
in the roof supports of Bonito's ex
cellent masonry?
Therein 1ie3 the romance of the
forthcoming expeditions for which the
National Geographic Society has just
made a grant of $2,500 a year for three
years. The quest has all the mystery
of a detective story, the intrigue of a
Baconian cipher, yet its working out
will furnish valuable fact as well as
mental enjoyment.
Detective Methods in History Study

Briefly, the method of study contem
plates getting cross aectionk of the
oldest living trees, then obtaining from
other pueblos, of more recent supposed
date, timbers which overlap tbp new
ly cut trees in time period, then work
ing backward with older and older
specimens until those are found which
correspond, in their cyclic Indications,
to those of the Chaco' Canyon Pueblos.
Walpi and Oraibi, in Arizona, and
Zuni and Acoma, in New Mexico, the
last mentioned being the oldest con
tinuously occupied pueblo in the south
west, will be visited in an effort to
patch together tree sections which will
carry the forest almanac back to dat
ing distance of the far more elaborate
Chaco Canyon ruins.
A second line of study will concern
itself with a study of buried stumps
near Flagstaff, Arizona, and other
stumps farther west in recently
washed-out valleys. These, too, may
furnish records of seasonal changes
wthich will help in fitting togethef
tree diagrams of time.
The National Geographic Society’s
grant of $2,500 annually for three years
to carry on this special phase of study
is in addition to the explorations tend
ing further to disclose the life, mannets, customs, and remnants of the
handiwork of the early American
apartment house builders,

"Oh, that they could tell their story!"
many a nature lover has exclaimed as
he gazed at a >me tree patriarch which
has outlived many generations of hu
man beings. All along the trees cotiid
tell their story; butt mankind is just
learning to read
Dr. A. E. Douglas of the University
of Arizona and the Carnegie Institu
tion has developed a method which
scienco .now recognizes as a trust
worthy pro css of reading tree records
of time and climate. Despite the re
markable accomplishments of the-Na
tional Geographic Society’s expedi
tions to Pueblo Bonito (Beautiful Vflllage) of Chaco Canyon, the leader,
Telephone that item of news to The
Neil Al. Judd, admits that no evidence
I has been found to give a satisfactory Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
answer to tlie question most often readers will see it.
asked, "How old is the ruin?”

Canyon Was Human Beehive

DONSON

Was it 800, or 1,200 A. D„ or even
I longer ago, that, looking down from
I sheer canyon cliffs the Wandering Jew
: might have seen children at play on
Tho Reliable and Satisfactory
j the roofs of 41ie giant Pueblo Bonito
I apartment house (to meniton only one)
Psychic and Spiritual
land their
work on their gal1 den plots of sqipsli, corn and beans?
Or fashioning some, of the beautiful
pottery or tiny ornaments which re Can be consulted every Tuesday and
semble earrings of 1922? Or wor Wednesday from 10 A. M. to 8 P. M.
shipping with elaborate ritual in the
29 PARK STREET
cloistered Rivas?
Of course there are no .thousand - APPOINTMENTS BY PHONE, 799W
year-old tree,* among the pines and
136»tf

MEDIUM

MAINE MUSIC CO.
ROCKLAND

GARDINER

- ------ -I

By being too economical—think of the cost of doing without. < The older the stove
the more it wastes, not only in food and patience but in fuel. Saving a few pounds
of coal each day means hundreds of pounds in a year. A Modern Glenwood gives
wonderful results with the smallest amount of fuel. , Get one and start saving now.

BEEN A BUSY YEAR

County and Home Demonstra
tion Agents make Annual
Reports.

agent, in working' out tlie various
problemms in the community. The
mote work that is arranged at the
planning meeting means a big step in
accomplishing a good year’s work.—
Farm Bureau News.

FOUR-MASTER LOST

The year's work for County Agent j Sch. Alice M. Colburn Ashore Near
R. C. Wentworth and Home Demon-j Manchester, Mass, and Breaking
stratlon Agent Claire Herrick has been
Up.
completed and the annual report
Tho captain and crew of tlie fourmade. This report covers, for the
masted schooner Alice M. Colburn
county agent, from Dec. 1, 1921, to
Nov. 20, 1922, and shows the following Thursday night were quartered at the
coast guard station in Gloucester while
work done:
their sturdy vessel was breaking up on
28 commmittee meetings, attend
ance,
12C
Egg Rock, a mile off Coolidge's Point.
Manchester. The coast guard cutter
36 program development meet
ings, attendance,
1240 Tampa, which went to the vessel’s as
50 subject matter meetings, at
sistance reported (hat aid to the
tendance,
1GG2 stranded ship was impracticable.
Coast guardsmen brought the crew
103 demonstrations held, attend
ance,
993 to Gloucester from Mnnchester, where
they had spent last night after aban
217
3961 doning their vessel, Cajlt. Lunt and
Besides the above meetings, 293 calls his men of the Colburn related how,
were made on various persons; 658 on attempting to reach the port at
letters written and 6815 copies mailed; Gloucester, they had. worked too near
70 news articles written, and traveled to the shore and then in the blinding
6943.5 miles, of which 4796.5 was .by snowstorm, when1 it appeared as if
automobile.
they were working free, Egg Island
The home demonstration agent’s re loomed up ahead. Two anchors failed
port covers the period from Jan. 28, to hold the vessel, and the captain and
1922, to Nov. 30, 1922. *176 meetings crew put oft and made shore: They
were held, with an attendance of 3397; did not know their locution and finally,
27 calls made; 918 letters written; 60 after reaching a small summer cot
news articles written, and traveled tage near Manchester, they were able
5496.5 miles, of which 3407.5 was by to communicate with the Coast Guard
automobile.
and learned where they were.
The report of the coming year should
A salvage crew was dispatched from
show still greater gains for the Farm New Bedford to attempt to save all
Bureau organization is fast becoming equipment possible before the vessel
a real organization and co-operating broke up. The Colburn was bound
with the extension service, througli the from Portland to Hampton Roads In
county agent and home demonstration ballast.

EVERY BOY AND GIRL

IS HAPPY
Fjgg 5SS> <when they acquire the saving habit and deposit their
money with the Rockland National Bank. Remember

that every dollar saved is a step nearer success.
New accounts are invited

4"
/D Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine

r

lijliTMEMBER FEDERAL “RESERVE SYSTEM SIMMiMI

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 6, 1923.

calk tf the town

Mrs. C. F. Snow will entertain the
Women's Democratic Clutb at her home
on Tnltont avenue next Wednesday
night.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan 4—Joint insinuation of Kdwln Libby
Fuat and Relief t'orpa al Grand Army hall at
7 30 o'clock In the evening.
Jan o-G (Roller Polo) Koekland va Port
land, at the Arcade
Ken. 5—Monthly meeting of the City (iovernnient.
Jan. ft (T l.'. 1*. M l—Woman's Educational
Club. Methodist vestry.
Jan. 6—Dance at t ountry Club under charge
of house committee.
Jan. 8—'Midwinter meeting of the Shake
speare Society, Copper Kettle Porch
Jan. 6—Knox Pomona Grange holds annual
meeting and installation at West Rockport
Jan. 8—Open meeting of Shakespeare So
ciety at Copper Kettle Porch.
Jan. 9—tkampiel and Open Forunt of Rock
land Chamber of Commerce in the ITnlversalist vestry.
Jan !•- Knox County Supreme Court begins.
Ja’i lu—Picnic supper tind s|ieaker at tiie
Business and Professional Women's Club
Jan. 11—Ladies auction and luncheon at
Country Club, li.3# o’clock
Jan In- Parent-Teacher Aosochktlon meet
ing, High School Assembly Hall, at 7.30.
Jan 17- Public installation of Aurora Lodge.
F & A M
dan. 18-e-Ladles’ and gentlemen's supper and
auction a-t Country Club.
Jan 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Jan 18- -Postponed meeting of the Charity
Club, with Mrs <1. E. Rlac.kiitgton, Limerock
street.
Jan. li-tt—Musical Comedy, ''Kathleen,'’
benefit Senior Class, If II. 8
Jan. 19—flitest day of the Rubinstein Club
Feo. 12- Lincoln's Birthday.
Fob. 12-17—The Community Food Fair at
tlie A rente
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
March 6—City election?

Overheard Thursday outside of the
editor's window : “Going to the pictures tonight?” "Naw, wh.rit is it?”
“John Quincy Adams—they sa y it *s
great.”

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

Supt. A. F. MacA'lnry Of the Cam
den & Rockland Water Co. mikes ihe
excellent suggestion that collegians in
this vicinity form nn organization re
gardless of what institution is their
alma mater.

9

THE ANNUAL

9

9 CENT DAY SALE
‘
IS

NOW

’I
GOING ON

*

THE POSTMAN WILL BRING YOUR RECORDS

9
ttMHT
KBoBSSS
I 9

You needn’t come to our store, if it’s not convenient, or if you live
too far away. We pack your records carefully and send them to you
by parcel post, insured so there can be no loss from breakage.
Check the ones you want, cilp out and mail to us.

SACRED SONGS AND HYMNS
16135
16394

9

«
J

16674
16742

SATURDAY NIGHT UNTIL 9 O’CLOCK

Residents of Mapfle street who are
in the habit of coming down town via
the Public Ribrary lot And themselves
considerably inconvenienced by the
Tact that the western path is not shov
eled this winter. The step was regret
ted, but a necessary economy.

Awakened Thursday night by a
dream, in which she was surrounded
1 by fire, Mrs. Russell Bartlett found the
I house of her father, S. H. Doe, rapidly
filling with smoke. An investigation
showed that the wood box back of the
kitchen stove was ablaze, and a few
minutes later the fire would have been
beyond control. The dream and the
awakening came very opportunely.

VICTOR RECORD SERVICE
Bulletin of Favorite Numbers Obtainable Today

9

Folks who like good things to eat—
plenty of them, and price modest—
will be well satisfied if they attend the
American Region Auxiliary’s supper in
the Region hall on Rimerock street
tonight.

MAINE MUSIC COMPANY’S

999999999999999

MONDAY FROM 9 A. M. TO 5

M.

If Monday should prove to be an unusually stormy day the sale will
be continued Tuesday

an

Anflh Temple (Mystic Shrine) of
Bangor is making plans for an indoor
circus, to he held in the Auditorium
Feb. 6-8. The fourth day will he de
voted to a big hall.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Edward M. Tolman, who has been
eohfined to the house the past two
months was down town yesterday for
the first time, getting the glad hand
from the hoys all along the line.

The old question came up'again yes
terday in a local store. When was
Rockland Breakwater built. Work be
The Good Cheer Sewing Circle will gan in April 1881. and was still in
meet with Mrs. Frank Maxey, Warren progress, although nearly completed
in 19011. Sounded over the phone as
street, Tuesday afternoon.
though Joe lost his het.
Two Knox County boys, Carl Sim
mons of Kiu-kland and Earl Foster of
John R. Donohue’s letter, noted in
Thomaston are running a dancing Thursday’s issue of this paper re
academy in St. Petersburg, Fla.
lieved the minds of imn*t persons, who
had never known him to remain si
Alfred A. Staples again inhabits the lent that long, and who were becoming
carpet dephrtment of the Simonton actually worried about him. betters
dry
goods store, after spending a for publication are promised as soon
week’s vacation in Vinalhaven.
as he becomes acclimated.
The local banks hold their
nual meeting next Tuesday.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Page Three

16749

9

17713
17763
45089

9

64428
64891
87264
87527
87530
87546
74477
88460

Read the wonderful details in last Thursday’s issue of this paper

9
9

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

9

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Rev. B. P. Browne will speak at In
graham Hill chapel Sunday afternoon
al 2 o’clock, if pleasant. Sunday school
will follow.

FIERCE POLO BATTLE

.75
.75

.75
.75
.75

.75
.75
1.00
1.25
1.25
125
1.50
150
1.50
1.75
1.75

Victrolas in twenty different styles from $25.00 up

9999999999999

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Come Thou Almighty King,
Trinity Choir
Jerusalem the Golden,
Trinity Choir
Rock of Ages,
Trinity Choir
Lead Kindly Light,
Hayden Quartet
Face to Face,
Percy Hemus
How Firm a Foundation,
Trinity Choir
Jesus Saviour Pilot Me,
McClasky
Nearer My God To Thee,
Hayden Quartet
When the Roll Is Called Up Yonder,
Criterion Quartet
He Leadeth Me,
Werrenrath
Jesus Blessed Jesus (organ acc.),
Rodeheaver
Jecus Remembered You (organ acc.),
Rodeheaver
Brighten tho Corner,
Rodeheaver
1 Walk With the King,
Rodeheaver
The Palms,
Werrenrath
The Lost Chord,
Werrenrath
Beautiful Isle of Somewhere,
McCormack
Heaven is My Home,
Garrison
Where Is My Boy Tonight,
Homer
Abide With Me,
Gluck - Homer
Je3us Lover of My Soul,
Gluck- Homer
Ave Maria,
McCormack-Kriesler
Face To Face,
Evan Williams
Stabat Mater—Cujers animam,
Caruso

Look for this Trade Mark

Be sure you hear the
Genuine Victrola before you
Purchase a Phonograph

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

WITH THE CHURCHES

MAINE MUSIC CO.

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Rockland's Victrola Store
Portland-Bath
Combination Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning
service
at
11
o
’
clock,
The mothers of the children in the
Gave Rockland a Scare— of lesson sermon, "God." Subject
Elmer Campbell of Ann Arbor
Sunday
first and second grades. Tyler school,
Mich., Is spending a few weeks with
school at 12 o'clock. The reading
Meet Again Tonight.
are invited to meet Miss Reilly, the
his family at the home of Mrs. Camp
room
is
located
in
the
new
The steamer Belfast, which laid at
Bicknell
district nurse, next Wednesday after
bell's parents, Mr. and Mis. A. W.
Billy Yale landed here yesterday block and is open every week day thi' Rockland wharf until 12.45 Friday
noon at 3.15.
Decrow. Talbot avenue.
from
2.30
to
4.30
p.
m.
morning, letting the heavy easterly sea
with a cointoinatiqn polo team—two
The Knox Securities Company has
run down a little, arrived back at Rock
Miss Maureen Burns of the North Portland players, two Bath players, and
Glaentzel, tlie florist, is to have a been organized in this city, to purchase
land just before 3 o'clock Saturday
Main street blanch in the southern hold and dispose of shares of capital National Bank staff, recently operated one who has lived in both cities. Some
At St. Peter’s church (Episcopal)
store of the new Dondis theatre. James stock, bonds, securities, etc.; capital upon for appendicitis at Knox Hospital, of the spectators had figured that the Sunday services will be at 10.30 morning.
METHODIST CHURCH
Dondis will have a branch store in stock. $10,000, all of which is common! is making very rapid recovery and Rockland's ninth straight victory would and 32.16. The early morning service
Wilbur P. Strong of Thomaston sat
be a comparatively easy one, but such and the evening service will be in
the northern half.
nothing paid in; par value of shares, will go home early next week.
up
very
late
the
other
night
—
until
1.30
was far from the case, as may be iThomuston. The annual parish meet$100; three shares subscribed; direct
King Solomon's Temple Chapter, It. ors—President, R. B. Healey of Rock
Tonight's polo game between Rock judged from the remark made by Cap- j ing will be held Tuesday evening a a. m., in fact. But he was repaid
From 5:00 to 7:00 O’clock
A. M., held its annual meeting Thurs land: Adelbert R. Miles and Jessie M. land and Portland will be called at 8.45. tain St. Aubin when he retired to the Vestry meeting Wednesday and the when his radio set presented him with
PRICE - - 35 CENTS
day night, and chose these officers: I Stewart.
annual meeting
meet in a of
snmpf Imn a program broadcast from San Diego,
Rockland has now won nine straight dressing room. "That’s the hardest annual
of the
the Ri.llrt
Guild ’ sometime
High priest, A. F. Wisner: king, W.
games, but it xvill not be 10 if Billy I’ve had to work ‘ since the season during the week. The seventieth an Calif. Wonders if anybody else here
: : : MENU : : :
abouts
heard
it.
1>. Talbot: scribe, Judson I. Crouse: i Although the Democratic caucus Yale, "Wild Bill” Shaughnessey, et als, opened’” said he.
niversary of the parish comes on the
Bakod Beans and Brown Bread
A feature of the game was found in 381 h. The parish notices for the week
treasurer, Homer E. Robinson; secre will not be held for some weeks yet, have their say. Watch Yale and St.
Cabbage Salad
Tlie Vinal Haven & Rockland Steam
tary,' Charles L. Robinson; captain of it is understood that the leaders have Autoin mix it.
the treqilent clashes between St. Aubin are as usual printed’ on the first page
Cake, Coffee, Etc.
boat Co. announces that commencing
the host. Robert A. Webster; principal already selected a candidate for mayor.
and Yale, and the crowd was delight of this paper.
Monday, Jan. 8. steamer will leave
sojournpr. E. O’B. Gonia; royal arch That honor Is said to have been wished
An accident that might have proved ed when the honors fell in St. Aubin’s
BORN
Swan’s Island at 5.30 a. m for Stoning
captain, M. W Colpitts; master of upon Edward R. Brown of Ward 3, and serious happened to Miss Reola Row direction, as they often did. But In
Saunders—'Rockland, Jan. 6, to Mr and Mrs
third vail, Harirlil R. ltackliffe; master it is understood that he has wired his ling of Rockland High School yester bebalf of Billy Yale it must be said
Rev. O. W. Stuart will use as his ton, North Haven, Vinalhaven and Ansel Saunders, a daughter.
Rdber-tson—<>UTs Head. Dee 25, to Mr. and
of second vail. B. H. Roberts; master acceptance from St. Petersburg. Fla., day. She had to go down stairs io tha. he was playing the fastest game subject, "The Blessed Features of the Rockland. Returning, leaves Rockland
Pearl Robertson, a son -Mark Almond.
of first vail. William G. Walker. Past where mayoralty cares do not seem < hange class rooms, but took only a
local crowd has ever seen him put Rest of Faith” at Littlefield Memorial at 1.30 p. m. for Vinalhaven, North Mrs.
Packard—Koekland. at Britt Maternity Home.
Haven, Stonington and Swan’s Island.
Grand High Priest J. II. Rlchan will very pressing for the time being.
few steps when she fainted and fell. Up, and he kept “Smiling Jimmy” Pur F. B. church, Sunday morning at 10.30.
Jan. 5, do Mr and Mrs. Win. F Packard of
Ganvlun, a daughter.
install tlie officers Jan. 25. The Chap
Assisted by a teacher and students she cell on the constant jump, with the The choir will sing an anthem by
The Anderson Auxiliary installation,
ter has made a gain of 12 in member
A new member of the Rockland High got up stairs and found she was able usr'stance of McCabe and Woodbury. Emerson, “Break Forth Into Joy” with Wednesday evening was well attended
MARRIED
ship the pkst year, and now has a School faculty was welcomed with the to walk. She received no severe in The three Portland players seemed to incidental solo by Mrs. C. R. Dorman.
Thorndike-Thorndike Koekland, .Ian. 4. by
total enrollment of 336. The Chapter reopening of school in the person of juries. with the exception of bruises, be eternally in '.ront of the Rockland Bible school meets at noon; C. E. at in rpite of the cold nnd blustering
Rev.
B.
P.
Browne,
Charles B Thorndike of
weather, about 50 being present. The
ha»*%W)‘ rttfde good financial gain.
I Philip Somerville. Mr. Somerville fills and is very grateful that no bones were cage, and were even more persistent 6.15 and the evening service is at 7.15, newly elected officers were ably in Camden and Rose A. Thorndike of Cicero, III
Driscoll-Smith
—
New
York C’lty. Dee. 23. bv
I the vacancy left by the resignation broken, and that she is able to be out. and aggressive than Pawtucket had opened by song service, assisted by stalled by Mrs. Clara Rermond, presi Rev. J. M Pearson. Chas.
Driscoll and Frau
The original Esqulmo dogs used by | of Milton A. Philbrook and will teach
been the first of the week.
Bill church orchestra. There will be a
dent of the Warren Auxiliary. At the cos U. Smith, both of Brockton, Mass.
MacMillan on his polar trip, and ex j English, civics,
District Deputy G. E. R., E. D. Noyes Shaughnessey played a strong defen duet by Misses Doris Daggett and close of the installation services Mrs.
W<»ter-Brewster—4'amden, Dec. 23, by J
mathematics and
hibited at many of the Slate fairs last j physics. He is a native of Houlton and of Waterville will pay his official visit sive game, and Buker kicked ’em out Evelyn Jacobs and a violin solo by
H Hobbs. J. P., Charles M. Woster and Sadie
Grace Kellar, in behalf of Anderson E. Brewster, both of Camden.
fall, will lie a feature of the Com since his graduation from Colby in to Rockland Dodge, B. P. O. Elks next from all angles.
Dwight Mosher. Mr. Stuart will speak
Auxiliary,
presented
Mrs.
Lermond
with
munity Food Fair. These dogs were 1921 has engaged in business with his Monday night. There will be initiation
Skinner and St. Aubin. did some skill on "The Instruments of Regeneration.” a colonial mirror as a token of their
DIED
brought home on the Bowdoin and father in Houlton.
and the house committee will serve ful juggling, and Therrien’s mighty
Graham, Appleton. Dec 23, Charles W (iraappreciation of her work. Mrs. Cross
are now the property of one of Ex
a chicken supper at 6.30. The exalted wallops made dents ,ln Buker's shinham,
aged
76
years,
4 months, 8 dajs
At the Congregational church to presented Mrs. Ke'.lar with a very
plorer MacMillan's friends, the engi
Brimlglon—Rockland. Jan.
1, Viola A
It is expected there wil be between ruler will announce his committee to pads Wright was having trouble with
handsome
pink
satin
chemise,
showing
(Yo.'k),
wife
of
William
Britniglon. aged 64
morrow
morning
Mr.
Rounds
will
neer of the Bowdoin. There are two 100 and 150 citizens at the open forum make arrangements for a past exalted balky skates, but he and Purcell were
years, 8 months.
«
their
appreciation
of
the
work
done
preach
on
the
subject,
"Half
Hearted
old dogs and a pup born on the Bow of the Chamber of Commerce in the rulers' night which will take place in a M ays at home when the ball tame
Haskell—Rockland, Dec. 26, Mary E , wife
Living." At the close of the service in the past year. Both recipients were of Joseph Haskell, a native of Belfast, aged 64
doin, enroute to the I’nited States. Universalist vestry next Tuesday night. the near future. Past exalted rulers’ Into their territory.
surprised and pleased and made some years. 11 months
These intelligent animals are broken Anyhow there is a ready sale of the night has been observed for the past
Yaie promises that tonight's gaa.c the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper response expressing thanks. A short
Coffin—Waldoboro, Dec 31. Fred S. Coffin.
will be administered. Church school at
to harness and their owner will drive supper tickets. Walter B. Moore, for live years or more and never fails to will lie even livelier. The score.
Cook—4'amden, Dec. 30. Roland L Cook, aged
program consisted of singing, readings
over the roads from Wiscasset to mer secretary of the Portland Cham draw a large crowd, for there are al
Rockland—St. Aubin lr, Skinner 2r, noon. The Fellowship League will by Miss Marie Brown, piano solo by 53 years
Jackson—Camden, Jan. 3. Mary E ,(Bryant),
meet
in
the
vestry
at
5.30.
The
Rockland when he will fill his en ber of Commerce, is to be the principal ways a few extras.
Therrien c, Wright hb, Purcell g.
Miss Edith Benner, and a solo toy Miss widow of Leroy Jackson, aged 76 years, 7
gagement in February. He will lie in speaker—his subject being "Building
Portland—Yale lr, McCabe 2r Wood Missionary Society will meet with Miss A. Harmon, accompanied by Miss Ben months.
Uttiefield, 96 Limerock street, Mon
the full regalia he used in the North the Community.' Amendments to (he
bury c, Shaughnessey hb. Buker g.
and this equipment will be on exhi constitution and 'by-laws will be acted
Clerk of Courts Griffin cast his
day afternoon at 3 o’clock. The annual ner, and the singing of “Star Spangled
CARD OF THANK9
First Period
Banner." Mrs. Ruth Smith Wiley pre
We, the undersigned, wish to express our
weather
eye
over
the
new
Supreme
bition at the fair.
upon, and a number of live topics will
i
Rockland—,St. Aubin,
2.18 church meting will be held in the ves sided at the piuno during the installa heartfelt thanks to our relatives, friends aud
Court docket yesterday and opined
be discussed.
Rockland—St. Aubin,
12.18 try next Tuesday evening at 7.30. All tion services
Refreshments were neighbors, especially Arthur K Walker, for
that the January term which begins
members of the church are urged to be
the service and kindness shown us In our
Second Period
served. It is hoped to make 1923 a recent sorrow.
present.
next
Tuesday,
would
last
about
10
Tiie Southmayd will case which had
Rockland—Skinner,
2.57
banner
year
for
Anderson
Auxiliary.
Francis M. Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. John II.
Andrews
a smattering of local interest from the days. The term did not fall heir to
Portland—McCabe,
.28
New members are desired.
any
assigned
cases
from
the
September
Rockport, Jan. 5.
fact that the deceased had been a fre
Portland—Woodbury,
2.12
Sunday, Jan. 7, will be communion
R. U. Collins?, 375 Main street, will
quent guest at the Samoset Hotel, session, and there is not much in sight
Rockland—Skinner,
3.07 day at the Church of Immanuel, UniCARD OF THANKS
nearly made a record for will cases, in the way of civil cases. Associate
Portland—Woodbury.
3.35 versalist. The pastor, Rev. John M. assist you in making out your income
We wish to thank our friends for their kind
tax returns.—adv.
2-4
as it was continuously before the spe Justice R. B. Deasey of Bar Harbor
ness during the sickness and death of our
Third
Period
Ratcliff,
who.
has
just
returned
from
a
loved one, also for the many floral tributes
cial New York jury from Nov. 9 to will preside, and will be accompanied
Rockland—St, Aubin.
4.03 10 days trip to the middle west to, at
CABO OF THANK8
Mrs Jennie H. Merrill and family
We wish to extend to our neighbors and
Dec. 22. The result was the sustain by his stenographer, Arthur H. Whit
Portland—Yale,
.26 tend a meeting of a national church
Rockland, Jan. 2.
•
man.
Eleven
naturalization
cases
are
friends
our
sincere
thanks
and
appreciation
for
ing of the will. One of the attorneys
board,
will
preach
on
the
subject,
Rockland
—
St.
Aubin,
3.28
all kindnesses during the Illness und death of
in the case was G. R. Westerfleld, a In order for hearing, and there are 57
The charge for publlsning a Card of Thanks
“
Which
Way
Are
We
Going?"
The
our late husband and father.
Rockland
—
Skinner,
5
''6
Mrs. Rinna M. Andrews. Mr. and Mrs Chas Is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order
New York counsellor at 'law, who divorce cases on the docket although
Score—Rockland
7.
Portland
4. sermon will deal with some problems
Poetry published with an obituary Is chargsd
B Rose, Mr and Mrs. Joseph T Simmons.
spends his summers at the Samoset only a small portion of them will act Rushes, St. Aubin 6, Yale 8.
Stops, which immediately concern the liberal
for at 10 cents a line.
Tenant’s Harbor.
•
ually
be
heard
at
the
January
term.
and in this city. He writes: "It was
Church.
The
Sunday
school
will
meet
Purcell 48, Buker 43. Referee, Wins
most interesting and instructive to There are 23 appealed cases on the low. Timer, Davies. Scorer, White.
at neon and the Y. P. C. U. will have
listen to the expert evidence from six criminal docket, and the grand jury
a social hour at 4.30, followed toy the
session
is
likely
to
furnish
many
more.
JIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIH
of thi greatest medical authorities this
The Sunday meetings at the Salva devotional service at 6 p m. Young
It
is
now
understood
that
Ignazio
Arcity can produce: the fine differentiation Army hall will toe conducted by people who are home from the schools
*tions from them on neurosis, psychosis, dagna, the Italian barber charged with the Northern New England young on their vacation will .be welcome.
senile dementia, senility, arteriosclero assaulting his sweetheart, Felicia people's secretary, Ensign George E. There will be no evening service. The
sis and mysophobia were wonderful Peliicano, with intent to kill, is to Purdum of Portland. This is the en announcement of the next series of =
A saving of $10.00 on a Made To Measure Suit
examples of scholarly scientific re plead "not guilty.” He has retained sign's first visit to Rockland, and a Sunday evening picture services will —
An All Wool Suit, made any style for
=
search in the realms pertaining to what Judge Oscar H. Emery of Camden as special invitation is extended to old be made soon.
—
his attorney.
we call the mind."
and new scholars to attend the com
pany meeting at 2 p. m. The Y. P. L.
Sunday morning at the First Bap-|3S
, The deeds have finally passed which
Philip Crockett, the well known at 6 p. m. will be of great attraction
Regular $40.00 value
~
give to the local branch of the Salva Stonington clothing dealer, who for to the young folks, and the big salva tist church Rev. I. B. Mower, aecretary iSE
tion Army the Glover & Ames block merly made Rockland his hailing port, tion meeting at 8 p. m. must not be of the Maine Baptist Convention will 13
A
small
lot
of
ends
I
can
make
for
$25.00
i
at The Brook, which it now occupies was in the city yesterday on business, missed by anybody. “Come let us preach at 10.30. The choir will sing IS
anthem,
“Venlte
ExultemunjS
i in part. The property was owned by and brought a much more optimistic reason together suith the Lord; though the
Also a few Uncalled For Suits, $20.00
|
the estate of W. H. Glover, the heirs report concerning business conditions your sins, he as scarlet, they shall be Domino," Sehnecker. Sunday school S
of the late Nathaniel Jones and the in the island town than was possible as white as snow; though they be red meets at the close of the morning serv- 13
Suits made from Customers’ Goods, $18.00
s
Ice with classes for all. Children's
heirs of the late Mrs. Rottie Fuller, before the George A. Fuller Co. decid like crimson, they shall toe as wool.”
Happy
Hour
at
3.30.
Christian
En

and stands on the site of the building ed to use the product of the Settle
deavor at 6.15. The topic Is “The
which was admost totally destroyed ment Quarry in the construction of the
M1CKIE SAYS
Christmas morning. 1881, by the fire New York municipal court house. To
Guide-Board Psalm" and Osmond
1-tf
442 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
which also destroyed Jones block, the day the company is employing some
Palmer will lead the meeting. Follow
home of The Courier-Gazette. The thing like 300 men working in day and
ing the song service at 7.15 the pastor ^iiniiiiiiitiiniiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiih
MESSlR, OUR UU WPvWTfcOS
Glover & Ames block was a two-story night shifts, and a weekly payroll of
will preach on “The Heights of Hap
ARE GREAT AT G«T\U*H1WOLT&»] piness.”
structure, and the entire second story $11,000 is being disbursed. This new
The choir will sing “In
was occupied by the Farrow sail loft. era of prosperity is reflected by a gen
Mfimmarifflaia
MOW'D BE S'PWSEO WO\M
Heavenly Love Abiding," lloldtn and
«_J^AtThe Sign
There were three stores on the ground era! improvement in the community—
‘‘The Home-Light,” Macy. Contralto |
QUVSKLN
EWEAPLW Mfk VOW
10.
I North National Bank}
floor, two of-which were subdivided. old houses being rebuilt, and repairs
and baritone duet, “O Loving Voice of
, <&CLL ANYONE, RUD A LOST,
The tenants were Oliver Gay, grocer; made on newer ones. Keeping pace
Jesus,” Nevin by Mrs.Robert Snow and
F. E. Cobb, plumber; J. W. Covel, sil with these conditions the town now
OAJNGi, BUM A USED GAR OR
R. K. Greene. Remember the regular
ver plater; O. S. Trusscil, mechanical has two movie theatres, and no less
prayer meeting on Tuesday evening at
EHQARE A HOUSE LAAlO
jobber. The middle store was unoccu than five clothing stores. Electric
A VALUABLE
7.30 and the men's prayer meeting on
M41TW
A
U
’
U
A©
‘
.
VIO
pied. It is the purpose of the Salva
Thursday evening at 7.30,
lights are being installed and a num
OOKtU' ,VA WOULD \
tion Army 'to remodel the first and
ber of new industries and business es
second stories and to add a roof which
CONSIDERATION
/
tablishments have blossomed forth.
The toplr for the Sunday morning
will have dormer windows, so that
Mr.
Crockett
was
18
or
19
years
on
the
sermon at the Pratt Memorial M. E.
there will be rooms on the third floor,
road before engaging in business at
church will toe “The Impossible Task.”
Capt. Erick Smith and wife, with their
CONSIDERATION for the financial wolfare
Stonington
21
years
ago.
He
is
the
Mrs. Louise Bickford Gilley and Miss
faithful helpers, have been working
proud
father
of
five
children,
all
of
of our customers and the up-building of their
Marianne Crockett will sing the duel
under difficulties, which by another
business has been the corner stone upon
"I Love the Lord,” Spross. The an
summer should be entirely eliminated whom are attending school in Boston.
them "All in Ail,” Dressier, will he
which we have erected our business.
sung toy the choir.
The Epworth
The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
UJAWf AM
League meeting will begin at 6.00 with
Main and Elm streets, is having a
THIS Bank seeks the commercial accounts of those who
AM WBAFt
a song service. The topic will toe "Tlie
mark down sale on Winter Coats, sale
desire a bank which takes a considerable interest in their
God of the Mountains," and the leader
starting Friday and continuing through
Y«n
affairs.
will be Mrs. Ida Bradstreet. The
to Wednesday.
2-5
A11 the latest song bits
evening, service will begin at 7.15 with
a praise service and anthem by the
LIMITED U. S, DEPOSITORY
Donson. the Medium, will be at his
choir "Thou Art With Me." Sullivan,
office Jan. 9 and 10, 29 Park street.—
MAIN
STREET, FOOT OF LIMEROCK
with duet by Mrs. Thelma Stanley and
adv.
Specials
Miss Crockett. Miss Crockett will also
sing from the Oratorio, Eli, the solo.
8OLD BY
Telephone 664-W
“The Evening Prayer." The theme for
the sermon will toe "Debts To Be Paid."
l
c artney
The Sunday School at 12.00 will he in
SANITARY ENGINEER
charge of the new superintendent, Wil
lis I. Ayer, who will announce plans
MU81C DEPARTMENT
Plumbing and Heating
for the work of the . year.
Prayer
ROCKLAND, MAIN*
125S-tf
meeting Tuesday evening followed by
iTitiin
ROCKLAND, MAINB 4t-S-3
meeting of the Official Board.

SATURDAY NIGHT

SUPPER
JANUARY 6

Kineo
Ranges
and
Heaters

|

With all
the latest

|

$30.00

|

C. A. HAMILTON

s

North
National
Bank <•

improve*
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.

V.F.STUDLEY

SPECIAL JANUARY OFFER

SHEET MUSIC
20 Cento

. w. M C

15 Cent*
V. F. Stndley

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

o

Rockla
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tafn' praces to aXIopt £f Tess' expensive tempfs 'Ey" "outside parlies fo take power
sure to come" before tlie legTslalure.
Governor Baxter said that during the type of bridge construction so that a out of the State, the latest project to
past two fiscal periods. January 1, 1921 greater number of bridges can be built develop great power locations to be tied
to Deeember 3u. 1922, the State has with the same amount of money.” in with an even more tremendous pro
Further on Governor Baxter said: ject in Canada for the benefit of south
lived within its income notwithstanding
a shrinkage in net income of $786,646.71 “Ever increasing road burdens are be ern New England Industries. He said
ing
placed upon the State but it should these interests base their arguments on
Af r.
*
1 n D
below that estimated by the 1920 Budget
Ui I Crcival I. baxter, UOV" committee, caused by unforeseen busi he deal* understood that the State the premise that Maine cannot use any
ness conditions, and that only by very never can build or maintain all the roads considerable proportion of its undevel
close figuring a deficit had been avoided. or bridges within its borders. The re oped powers and that development is
sponsibility for most of them always Impossible unless there is an out of
State Departments
State market. The Governor declared
Capt?jn Emerson J. Lonas post of
Governor Baxter paid tribute to the must be borne by local communities.”
Governor Baxter referred to the com that this reasoning does not convince
the A’meri'an Legion here v. 11 mark
heads of departments and their co-work
SIFTED FROM GOVERNOR BAX
the birthplace of Gen. Pershing's moth
ers in every branch of the State’s busi- plicated plan under which the State road him that a change is desirable, for lie
TER’S INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
ness and said that he was proud to be I »'•»»>«•>• Is allotted and used. He thought believes the day will come when Maine
er in B’ount count£ with a memorial i
MAINE
’
S
FOREMOST
NEEDS
associated with theseefficient men and the Legls atdre Would do we 1 to sim- will Use and need all its water power
t ah let. post official* •have announced, i
ARE:
won.en of characterand loyalty to the j 1’1‘b the laws and apportion the money ; resources and that once we pern
he n
it became k.icwn that the mother
Better Enforcement of and more Re
State s Interests. He termed them the
» more definite basts
He sa d spe- to be taken out of the State the . Is
of Gen. l ershing was bortj in Blount
fte
spoke
of
amounts
could
be
appropriated
lor
(
grave
doubt
about
our
being
able
to
spect for Law.
“State House Family.”
county, the 'local I -egio i pH under
Reduction of Taxation and Strict
the rapid growth of the State’s busi ! the bureau of registration of motor veh- .recall them. He is also convinced that
Eefinomy in Matters large and
took to provide a suitable memorial to
ness and the changes wrought by mod icles, for enforcement of motor laws, , if Canadian power is brought into New
small.
mark the pla°e and Robert Barker,
ern methods and remarked that the Gov and for expenses of administration. He I England the pressure that is now being
the public and even legislators of ' brought upon our State to modify its
Encouragement of Small Farm Oper
ernor's job as well as that of every said
chairman of the line arts committee.
experience have difficulty in understand- j transmission policy will be relieved, and
ators.
person in any capacity in any depart
t« ok the matter up -with the Tennessee
Improved Marketing Conditions for
ment had become a “full time job.” He ing these laws, and the figures of high- , Maine can then handle its water power
Il'lsterical ?«<• iety. Which furnished the
Farm Produce.
spoke of the change in bookkeeping way accountants based on them, and problems without outside interference,
added: “1 believe that saving can be '
Dealing further with the question of
bro lze cast. It is approximately 2x3 , Better Opportunities for Rural School
methods
lilt t I I* ti.
of* the
t
L I 1 “ ►State
’ . t X7 and
CX I I
Xthe
1IV
accuracy
V. J
I
wnter storage
storage Gove
Governor Baxter said that
and
uniformity with which departments ' effected on certain of these items as i water
feet .in size and bears the following *i:i- i Children.
are now handled. He made reeommen- I well as on overhead and engineering J storage is the foundation of successful
A Halt Called in Expenditure of Pubs^ription:
“Private
lie Money on Private Institutions.
dations for improvements in various de expenses. Our highway accounting sys- j water power development.
•Birthplace
of
Anne
Elizabeth |
State Officials to Devote Entire
part ments and urged the cultivation of tern needs revision and it should be j companies already have constructed exThompson, mother of General John .1. | AllTime
tensive
reservoirs
which
have
proven
mude
understandable
for
the
average
to State’s Business.
clean-cut business methods. He called
Per? hing. born February 16, 1835. : Better Roads and only one more
very profitable and which will furnish
attention to the financial reports of cities citizen.”
Ere ted by Captain Emerson J. Loras |
The Governor reviewed the work on* power for all time. The State itself
High wax Bond Issue. Build Only as
and towns and said that they were as
P .st No. 13. American Legion, and the :
fast as Roads can be maintained.
varied in form and substance as are the Kittery-Portsmouth Bridge and the could develop storase reservoirs and de
State
Pier at Portland. Both are ap rive an income therefrom and. in my
A Religion of Loyalty to the State.
Tennessee historical commission, 1922.”
the appearance of the municipalities
Make the individual Self-Reliant: no
themselves. He recommended modern proaching completion and it is hoped opinion, this would be a forward step
State Paternalism.
accounting systems for municipalities as that each will add to the State’s pros and would be building for the future.
Better and simpler form of State’s
•-eri-an Legion national headwell as for the State.
In connection perity; that they have been expensive If our present financial condition war
with the departments Governor Baxter, but seem to be demanded by changing ranted our doing so. 1 should advocate
Book-keeping, so all can under
quarters nas received l eneck for $20,referred to the report of the Budget1 conditions and ever growing volume of both a water storage constitutional
stand the figures.
352.10 from Kenesaw Mountain Landis,
amendment and an act supplementing it
Less Expensive Bridge Construction
Committee soon to be submitted and also j business and traffic.
commissioner of organized baseball, as
and conditioned by its adoption by the
and Savings in Highway Overhead
to that of the legislative recess commit...
RICULTWIE
the Legion’s share in the proceeds of
tee and spoke of the volume of conAs he had already referred to the people. Knowing what 1 do about the
and Engineering expenses.
the t»e game in the last world’s series
Proper care of State’s Dependents
■ientious work that had been done by schools as the subject.
hl. heart. State’s finances. I do not believe that
in New York. Similar checks have
and Defectives, especially the Chil
these committees in swamping the roads Governor Baxter tied in with the schools we at present should ask for an appro
I as of first importance among the State’s ( priation or for a bond issue for water
dren.
been sent to the Veterans of the For
to the legislative timberloL
| problems that of the prosperity of the storage, anti consequently would not alBetter Health; State to lead in teach
Schools
eign Wars and to the Disabled Vet
farnter.
for he remarked.* vise going beyond the submission of an
ing it, but no State Medicine.
Governor Baxter In taking up the ^LTrage. . . citizens understand that amendment which if adopted will make
erans of the World War, according to
Keep Maine s Water Powers for
schools of Maine referred to them as one
thoughtful
a letter from Mr. Landis.
Maine’s People and build State
of his principal concerns. He let it be Maine ~is an agricultural State and that it possible for future legislatures to take
The gift from organized baseball *to
Storage Reservoirs to conserve the
known in addressing the legislators, as 52% of its population live on farms, the next step forward if conditions warThe State has parted with most
the ex-serv: e organizations repre
State’s Water resources.
he has done in many communities These farmers are entitled to a good . rant
because they are willing to work of its natural resources, for with the
Protect Forests from Fires, and
sents one-half of the proceeds of the
throughout the State, that this great living
for it. The farming situation in Maine, | timberlands went the water powers, and
Proper Taxation of Timberlands.
work of preparing the next generation
third world’s series game. It was made
about all that remains is the opportunity
Katahdin State Park; destined to be
for usefulness is a subject nearest his however, is not what it should be and to develop storage reservoirs.”
with the understanding that it would
our agricultural interests are passing
Maine’s Scenic and recreational
heart.
He
told
the
lawmakers
that
he
be expended in the relief of disabled
The Governor said that if private com
center.
had visited many schools of different through a period of depression. It re panies are granted storage rights they
W rid War veterans. Legion national
Encouragement of Salt Walter Fish
grades and had been Inspired by the quires faith for the farmer to keep at should pay the State reasonable amounts
headquarters has announced that its
eries so as to feed New York and
cildren at their daily tasks, as well as work against heavy odds and falling for such privileges. He said:
New England.
.share of the money will be used sob ly
by the teachers and other school officials prices, but • • • I have every con
“The State always will treat Its public
Live
within
State
’
s
means,
and
fore

frtr • sick and- wounded veterans and
who are devoting their lives and ener fidence that better times are ahead.”
The Governor referred to the average utility companies fairly and it has the
go all luxuries.
gies to giving the children of Maine the
that the machinery for its distribu
right
to expect these companies to do
Retention of direct Primary.
fundamentals of education and citizen Maine farmer as an extreme individu the same by the people of Maine whose
tion. will be authorized at the next
alist who lives by himself and thinks
Abolish old-time corrupt Legislative
ship.
The
Governor
remarked
that
he
money is invested in them. It is well
meeting of^that organization’s national
lobbies.
wished he had time to visit every school- for himself, whose life makes him self- for home capital to be interested in
finance committee.
Go slow on Federal Aid so as to
house in the State. He said that 70% reliant and independent. The Governor home enterprises. Companies that in
# • ♦ ♦
maintain State’s Independence.
of all the money raised by direct tax said these were splendid qualities but vite the public to purchase their shares
ation in the fiscal years 1922 and 1923 make it difficult to build co-operation.
Stepping forward and taking effi
oWsinTXL‘raid “in to “he He believed that the solution of the farm , of flock should sell them at a price com|
£h£l hhjnd undei• ?he Xual3 1/3“m.U Problem rests with the farmer but that patible with their actual market value,
Augusta, Jan. 4, 1923.
cient command in movements for the
amounted ail will agree that the farmer must ob- • and wise management is needed if the
In the prelude to his review of the i acnooi tunu unuw in. a.
city’s welfare has won an enviable
standing for American Legion mem- i State’s business Governor Baxter con^addition to which the tain a larger share of whal. the con- j
nta c
"
■
------------d
the
lawmakers
upon
their,
department
received
$4«5.560.4S
from the sumer pay, for the product of h.s toil, served. Public utility companies should
bers of the Leon Ogier Post Xo. 2 f
ity to serve the people of bank tax and permanent school fund
Governor Bax ’h-i^the farmer, but ; should they seek to control public opinNevada. >io., and its observance of
------- He took occasion to remind ; interest, and $319,600 for special educa- »
property Pis in plain
pm
view, I ion through direct or indirect ownerChristmas added additional laurels.
‘this Legislature can accomplish more for : ship of newspapers. The financing of all
A charity organization of Nevada rc- them that he serves his own constitschool
nurnoses The Governor him by keeping ms
'nis e
8
his taxes sow.,
down than by j public utility companies should be open
queslod the legion men to take charge uency best who acts conscientiously ..K1»
remarked^ttat
Z cailffig confere Jes to discuss, his.troubles and above.board. Those who serve the
i f the distribution of Christmas stock- always for the interests of all the
I public and vh, are entrusted uith its
I gw. A large Christmas tree was erect people. He reminded them that they interesting to note that the State of or by passing laws for his relief.
savings assume grave responsibilities.”
Maine holds the seventh position among
The Governor reviewed Uie work of th
constitute
a
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coned by the legionaries 4n their hall for
•
Forests
flicting
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plead
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•
all
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of
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to
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Agrlcumarketing
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about
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Governor
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“Our wood using in
ed to them, and 16S stockings dis
dustries represent 43^4% of the total
purpose and possessed of abil- btfte taxation. Anf
,
ione term contracts without thorough
tributed to the children of the city. selfish
ity to attack and defend has unusual P^nt^ ou^h^J
37thf on its understanding of what is involved and capital invested in industry within the
At night, a legion dance was heid. It
State, and 34% of the persons employed
was attended by the best people of tlie opportunity to render service to lhe educltknal rating but that a new sur- until they made ample
vey at the present time undoubtedly financing their needs
He said that if in all our manufacturing establishments
city the attendance being so large it people of his state.
would accord us a position within the Maine farmers would contract to ra se are directly connected with our wood
Respect for Law
supply. He urged conservation of forest
taxed the capacity of the large had.
first 12 He said that all this had re- fixed amounts, of <wops. or a certain
Before
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^nanc^ but that warehouse-i viduals and timberland interests. Heapce.mmander, and W. B. Lewis, the a l- mount importance—respect for law and • to the head of the School Department bu
an
j f Bteady supply proved the fire protection service and
enforcement of law. He deplored the under whose gu.dance and inspiration menjnust be^ssured of,, steady
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jutant, said.
“The boys have the sime old pep attitude of many otherwise exemplary, these marked advances had been made, of farm V farraer members of the Leg-| mendous loss by forest fires a few years
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fairnermembers^f
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of war days.” Commander Wardin ex
rout.
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flying aervice.
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The
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a liberal
loon dance.”
apect for law and by encouraging that no self -respecting iariner. even iuiugi
b_ nthpr aerieul- I appropriation for the next two years for
The balloon dance was a/"o-steiv ;re^en7wmc"h 7ends"\owk7d"uwiZssne7; ' ffis "land 'be'fertile.'wiTl' remain in "a cussed by Ranges and other agricul
cruising timberlands to ascertain their
r.aali -of the pretty young ladies tied to cnga?e in niiCit traffic because of its town unless his children are at least turai °fSanizations, than would
a >
calledVn a general way. be value for taxable purposes. He believed
two toy balloons to her ankles, a: d • rich returns. The Governor sfeid these; given the fundamentals of a good edu- conference
cause they are representatives of farm this method is fair both to timberland
the winner was the girl who succeeded' well-to-do citizens not only disobey thei cation. A determined effort must be
owners and to the State and that the
i’l ending the number with her balloons j spirit of the law but willingly pay ex-, made to equalize conditions so that chll- ing communities.
investment that tlie State makes pro
Public
Health
orbitant prices for contraband liquor and dren in the smaller places may have
intact. The popping of the balloons, [ then
In treating the Subject of public health duces a generous income. State expend
more or less publicly boast of their , equal opportunities with those in larger
Governor Baxter referred to prevents- ed $40,000 on this work and gets annual
announcing the casualites of many fair accomplishments and sneer at the law. j centers.”
I tive measures that are gradually re- revenue of $15,314.60, or 38%.
maidens’ ambitions, recalled the days The Governor said that he believed these '
Heads of Departments
Katahdin
the ravages of disease. He said
of other skirmishes minus the laughs people, men or women, should be classed ! Tlie State’s business already has duclng
Governor Baxter referred to his well
with other criminaJs for they are ene-, grown beyond expectation and to such unusual progress had been made in
an applause.
treatments,
in
segregation
of
Individuals
1
known
desire
for
the* establishment of
m.es of society.
| an extent that the practice of heads of
afflicted with contagious and Infectious > a forest reserve or park in the Katahdin
Fol.ow.ng this subjecFTbe Governor
J- diseases, and jn rendering service of far- t country. He remarked that he had adDisabled veterans of the World Wax
in part as follows.
j
do
work, is not in accord reaching importance by men and women | vocated an appropriation for this purwifi be the beneficiaries if three bills spoke
■■I Shan endeavor to stimulate some, “tl s
requirement,.
Whether tralned in health.’measures. He spoke I pose in 1919 and in 1921 Und would do
introduced recently in Congress at the of our officials to greater efforts and to
by th(? pwple Qr {he leglslature of the benefits of health work in thea so again if he thought the state could
request of the American Legion be-' arouse public sentiment to the Srav‘ty; p appolnted by the Governor, the busi- schools and of the gratifying decrease” now afford it. But. he said,. “As I apof the present situation. It probably
state requires that Statd offi- in iofant mortality during the past two, peil to you to forego matters in which I
edme laws.
one of the bills provides finan- i il win be advisable to ask for legislation rials devote their entire time to the years. He said that conditions were ' you are interested I shall not ark an'
in
.
t0
remedy
the
defects
in
existing
en-j
'“‘“i unless absent improving vear by year; that the war appropriation for tlie Katahdin project.,
asgisiaiire to disabled men ng farms foreement laws. Our sheriffs, county „n cfflciL business should
be in Augusta against tuberculosis was being won and but I believe a law should he passed
lishirg them on self-sustaining
attorneys
® 1
attnTOAvs. inen.1
iuripps and mnniHnnl
,,
that this was no time to become hyster- so that purchases can be made when ;
local judges
municipal • ' * * 1
It has been referred to the committee police, if their hearts are in their work,
°
“BLOCS’’
ical upon health matters; rather it was funds are available. The Katahdin prin- '
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, can drive out or imprison the whole
Governor Baxter smiled as he said a time to go sanely and steadily ahead, ciple should be established.”
extension of the time limit for obtain brood of liquor offenders, and aJl State.: that in the Congress they have made He believed that the State should not Inland Fish and Game; Sea and Shore
Fisheries
ing certificates of disability until Au county and municipal officials should j a great discover*-. “Bloc-s." He added: undertake medical treatment of its .itThe Governor next took up Inland
gust 9, 1926, and for conversion of work together with this end in view.” | ••rrus these are but old friends with teens but that theindlyidual should be Fish and Game and Sea and Shore Fish
a new name. A Maine legislature would held responsible for his own physical
State’s Business—Economy
government
term
insurance until
eries as the last of our great natural
In taking up the State’s business Gov be a dull affair without them, and doubt condition.
March 3, 1931, is afforded by other ernor
Goverpor Baxter said: “It is funda resources topic. He recommended that
Baxter said the study of the busi less in this very haJl infant ‘blocs’ are
measures. A bill provides that in cas ness of the State is fascinating and the t being successfully nursed toward matu- mental that each person Is entitled to fines, licenses and other collections be
turned over to the State and that the
es where the veteran is "indigent” his more thought given it the more ab- rity. ‘Bloc’ is but another
*
‘
name for
the choose his own school of medicine or
pension may be reinstated and tlie sorbing it becomes. He st.id Maine was old time ‘log-rolling.’ the favorite legis- of treatment, just as he may choose his Legislature make a fixed appropriation
for the carrying on of the Inland Fish
lapsed premium deducted from the his inspiration and he believed it should lative pastime Indulged in to the best politics or reI^*\pand Game Department. He believed that
Welfare Work
be
the
inspiration
of
every
thoughtful
advantage
during
the
last
weeks
of
a
face value of his policy.
all departments should be placed upon
Ff*w citizens realize
----«... the extent of the same financial basis, the legislature
-A number of senators are backing the- man or woman and by them passed on session. However, I hope that the 81st
'?v^rno*I fixing the amount to be expended and I
to their children and and their children's Legislature will consider each question the State’s welfare wor , sai
Amei-rcan Legion's fight for total re children. He placed as the foundation
on If.
its merits, «nd
and not
not allow
allow Itself
itself to
to Baxter in taking up the subject of
striction of immigration for a period of of government, finances. He said the resort to the unf^tunate practices of Mothers’ Aid. protection of neglected all income received going into tlie State ’
children, and supervision of charitable Treasury. With reference to the Sea
five years. A bill was introduced in State’s many activities are dependent former days.”
Institutions, jails, almshouses, etc. He and Shore Fisheries the Governor said
upon its treasury and that close watch
tile Senate providing for the appoint
Road,
mefit of a special senatorial committ e must be kept upon all expenditures.
The Governor devoted considerable said that today the State has taken that the groat possibilities of these re- J
over much of this work and that on the
to investigate the immigration situa The Governor remarked that it was just time and space to the problem of high first of Itecemiser this year there wee sources had not been developed as should
true in the State's business that we ways. He remarked at the outset upon
have been done; that the present sys
tion with lespeot to the labor supply. as
635
persons in the Pownal institution for tem is cumbersome and unsatisfactory.
cannot have everything which we see the wholesome difference of opinion on
feeble
minded.
S56
in
our
two
insane
It was referred to the Committee on and desire any more than we can in road matters and said
tin that
nidi he
lie believed
ucncvcu ----,
_ , . .
.,
. He said that the Governor appoints three
Immigration. Legion leaders are re our private affairs. He carried the im the State's
work has
progressed hospital,. 104in'
commissioners, who elect a director, who
joicing over the fact that President pression to his hearers that men some with reasonable satisfaction during the 3S in that for the Blind 343 n the three employs the wardens, who watch the j
past
two
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He
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interesting
l^rculosls
^■'^uma
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fishermen—sort of a House that Jack
Harding has signed the Fish bill, as times argue themselves into a convic
.upon
wr v. fKzi
and reformatories and
built plan. He said this system divides
the cost r./
or tksi
the /TiFfrvrdiffer- Prison
r»
, r,. ,361 .in the
,
amended by the Senate, which affords tion that they ran afford automobiles comparisons
ent types of highway and showed that S^te Schools ^>r Boys and Girls In ad- responsibility and makes for inefficiency;
when
they
cannot,
and
that
the
State
an increase for nurses from $20 to $30
q,-,. ,11 lie believed a department properly or
must hold itself down to common sense one mile of macadam road costs as much dition to these on De
a month for disabled ex-service m. n and business principles and relieve the as 1.89 mi.es of State highway grave.
^ted^c^i.d^n ganized and in the confidence of the
who have lost their sight or both arms great average taxpayer of burdens of road, and as much as 6.58 miles of the
<te£n
*
an(, 9Q0 fishermen could be of great assistance to
or both legs.
-,
taxation that have been increasing in cheaper type of grave road. He showed «p‘a
. The state Inspects 46 them especially in finding markets for
recent
altogether too
rapidly.
He
* • • •
wi. years onuficuici
umg i<>.p.
u.z. aac
cost of a mile of concrete road
p
inatttutinno tb-it their catches.
140 .13 ,4 and 97 ia,js
The Governor said he believed a single
said:: "Strict economy is needed in State pavs (or 2 .,6 miles of State highway pr’*j‘e
Irs and each member of this Legis-1 „ravel road and also that one mile of yearly
expend $1,14 .
.,.|,.L
na
Father William P. O'Connor, of Cin affairs
commissioner
with vision and with prac
cinnati, national chaplain of the Amer- lature. and the Governor as well, must concrete raad would pay for 8.72 milesalmshouses that cost the citizens
tical experience could stimulate our salt
other gravel road.
He called attenth® State $422,872.55 annually. The water fishing industry and soon the
i<«n l.egion, has issued the following be prepared to make sacrifices.Every;
Netv Year’s message to 11,000 post item of expenditure should be scruti-i tion. however, to the fact that gravel Site’s pension roll includes 516 blind coasts of Maine would be furnishing an
nized, every cost carefully weighed, and roads are part time
•• - roads
nH 2523 soldiers, i««i,
only, while narenn.
P®rsons Q
and
including their unlimited supply of su-a food to the mar
Ot the Legion:
all non-essentials eliminated.”
the macadam and concrete are useful families. The Governor said that this kets of New York and New England.
'*Thc National Chaplain presents
The Governor remarked direct to the the whole year round. He showed that 18 expensive but that if the money is
(Continued on Page Five)
greetings to the chaplains of the Amer lawmakers themselves that they would approximately 90% of all the roads built Judiciously spent the taxpayers probably
ican Legion for the New Year. May be hard pressed by individuals and in the State during the administration are better served by these methods than
the year be filled with many blessings groups of the folks at home to secure of the Highway Commission have been under the old system where all these
from God upon our country and upon appropriations for institutions in their I constructed of gravel. The Governor re- thousands of dependents were cared for
various communities. He said that
out* comrades. May the American Le own localities, but he remarked, “Our j ferred to the difference in attention
people are *verburdened with taxation. , glven to maintenace of highways in the the problem now before the Legislature
gion in its work be blessed with the Agriculture, industry and the home feel severai counties. In some counties pa- is bow f“r the State shall go in social
t'lnrit of religion, justice and charity. its pressure. It ts your duty and mine trolmen were out with drags immediately welfare work and what is the most efMay the Gold-Star mothers and the to lighten this load and now is the time after a shower or a rain while othera fectlve and economical method of carrythat a grown person run| neglected this duty until the highways
on. He recommended the study of
comrades in need and sickness feel tlie to begin."
down in body or strength, |
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o
,
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Department
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and
Correcwarmth of our devotedness.”
islators indulge in daily practice of say- j they ought. He urged better co-opera- tions by the Legislators and believed
• • * .
or a child that does not
ing "No." He thought it would be good I tjon between State and local officials that the work that is being done along
Less than half of the five million exercise for them in their duties of re-j in t),e upkeep of improved highway, these lines will make strong appeal to
progress healthfully, <inds |
World War fighters have claimed the elsting the demand that is to he -q-he safely of our roads is of vital con- th8 sympathies of all. He remarked that
Victory meda! authorized by the Gov
ade upon them this winter. He said tern ^,4 j often have emphasized my 2ritlclsrn had been lnade but should not
ernment in recognition of their serv that economy is pleasant to talk about
. ......... views that intoxicated automobile drlvy_'
a.,, ov.nvvin.vo
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«us.
"With reference to this welfare work
sentences. xOnce
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ices overseas .and in America, ac but difficult to put into practice, and ers deserve jail
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the
Inter

no
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by
The
ExecGovernor
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that
the
Charities
cording to the service division of the
and Corrections Department does .not
ests of the whole State uppermost in utjve »•
American Legion. The Legion is urg their minds.
Bonds for Roads
ha.ve char«® of all this work, for cerof pure vitamine - bearing
ing that all ex-service men obtain their
Taxation
___
The Governor said that under the con- t*?ln Phas®s of it are taken care of by
medals and is also assisting the govGovernor Baxter spoke of the ease stituUonal “amendment “of’*1913 we “had the Executive Department, which has
cod-liver oil a real
erriffleht through the 11,800 Legion with which new methods of taxation bonds to the amount of $2 485 OtO avail- an annual appropriation of $392,800 that
help in restoring
.
------------ ....
.
essed is spent under the painstaking and efinvented
but .u.
the difficulties
in able for road eonstruction and'
posts to obtain the addresses cf thou can be
no doubt that tlie Legislature would ”clent d'fection of the Messenger to the
sands of veterans who hive applied the way of mp.king them work In
“
normal
health and
Governor's Council.
for the medals and who have since manner satisfactory to all. He urged authorize their issue under proper reWater Powere
that it was the duty of the legislature gtrictlon. He recommended doing so but.
strength.
Take
changed tlieir residence. Service ofli- to give more attention to what goes out he
When Governor Baxter reached the
..Wben our present bond reScott
’
s
Emulsion
—
cerfe in the various Legion posts are thari to the means of getting more in.
subject
“
Natural
Resources
—
Water
Pow

sources are exhausted new bond issues
Here the Governor gave figures from or new taxe9 wi|, be neede<J if n>ad ers” every member listened intently be
assisting veterans in obtaining appli
it
helps
sustain
vitality!
cation 'blanks and in preparing the pa the State Board of Assessors and from huiWillg by the state is to continue, cause the Governor has so long been
$ Scott & Ilowue. bloonlfit.d N q. 32-41 $
gbouW b#, ^rja, and identified with the water power question
pers necessary to get the war medals. other departments showing the rapid m-f M, sUte
In the cost of the State’s busi should contain a provision against re that every person within sound of his
• «B «OSB
(VES «2S2B «B •
Victory medals may lie obtained by all crease
voice was anxious to learn if rumors
ness and the tremendous demands that
persons who served in the armed were being made upon the State for issue. for only in this way will our were true that he had changed his mind
bonded indebtedness gradually be re
forces of the L nited States during the • money for a great number of worthy duced.”
upon this problem, and yet within the
WoHd War and in case of death, by | causes, all of which would be most^deThe Governor further said that he first half dozen sentences he had said:
sirable
if
the
State
itself
could<
afford
the person next of kin.
could see few objections to a second “My views on these two questions re
, them all. Again he cautioned the law- bond issue provided it is expressly under main unaltered.” This had followed a
simple statement that for several terms
: makers against falling into the easy
Validity of the Iowa bonds to pay a road that leads to larger debt, higher stood that it is to be the final one. If as a member of. Jhe legislature he (Gov
issued It should be used to complete
bhnus to ex-service men will be set ■ taxes, and broadened institutions. He the present trunk line system that totals ernor Baxter) had advocated two pol
tled by the Iowa Supreme court at th- j gave the State valuation as $672,767,742 1570 miles. A little further on with icies: first, the retention within the State
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EVERY Apperson is a better motor
car because of the many thousands
of Appersons built before it. A
quarter century of creative effort is
reflected in each motor and chassis
unit. In their production, the skill of
Apperson mechanics has kept pace
with the refining and simplifying of
mechanical principles and details.
The result is the most sturdy and
accessible 8-cylinder motor car man
ufactured. Its superiority of per
formance, endurance and road com
fort is definite by comparison. A
telephone call will bring the Apper
son demonstrator to your door—
today.

APPERSON
MOTOR

CARS

Seven distinctive body types. Trices range
from $2620 to $3695 at Kokomo, Indiana.
Excise tax is extra.
APPERSON BROS. AUTOMOBILE CO.

KOKOMO, INDIANA

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave., Rockland
TELEPHONE 676-R.

"THE EIGHT WITH EIGHTY LESS PARTS”

NOTES

VICTORY

All 4%% Victory Notes which bear the
letters A, B, C, D, E, or F prefixed to their
numbers have been called for payment on Dec.
15, 1922, and interest on same will cease on
that date.
We offer our services to holders of above
described Notes in collecting them when they
become due.
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AS BEAUTIFUL
as we can make it we want the
resting place of those dear to us.
c

MONUMENTS AND HEADSTONE!

in artistic designs, intricately, car;
we offer, as well as models of cla:
simplicity.
I.et us stiow yon home sketches
monuments that would look Well
your lot.

FRED S. MARCH
_

. Th* New Meiuimentaf Werereeni

Park St, Cor. Brio*.
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THE DIARIST
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
(Continued from Page Four)

Tuesday, Jan. 2.
It has been quite a little while since
I have got out “copy" for publication
and you may believe me when I say that
it comes a trifle hard to find enough to
make much of a show in this eightpage paper. But I'm not going to
give ft up for a week or so, anyway.
The picking up every day of odd
items of rather general interest ought
to become easier. My senses should
respond to life as it is lived and re
corded so that I can sift out the things
wanted for the part column com
menced with the first issue of this
year.
* * * •

Most everybody talks about the
weather, and that is the reason why
the Diarist takes the weather for a
basis. It would seem, therefore, that
there might be a little something for
each issue for we most always have a
little weather with us.
• • • •

The thermometer readings for the
most part will be taken from a fairly
reliable instrument on my front piazza
but semi-occasionally we will observe
at the Corner Drug Store. It has been
noticed that most all the time the
readings agree within two degrees but
same times I have found the Main
street mercury six or eight degrees be
low mine

••*«

Northwest winds diminishing in
force prevailed all of this perfect day
and the temperature at 9 o'clock in the
evening was 25 above. The full moon
was right on the job most all night
and one might say that it was a per
fect night. A year ago this morning
the mercury stood at 6 above while
two years ago it was 44 above. At the
corner of Main and Limerock streets
five years ago this morning it was 13
below.
• « • *
Here is a stray item from the Boston
Herald:
"Traffic between Boston and Lynn
was tied up for four hours yesterday
after the rear end of a truck collapsed
at Chelsea street and Broadway, Re
vere, stfewlng 5000 pounds of frozen
fish all over the road. The truck,
property of J. Coyle, whose office is at
the Boston fish pier, was enroute to
Rockland, Me. Boston and Lynn cars
were routed through Malden until the
street was cleared."
• • • *

Wednesday, Jan. 3.
East-north-east, light and cloudy.
The morning temperature was about
20, barometric reading 30.40 The wind
gradually increased in force and at
about noon it commenced to snow. By
supper time a howling northeaster was
in progress and while it may not be
come a "rip-snorter" it will approach
one.
• • • •

Another odd item:
"Seattle, Wash., Jan. 2.—The entire
New Testament was to be read today
in the First Baptist Church of this
city. Sixty readers, each taking 15
minutes, were expected to start at the
beginning of the gospel according to
St. Matthew and to reach the end of
Revelations in 15 hours."
• • • •

Thursday, Jan. 4
At 6 o'clock,—not yet light,—I find
the thermometer at 17 above, the wind
is from the northeast und it is snow
ing. The 4th of January, 1912, gave us
a heavy snowstorm and the cars were
blocked.
By noon it had stopped snowing so
that I shoveled my front walk. I like
to shovel snow 'but I cannot make the
same kind of a statement with respect
to coal. Probably the coal dealers like
to feed their furnaces and chuckle all
the while because they know most
everybody's doing it.
At seven in the evening the sky was
clear, the moon was rising and the
wind blew lightly from the northwest
A few of us listened in on the radio
After nine o'clock it came in good
Schenectady was giving us a play—
"Within the Law”—and there was a
concert in New York sent 'by telephone
to Boston and then broadcasted from
the Shepherd Stores. Just a twist of
the wrist find a person can jump
around all over the country most any
evening. Great stuff! No wonder the
staid old business men like Willis have
fallen for it.
At eleven that evening the ther
mometer stood at 16 above, and .what
a pretty night, almost too good to go
to bed.
* • « •
Friday, Jan 5.
Seventeen degrees above, northwest,
light, party cloudy. At nofln it was
above and clear.
• • • •

When I first saw the NO MORE
"WAR card in a local store window I
took a second look to see where the
word PRICES was. The word wasn't
there, and as yet I haven’t seen much
of anything to make me think that the
printer omitted it.
• • • •

Coue has arrived in this country
Day 'by day the Diarist Dope may be
getting better and better, but I have
my doubts.
• • • •

Rockland, Maine, is Saturday Even
ing Posted this week. Look on page
30 and read about our own "Bert’
Lord.
• • • •

I may have to hire a small postoflice
box and get the "readers" to help me
make this line of buzz interesting.
• • • •

To close this part column we quote
from "The Heart’s Summer," by Epes
Sargent, (1913-1881):
"Tlie cold blast at the casement beets;
The window-panes are white;
Tlie snow whirls through the empty streets

It is a dreary night!"

CRIMELESS WALDO
Waldo county is without crime, ac
cording to the findings of the grand
jury which reported Wednesday af
ternoon after a few hours of delibera
tion and returned no indictments
The January term convened Tuesday
Associate Justice Philbrook of Water
ville presiding. Only one case, a civil
suit, was assigned for trial. Judge
Philbrook adjourned court to Thurs
day and went to Augusta to attend the
inaugural of Gov. Baxter Thursday
About the same number of new cases
have been entered as usual but a very
short term Is predicted.

Labor
Upon the subject of "I-abor” Governor
Baxter commended Maine’s Child Labor
Laws and their splendid enforcement in
this State. He said that we are more
fortunate than many other states in be
ing remarkably free from what are
termed “Labor Troubles,” and in thi9
connection our State has an enviable
record for maintenance of law and for
the respect that is shown the rights of
persons and property. He spoke of the
liberal provision of our Workman’s Com
pensation Iaw and said it is estimated
that in 1922 4.500 employers and 125,000
employees came under the provisions of
this Act, and that more than $1,000,000
was paid to injured men and women.
Blue Sky Law
The Governor dealt briefly with the socalled “Blue Sky Law.” He referred
to former years when promoters with
wild-cat stock selling schemes came to
Maine and fleeced our citizens, but under
our present ably administered banking
department the public was protected from
these frauds. He said that in 1922 new
promotions with capital totaling $104,000.000 were refused admission to the
State.

State Library

oecausc the present i.ieihoo.- >\< re a
serious handicap to sound business. Jle
also believed that more determined ef
forts should be made by trustees to col
lect accounts due tlie State for the care
of those unfortunates who have relatives
able to pay in part or whole for their
support.
State Aid Institutions
“The private institutions in Maine that
receive public money present a problem.”
said Governor Baxter. “It has become
the custom for legislatures to appropri
ate money for private corporations, such
as hospitals, children’s homes, homes of
aged men and women, hospital aid and
heart work’ societies, and certain other
private institutions. These private under
takings do excellent and much needed
work and are managed by high-minded
citizens who are unselfishly devoting
their time and money in carrying them
or). In this connection I believe a uni
form practice should be adopted where
by the wards of the State are cared for
or treated in State Aid institutions. Cer
tain institutions use their State Aid
money in caring for or treating the
State's dependents while others charge
the State for such care and use their
stipends for other purposes, in my opin
ion all State Aid institutions should be
required to spend the State’s money
upon the State’s wards if called upon
to do so.”
The Governor further stated that there
are many private institutions in the
State doing educational and charitable
work similar to that done by those re
ceiving State Aid. that do not ask it, but
once an institution receives money from
the public treasury and is placed upon
the State’s books, it is rare that its name
is removed.
Usually an increase of
State Aid is asked of succeeding legisla
tures. He believed that all would agree
that State institutions should be prop
erly cared for before State Aid is grant
ed to private charities and schools, no
matter how worthy. The Governor re
marked that he was fully aware of the
pressure that would be exerted by the
people at home for this and for that; he
recognized that the work done by these
private hospitals, schools arid charities
is excellent, and that It would be a
calamity if any one of them should close
its doors, but that the State's interest
required the utmost care in providing
for its own institutions without further
burdening the taxpayers. He questioned
if where State Aid is granted to a pri
vate institution it does not weaken the
obligation imposed upon those in charge
of it. as well as upon the community that
the institution serves. He said: “Is not
the sense of personal responsibility the
vital factor behind the success of any in
stitution?”
Again the Governor said: “If State
Aid is withdrawn will not our public
spirited ^citizens, for the sake of prin
ciple, make a heroic effort and forego
State Aid for their private institutions?
Our citizens are generous and an appeal
ma,de to them on these grounds would
meet with ready response. Where State
Aid is granted to private institutions,
does it not weaken the obligation im
posed upon those most directly interest
ed? Would not most, if not all of our
private cnarities, in the long run, be bet
ter off, better managed and would they
not serve their communities better if
they did not lean upon the State? • •
• • • • • “The University of Maine, held
by the Supreme Court to be a private in
stltution. is iri a class by itself and could
not continue upon Its present basis with
out State Aid. as the sum involved is too
large to be raised by public subscrip
tion.”

Governor Baxter spoke with high ap
proval of the State Library under its
present management and told of its
overcrowded condition and its needs. He
said the last Legislature had auth
orized the Governor to appoint a
committee to prepare plans to meet
this situation, either by enlarging the
Capitol or by erecting a new building.
As the condition of the State Treasury
did not warrant such an outlay it had
seemed best to him not to begin some
thing that could not be carried forward
to completion. He said that every town
may receive books from the State LI*
brary as well as 500 granges, 142 school
districts and 250 high schools. He urged
the lawmakers to make use of the State
Library and to become acquainted with
the excellent reference bureaus, espe
cially those for legislative work. He said
one of the most interesting features is
the traveling library, which has increased
from 171 in 1914 to 553 in 1922. The Gov
ernor slcLc warmly
the “exception
ally well informed and unusually "help
ful” State Librarian and those associat
ed with him.
National Guard
Governor Baxter devoted several min
utes to the question of “National Guard.”
He referred to his interest and said that
he takes a personal pride in what has
been accomplished and in the splendid
men who compose the different branches
of our service. He described the Na
tional Defense Act and compared the
present size and condition of the Maine
Guard with that of 1914. In connection
therewith he said: “The Federal Govern
ment itself is at present in arrears on
its own program and is hampered by
lack of funds. The same situation exists
in many of the States. There is doubt
as to just what action Congress will take
on the apportionment of representatives,
and if Maine should lose a seat in the
House our military obligations will be
reduced by one-sixth. The quotas fet
the states may be altered and just what
finally will be asked of us is not yet
determined. With ail these uncertain
ties and with endless demands upon our
Treasury, I believe we should proceed
deliberately and cautiously and await
developments. ’
Governor Baxter gave interesting' flg
ures as to the cost cf the Guard in
this State, showing that in 1M4 $59,900
was appropriated while in 1922 the ap
propriation was $117,466. Then he said
that requests have been filed with the
Budget Committee for $347,372, for the
next two years, while in addition tlere
to $100,000 probably will be needed to
build two new armories. The Governor
said the Federal Government is liberal
in many ways for when the guardsmen
are on drill at their armories the United
States pays them from $1.00 a day for
privates up to $6.57 for captains. He
said the total amount thus received by
our officers and men in 1922 was $94.907.07.
He showed that it costs the
State more than $1,000 a day for sol
dlers* pay when all are at camp, this
being in addition to the pay they re
ceive from the U. S. Government.
“I believe in the National Guard,’
said Governor Baxter, “because it is
made up of loyal civilian soldiers, vol
unteers for service, who can be de
pended upon in any emergency, but 1
do not favor compulsory or universal
military training or great preparation
for waf.” ***•“! have ideals for
the future in connection with the world
wide reduction of armaments by great
nations, but I fully appreciate the fact
that these ideals only can be realized
after a considerable lapse of time, and
after public sentiment throughout the
world has undergone radical changes.
Although we face present day realities,
we never should forget tfiat disarms
ment some day will come, and mean
while should do our part to .bring this
about by gradually removing the sources
of war.
Peace is the noblest of all
causes and if the nations of the world
will devote to it a mere fraction of the
energy now spent upon preparations for
war the next generation may indeed
witness the end of war between civi
lized peoples. We must, however, take
reasonable precautions for our actual
defense, taking care not to be misled
by those who would misuse the word
“defense” to conceal other purposes and
ambitions.
“The word ‘patriotism’ is often used
as a slogan by persons whose purposes
are not altogether unselfish, and there
are those in high places who would make
of us a great military nation. We of
course must prepare to defend ourselves
from attacks from without and from the
more insidious enemy within, but peace
ful citizens should beware lest they be
misled by catch phrases and selfish pleas
of those who profit from war and Its
preparation, and from the manufacture
of military armament. These war mon
gers today are planting seeds of discord
among nations who really desire to live
in peace with their neighbors. They plot
war both at home and abroad. The mem
bers of this international group are
eager to sell munitions and do not hesi
tate to do so evfen though the guns they
traffic in are later turned upon the citi
zens of tlieir own countries. They are
the ones who foster great military prep-,
arations and their swords know no
brothers.”
Further along Governor Baxter said
that Maine sent 31,000 soldiers into the
World War and 72.000 Into the Civil War
and today ranks second to none in Its
loyalty to the Federal Government. He
said, “Our share of the nation’s burdens
always will be honorably borne and when
the time comes and Maine Is called upon
our quotas will be filled.”
State Institutions
One of th*»
ifterestine- topics of
he Governor’s address was that dealing
with the State's Institutions. He said
at the outset that in 1922 our 19 Stale
institutions, under the management of 45
trustees grouped into 9 boards, expended
$2,328,410.63. he said that every institu
tion has its own problems, that trustees
are zealous in tlieir work and each is
earnest for the welfare of his particular
institution. Governor Baxter suggested
that our system of management might
be changed by a regrouping to reduce
the number of boards and trustees and
thus secure great efficiency and reduce
traveling expenses. He remarked that it
had been suggested that a full-time ade
quately paid board of managers would
be desirable, lie recommended uniform
bookkeeping in the various institutions

How to Keep WellKeep well, and yon
won't have to get well. Good food, pure water,
fresh air, exercise, restful Bleep—all necessary.
Above all, keep digestion rigorous, liver active,
bowels functioning regularly and thoroughly. At
first sign of digestive disorder, take“L.F.” At
wood’s Medicine—it promptly restores perfect
tone. Large bottle, 50 cents—1 cent a dose.
.
All dealers.
«L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Maine

Direct Primary
At this point in his address Governor
Baxter placed himself squarely on record
as opposed to the repeal of the Direct
Primary Law.
He said that question
would be an issue at this session of the
Legislature; that the conventions of both
political parties had advocated its sub
mission to the people; that certain ele
ments in both* parties, seeing an oppor
tunity to secure control of party coun
cils, were behind the agitation for re
peal or radical modification of the law,
but that he was not yet convinced that
these were the voices of the people. Jle
said that as a rule the manner in w’hich
qur party platforms are presented to and
passed
political conventions pre
cludes debate and weakens the obliga
tion which their adoption seeks to im
pose. He believed the action Liken at
Bangor on April 6th last does not repre
sent the sentiments of the people of
Maine or even of a majority of Maine
Republicans.
On this point Governor Baxter said
“The people are the source <if political
power and It is well for candidates for
office to appeal directlv to the highest
authority. The day of the hand-picked
convention has forever passed in Maine
If the men and women of this State, the
rank and file cf or- ^iti^ens, wish to
xert a dominating influence over part
nominations they will bold fast to the
present primary system.”
Women in Politics
The Governor devoted a moment to
discussion of the entrance of women
into political affairs. He said he believed
women should be admitted to govern
ment circles and that we need their
point of view in the administration ‘if
affairs. Since the advent of women inb
politics he had noted a change in the
political atmosphere qnd that change had
been wholesome. He said that women
are more likely to scrutinize the public
and private record of officials more care
fully than do the men. He said: “The
women of Maine are destined to take an
active part in modeling the future of the
State.”

Legislative Committee

The Governor dealt briefly with the
Legislative Recess Committee which had
made a survey of the State’s business
He said its members are veterans in
legislative work and that its personnel
inspires confidence; that they had la
bored diligently and with a sincere de
sire to make recommendations that
would be helpful. He recommended that
the lawmakers listen carefully and give
consideration to recommendations made
by this committee.
The Lobby
The Governor paid his respects to the
lobby of the past and the present as
well. He said the “Third House of to
day was neither as picturesque nor as
powerful as were the autocrats of oth
er days; that lobbying today is not the
fine art It formerly was. He said he
believed in citizens coming to the State
House if they have information for the
legislators, particularly when Invited and
that such Information was welcomed but
that the old time methods of dictating
Jegislatlon and hammering it through re
gardless of the means employed was a
thing of the past.

Fuel Administration

The Governor paid a tribute to the
work of the Fuel Director and declared
that the Fuel Administration had been
able to accomplish much for the State
Only those in close touch with its ac
complishments could fully ‘realize the
tremendous saving that bad been made
to the citizens, nor could they under
stand the suffering that would have re
sulted if some means had not been
adopted for securing prompt supplies of
coal for our homes and industries.
The Governor said that Fuel Director
Andrew P. Lane's long experience as
Traffic Manager of a large corporation
had given him an unusual insight into
the means of meeting this crisis. He
said Mr. Lane deserved gTeat credit and
that the State of Maine owes him a debt
of gratitude.

Individual

Endeavor and Paternalism

“The modern tendency is toward gov
ornmental paternalism.
The Federal
Government Is gradually assuming con
trol over and directing the policies of
states; the states are doing likewise with
tlieir municipalities; and all three, as
'bey encroach upon the fields of indi
vidual endeavor, are doing much to
weaken the citizen’s sense of personal
responsibility. This progression is in the
wrong direction and should be checked
We should have the minimum of govern
ment and the maximum of personal ef
fort, Citizens should become self-reli
ant. they should not lean upon the State
or town; they should be made to under
stand that they are responsible members
of (he community and that this respon
sibility cannot be evaded.”

•<••1 t’»it tbe Slate w-M nbb* to «-.ro
f"r Ms dependent "icther* and ch'HWn
without Interference on the part of ’be
Federal Government. To his mind the
erowth of paternalism should be checked;
that we had already gone too fpr na
tionally In dipping into the affairs of
the various states and that there w»<t a
vital question to be considered bv all as
o how far the State should go in taking
wer the problems and affairs of com
munities.
Governor Farter said “A mv of hone
o those who disapr.rr.ve of Federal in
terference comes from an unexpected
quarter. President Harding in h’s ree^t message to Congress. In referring tc
Fedom.1 Aid. spoke of thece ‘extraneous
activities’ over which he was ‘concerned’,
because of their ‘Increasing state, coun
ty. and municipal Indebtedness.’
fated that no material reduction in Fedeml faves con’d he exnected until and
•»n’e«s thorp
a material reduction ir
’"edeml Aid. Fvidentlv Congress Is tir!ng of its costlv exnerments.”
Tn closing Governor Baxter spoke ni
be honor and the opportunity of nub
ile service; he said that party line.*
should not Interfere with service. tha1
two parties were necessary under out
form of government, one to check the
other, and that a strong minority in the
egislature had a real job to perform.
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To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the County of Knox, RE
BY
T wo Sailings Weekly
SPhX*rn’LLY REPRESENTS A Walter Ward
Ci XL?
Toesdoya and
well, of Rockland, In the County of Knox E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
and State of Maine. Guardian of Alice W
Saturdays, 3F it
Office: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
Wardwell, of said Rockland, a person insane
Boston to Savannah
or of unsound mind, and a married woman,
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
First-Class Paaaenper Fares, Boston
who I y reason of inflnniity and mental inca
Residence
until
9
A.
M.
and
by
Appointment
To
One
ce
pacity is ineornpeten-i to manage her own es
Sav.aaala Way JOO.OO V“'pd$G7.83
tate and to protect her rights
Telephones:
Residence.
41-4;
Office
149
To
St.
Petersburg
To Jacksonville
That said ward is Ihe owner of certain Real
One $51.28
Estate, s'mated in Rockland and Thomaston,
$42.82
Way
respectively, in said County, and described as
Round $79.23
follows, viz:
W $96.15
Drs.
T.
L.
&
Ruth
McBeath
Trip
(1) A lot of land, together with ihe build
Ir 1'jding meal, and state room arrommudaiH n«
ings thereon, situated in said Rockland, on
Ocean Steamship Co. of Savann- h
Osteopathic Physicians
Ingraham’s point (so called) and bounded
thus: Beginning at a stake and stones on the
38 UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
south side of a road running easterly and
HOURS: 9:00 A. M. TO 4 :00 P. M.
Westerly (now called Marine street) to a EVENINGS
& SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
road leading do what was fonnerly F W
Pier 42, Hoosac Tunnel Doc*»
Telephone 136
Rhoades’
shipyard
(now culled Atlantic
121-T-Th-tf
street) ; thence southerly, eighty (80) feet, to
a stake and stones; thence westerly, sixtyH. V. TWEED1E, M. D.
nine (69) feet, eight (8) inches, to a stake
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
and stones; thence northerly, eighty (80) feel,
Diseases of the Eye;
jL M
Eastern Standard Tim£
I
to the first mentioned road; thence easterly,
*
Trains Leave Rockland for
sixty nine (69) feet, eight (8) inches, lo the
Refractions,
Etc.
place begun at, and being lot No ‘'120’’, as
Augusta, A §7.00 a. m. 17.30 a m.. tl.lOp. m.
l>er pla.i and survey of Edwin Rose made In
Bingor. A §7.0,4 a. m. 47.30 a.m., 11.10 p.ra.
407 MAIN STREET
the year 18’»0, which said plan may he re
Bath A$7.00a. m., 17.30 a m.. 11.10 p rn.
Hours. 9 to 12 A. M.; I to 5 P. M.
ferred lo, hut excepting and reserving there
Residence, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
t5 30 p. m.
from suel. portion of said premises, if any, as
Boston. AJ7.00a.m., 17.30a.m., 11.10p.m.
Office Telephone 493-W
was conveyed to Everetn L‘. Spear by deed
Brunswick A $7.00 a. ni., 17.3d a. in.. 11.10
of Iola W. Vinal andi Alice W. Wardwell
p.
in . to.30 p. in..
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
dated DerenXber 27, 1911, and recorded in the
Lewiston. A $7.00 a. m. 17.30 a.m., 11.10 p m
Knox Ccunty Registry of Deeds
New
York, tl .10 p. ni.
JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
Portland. A$7.00 a. in , 17.30 a. in., 11.10 p m.,
(2) A certain lot of land situated in said
COMPLEE DRUG AND SUNDRY
Secret Orders
15
30
p
ir..
Rockland and bounded as follows, viz:—Be
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Waterville A§7.00a m.. 47.30a.m. 41.10p.m.
Governor Baxter spoke of the secret ginning at a stake and stone on a reserve for
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE*
Woolwich.
57.0()a.m., 17.3Ca. in., 11.10 p.m..
road leading by wiiat was formerly Rhodes*
order that ba« obtained a foothold in
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
f.5.30 p.ra.
neighboring states and said that as ye« shipyard, SO called. (now called Atlantic
LARGING.
’reet) ; thence northerly, as said road runs,
1 Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.
't had made little headway here. Hf seighty
(80) feet, to a stake and stone; thence
Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
Raid our people respect our const-tutior westerly, sixty-nine (69) feet, to stake and 370 Main St., Rockland, Me. A
wich and Bath.
■’nd believe in government bv law that stone; thence southerly, eighty (80) feet, to
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
they are accustomed to talking and act a reserve for a road running east and west
9-24-22 V. P. & Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt.
THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
ing in the open where they can both bf (now called South street) ; thence by said re
E. B. SILSBY, Surgeon
seen and heard. He said: “I may find serve for a road (South street) to the firs:
—and—
it necessary to ask for legislation to curt mentioned bounds.
Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
(3)
A
so
one
lot
of
land,
situated
in
said
those who seek to set up an invisible Rockland and bounded as follows, viz:—(Be
X-RAY OPERATOR
government, but whatever happens the ginning at stake and alone at the northeast
SUMMER
STREET,
ROCKLAND
dignity of the State will be maintained.” corner of the above described lot of land
BANGOR LINE—WINTER SCHEDULE
Tribute to Maine
Telephone 123
((2) in this deed); thence northerly, by a re
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Tn closing the Governor quoted from a serve foi a road leading by what was former
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
writer who recently paid tribute to the ly the Rhodes’ shipyard, so called, (QOW
0.00 P M for Boston.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
called Atlantic street), eighty (80) feet, to
State of Maine. This author said:
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Friday!
leading westerly, to stake and stone,
at 5.00 P. M Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
“In Maine there is a stable condition asaidroad
road leading wes.erly now being known
Saturdays
at 5 00 A. M. ; Camden 5 45 A. M ;
of comfort, self-reliance, non-pa rasltic as Marine street; thence westerly, by satid
Dealer in Pianos
Belfast 7 15 A M.; Bucksport 9 00 A. M.;
occupation, common in the New Eng road (Marine street), sixty-nine (69) teet,
due
Winterport
9.30 A. M
land of a previous generation, which eight (8) inches, to stake and stone; thence
Fine Tuning
Return Leave Winterport Mondays and
makes for sturdiness, individualism and south Tly, eighty (80) feet, to the above des
Thursdays at 10 00 A M. for Boston and way
cribed loi (said (2) as above), to stake and
conservatism.'
due the following morning about
75 Cedar Street. Tel. 572-M. 7landings,
“It 'Maine) Is the last stronghold of stone; thence easterly, by said lot. sixty-nlne
00 A. M
(69) feet, eight (8) inches, to first mentioned
the Puritan ****** It is distinctive bound.
Excep.'ing and reserving from said
'rom its neighboring states * * * * *
last described premises (3, so much thereof
MT. DESERT A BLUEHILL LINES
L W. BENNER
“More than most parts of the modern as was conveyed to said Everett L Spear, by
BAR HARBOR LINE
orld Maine has kppt its native quality, deed of Iola W. Vinal and Alice W. Ward
All Kinds of Real Estate
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M for
moral and physical. Whatever mav be well dated December 27, 1911. and recorded
North
Haven
Stonington, Southwest Harbor,
left of that famous old New England will in said Knox County Registry of Deeds, book
2 NORTH MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, due Bur Har
be found today more purely and abun 157, pr.ge 420.
bor 11 A. M.
(4,
A lot of land in said Rockland, with
dantly here in Maine than elsewhere.”
TELEPHONE 233-1
3«-tf
Return—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8 00
the buildings thereon known as the "AtlanA. M. for Rockland and way bindings.
«tic House”, being the same land and butildings cor'eyed to Enieline T Lennond, by war
BLUE HILL LINE
INGRAHAM
rantee deed, by Georges National Bank, and
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M for
reference to said deed is made for lull and
Dark Harbor, Eggemoggln, South Brookeville
particular description of the premises
Attorney at Law
> tonsilitis or hoarseness,
Sargentville, Deer Isle, Brooklln, South BlueReference may be had to deed from said
Iola W Vinal. to said Alice W. Wardwell, SPECIALTY: «PROBATE PRACTICE hill. due Klueblll 11.45 A M
gargle with warm salt
Return Leave Hluehlll Mondays at 8 00 A.
conveying one undivided hah of the premises
M. for Rockland and way landings
water. Rub Vicks over
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
herein-before described, which contains refer
At Boston connee 'on Is made via the Met
ences to the sources of title of said Iola W.
throat and cover with a
House 603-W ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
Vinal ano Alice W. Wardwell to said premises, Telephones—Office 468.
New York and points South and West.
said deed being dated February 9, 1929, and
hot flannel cloth. Swal
recorded in tlie Knox County Registry of
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
L
R.
CAMPBELL
low slowly small pieces.
Deeds book 182, page 349
Portland-New York Freight Service
(5) Certain real estate situated in Thom
Dkad
Freight
Service between Portland and
aston, in the County of Knox and State of
Attorney at Law
New York is resumed from the New Slate
Maine,, on the southern side of Main street,
l
’
ier.
Portland,
Me.
east of School street, opposite “the Mall,” so Special Attention to Probate Matters
Through rates and direct track connections
called, consisting of a lot of land and the
with Maine Central and Grahd Trunk RallbulMings thereon, and being the same premi
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
n».nls
ses occupied by Oliver M. Vinal, Arcan H.
F. S SHERMAN, Supt . Rockland, Maine.
Vinal and William E Vinal (also by Cassan
It S SHERMAN. Agent, Rockland. Maine
dra A Washburn prior to her marriage) durOver Z 7 Million Jars Used Yearly
ARTHUR
L.
ORNE
| ing tlieir respective lifetimes,—<:he large
, house on said premises as their home and the
Vinalhaven and Rockland
smaller house rented,—said lot being bounded
insurance
and described as follows, to wit: Bounded
on the north by Main street; on the tast
Steamboat Co. ,
THE DIAMOND BRAND. A
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
Ladle* I AakyovrDru
I bv lend formerly of Hodgkins, now of Bra
Chl-chea-tora Dlumoni
zier; on tlie south side by land of Alida Fes ’ 417 MAIN ST. - - ROCKLAND. ME.
Fills Io Red
sendcu and on the west by land of said Alida
The direct route between
boxes, sealed _____ _ _
Fessenden and land of Cora Bussell.
Take no other. Buy of your v
ROfKIAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
Reserving and excepting therefrom, bow
Drosftat. Ask for CII I-t’lfKg-TER 9
EDWARD K. GOULD
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT AND
DIAMOND BRAND PILLS, for Sft ever so much ot said premises, with the
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable smaller house thereon, as was conveyed by
SWAN’S ISLAND
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS fcVERYWHEKE Iola W. Vinal lo Blanche C Vose and Lilia
Attorney at Law
E Ames, by her deed dated March 22, 1921,
FALL ARRANGEMENT
and recorded in the Knox County Registry of
IN EFFECT MONDAY. OCT. 2. 1922
Deeds, book 188, page 138, to which reference COR. TILLSON AVE. and MAIN FT.
A. C. MOORE
may be had.
(Subject to change without notioe)
Reference may be had to deed of said Cas*
VINALHAVEN LINE
saiifbt A Washburn to said Iola W. Vinal,
Piano Tuner
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven, dally, except
dated January 17U», 1921, and recorded in the
With the Maine Music Company
FULL
LINE
OF
Sunday, at 8 a m , for Rockland.
Knox County Registry of Deeds, in book 185.
page 223 and to the will of said Iola W. Vi
Returning leaves Rockland (Tlllgon Wharf)
COLUMBIA RECORDS
Estate of Edward G. Hilt
every week day at 2 p. m for Vinalhaven.
nal bequeathing and devising to said Al'icc W
Ward-well
her
entire
estate,
which
said
will
STONINGTON and SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
STATE OF MAINE
To The Honorable, the Judge of the Probate was duly proved and allowed and is now on
59c
Steamer leaies Swan’s Island dally except
file ui the Probate Office for said Knox Coun
Court In and for the County of Knox.
Sunday
at 5.30 a. m . Stonington, 6 45 a. m ,
Respectfully Represents A. M. Hilt of War ty and an abstract of which is recorded in
and North Haven at 7 45 a. in., for Rockland.
said
Registry
of
Deeds,
in
book
169,
page
440.
ren, Conservator of the estate of Edward G
75c
Returning,
leaves Rockland, Tillson Wharf, at
That there is not sufficient personal estate
Hilt of said Warren That said ward is the
1.30 i ni , for North Haven, Stonington, Iaie
iwner of certain Real Es aie, situated in War to provide indefinitely for payment of debts,
au
liiiut,
when
passengers (tide und Weather
$1.00
den, in said County, and described as follows, expenses <4 sale and of guardianship, and for
permitting), and Swan’e Island
Iz: Beginning at a Maple tree a«t the sou h siipport of jaid ward, and to provide a reason
W S WHITE
»ast corner in Hue of land formerly of (’ E able sum in anticipation of accruing excuses
General Manager.
STONINGTON
Starred; thence West 17’/a deg S. forty-six and that a larger income will be received, net,
Rockland.
Me
,
Sept.
29.
1922
•ods and twenty links to stake and stones; if said real es:ute is sold and the proceeds
FURNITURE
CO.
hence north 3% deg. E fifty-eight ends to placed at interest That it would be for the
L. MARCUS
Know the tremendous pull
stake and stones; thence E. nine deg. N forty- benefit of sjid ward that said Real Estate
one rods to stake and stones; thence Sou.li 1 should be sold for said purposes, and the pro
313-315 Main Street
ceeds
placed
at
Interest.
deg \V ftfity-one and one-half rods to place
ing power of Courier-Gazette
Wherefore your pe itioner prays that he
ROCKLAND, MAINE
af beginning Containing fifteen acres, more
15t(
may be licensed to sell and convey said Real
or less.
ids.
That there is not sufficient personal estate Estate at public, or private, sale for the pur
Dated at Rockland this
to pay all the bills against the estate of said poses aforesaid.
ward
Tha.t it would be for the benefit of twenty-eighth day of December. A. D 1922.
A WALTER WARDWELL,
Tala ward that said Real Estivte should be
Guardian, as aforesaid
sold for said purposes
STATE OF MAINE
Wherefore your petitioner, prays that he
nay be licensed to seil and convey said Real Knox County —
year hS?31*1 ’*XM °" la,'dS 8ilua,ed ln the Town of Rockport, in the County of Knox, for the
Estate at private sale for ihe purpose afore
In Probate Court, held at Rockland, in va
said.
,
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners In the Town of Rockport
cation, on tlie thirtie.h day of December, 1922
Dated this nineteenth day of December, A.
On the petition aforesaid. Ordered, That aforesaid, lor the year 1922, committed to me for collection for said Town on the Seventeenth
9 1922.
ANSEL M HILT, Guardian
notice be given, by publishing a copy of said aaj ot June, lJ-L, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with Interest
Knox County.—
petition, with this order thereon, once a week ana charges arc not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
In Pi bate Court, held at Rockland, on the for three weeks successively, prior to the tne amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at
lineteenth day of December, 1922
third Tuesday of January, 1923, in The Cou P}11 . auctlon at the Town Hall in said Town, on the first Monday in February, 1923, at niue
On 4 he petition aforesaid, Ordered That rier-Gazette. a newspaper published In Rix-k- O CIOCK A. AI.
lot ice be given, by publishing a copy of said land, that all persons interested may attend
petition, with this order thereon, once a week at a Court of Probate then <o be held in
Amour?, of Tax Due
or three weeks successively, prior to the third Rockland, and show cause, if any, why the
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest and
Tuesday of January next, in The Courier-Ga prayer of said petition should not be granted.
Charges
zette, a newspaper printed in Rockland, that
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge
all persons interested may attend at a Court A true copy—Alt es: :
AMES, DORA B., ESTATE—4 acres land on Ragged Mountain
Value $25 00; 16
>f Probate then to be held in Rockland, and
156-S-6
HENRY H PAYSON. Regis:er
acres land at foot of quarry pond, value $75 00; 30 acres land part of former
show cause, if any, why the prayer of said
homestead (adjoining laud of Nelson Cobli), value $4’»o............................................
Estate of Almifa M. Woodsum
petition should not be grained
$21 70
SOPHIA—% Abel Merriam homestead on West Street, value $400 00....
16 32
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge
STATE OF MAINE
COHEN, SIMON—Gregory premises on Central Street, value $550 00; Cooper Store
A true copy—Attest:
Knox, ss
premises,, Main Street, value $650.00; Keller premises. High Street, value $800 00;
U.6-S-6
HENRY H PAYSON, Register.
A: a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
$ioolS00,,remiSeS’ Ce,“ral S,reel’ Ta,ue 1350 00; Stinson building on Keen lot, value
for said County of Knox, in vacation on the
Estate of Jonathan A. Annis.
89.72
twenty-ninth day of December, A. D. 1922
MAT
HEM , CLARA—50 ucre wood lot on Ragged Mountain, value $550 00....................
Knox County.—In Court of Probate held at
21.70
Frank H. Ingraham, executor of the last
Rockland in vacation on the 28th day of Dec- will and teatament of Almira M Woodaum ORBETON, MARY ESTATE—23 acres of land southeast corner Meadow Street, value
$230
00
...................................................................................................................
...........
?mber, A D. 1922.
10 24
having presented bis petition that the actual
E <i. Carver, Administrator qii the estate of market value of so much ot the estate of PHILBROOK, E. S, ESTATR—6 acres of land on Ragged Mountain, value $50 00....
3.79
Iona than A Annis, late of Camden, in said said Almira M. Woodaum, late of Rockland, ROBBINS, HAROLD—Cottage premises east side Mirror Lake, value $125.00; prem
ises west side Rockland Street, adjoining land of E L Cleveland, value $400....
County deceased, having presented his last in said County of Knox, as is subject to
20.80
ind final account of administration of said es- the payment of the Sta.te Inheritance Tax, RUSS, EDWIN, ESTATE—80 acres on Prebble Lane adjoining land of Cole Annis,
value $400 00 ...................................................................................................................
.ate for allowance:
1« 32
the persons interested in the succession there
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three to, and the amount of the tax thereon may WHALEN, JOHN—Ice house north end Chickawaukie pond, value $150.00.....................
7.36
W A PAUL.
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette, be determined by the Judge of Probate.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Rockport.
published in Rockland, in said County, that
Ordered, That notice tiiereof be given to
December 23, 1922.
lo3-8-3
.ill persons interested may attend at a Pro the State Assessors and all persons Interested
late Court to be held at Rockland, on the in the succession to said property, by causing
16th day of January, next, and show cause, a cony ot this order to he published once a
ff any they have, why the said account should week, three weeks successively, in Tlie Cou
not be allowed.
rier-Gazette, a newspaper published at RuckADELBERT L. MILLS, Judge.
lana, in said County, that they may appear at
STATE OF MAINE
A true copy—Attest:
a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, in
Unpaid taxes on lands in the Town of Warren, in the County of Knox, for the year 1922
l-Mi-S-6 HEN It Y H 1 ’AYSON, Register
and for said County, on 'the sixteentli day of
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Warren
January, A. D. 1923, at nine o'clock in the
Estate of William Borneman
forenoon and be heard in reference to the de aforesaid, for the jear 1922, committed to me for collection for said Town on the first d.ty of
KNOX COUNTY —In court ot Probate held at termination of said tax nr any question that June, 1922, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxpa with interest and
Rockland, in vacation, on the 22d day of may arise in, reference thereto
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the
December, A. 1) 1922
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice a
Orchard S Borneman Administrator on the A true copy—Attest:
public auction at the Town House in said Town, on tlie first Monday in February, 1923, at
•state of William Borneman, late of Thomas
nine o’clock AM.
l-W-S-6
HENRY U PAYSON. Register
on, in said County, deceased, having presented
his first and final account of administration of
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
.Amouit of Tax Due
said estate for allowance:
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Including Interest uud
Ordered, That notice tiiereof be given, three
Chaigvs
Whereas,
Enos
E.
Ingraham
of
Rockport,
weeks successively, in The Couricr-Gazet.e,
pubiished in Rockland, in said County, that Ktrox County, Maine, by his mortgage deed
all persons interested may attend at a Probate dated the twenty-fifth day of February, 1921, ARTHUR LITTLEFIELD (or Owner)—House, oufbuildings, and 65 acres of land,
bounded as follows: north by land of F L Wellman; east by Lind of Charles
Court to be held at Rockland, on the sixteenth and recorded in the registry of deeds for the
Woodcock; south by land of E. M. llysler; west by land of H TV Waltz. Value
day of January next, and show cause, if any County of Knox and State of Maine, Book 184,
$7ny 00 ..............................................................................................................................
$32 75
they have, why the said account should not Page 585, conveyed to Charles Wood of Cam
den, Knox County, Maine, trustee for Maggie HANNAH WALDRON (heirs)—12 acre3 of land, bounded as follows: North by land
oe allowed.
Shepherd
of
said
Camden,
a
certain
parcel
of
of
Geo.
F
Kellar;
east
by
land
of
F.
Copeland;
south
by
land
of
Marcus
Ktarrett
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge.
real estate situated in Rockport in the County
(heirs); west by land of Oscar Rokes. Value $200 90...............................................
8'
A true copy—Attest:
of Knox, and described as follows One undi
C. B HALL.
1A3-S 3
HENRY II PAYSON Register.
vided fourth of all that real estate which was
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Warren.
conveyed to myself (meaning (lie said Ingra
Estate of Fred L. Waterman
December 21, 1922.
153-8-3
ham, and others by the Rockland-Rockport
STATE OF MAINE
Lime
Co.
which
is
located
in
said
Rockport
and
KNOX. SS.
by said Lime Company front
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. In and was acquired
Nont•'•M and others and consisting
for said Coun.v of Knox in vacation, on the Carleton,
of
the
Carleton-.,
wood Block, so called, in
30-th day of December, in the year of our
STATE OF MAINE
Carleton. Norwood & Co., Imic tor years
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twenty- whicli
had
thair
office,
the
building and land con
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Thomaston, in the County pf Knox, for the
two
nected
therewith
and
in
the
rear
of
the
same
year 1922
Whereas, a petition has been duly filed pray
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the Town of Thomaston
ing that the balance* remaining in the hands to Rockport Harbor, including the wharf and
of Gertrude C Waterman, Administratrix of improvements thereon and the brick block in aforesaid, tor the year 1922, committed to me for collection for said Town on the twenty-fourth
which
the
Camden
Savings
and
Trust
Co
is
day
of June, 1922, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes with interest
the estate of Fred L. Waterman, late of Cam
together with all land and buildings and charges arc not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
den, deceased, on settlement of her final ac located,
belonging
therewith;
intending
by
this
descrip

the
amount
due therefor, including interest and charges will be sold without further notice at
count, made at -a Probate Court, held at Rockto convey and include the property one- public auction at Town Hall, in said Town, on the first Monday in February, 1923, at nine
hind. within and for said County, on the third tion
fourth
of
which
is
owned
by
me
and
the
other
o
’
clock
A
M.
Tuesday of December, A. I) 1922, mav be
by members of the Shepherd
ordered to be distributed among the heirs of three-fourths
said deceased, and the share of each deter family and which was conveyed by the Rock
Name of Owner
Description of Property
Amount of Tax Due
land-Rockport Lime Co from the property
mined
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all purchased by them from Carleton, Norwood O’NEIL, JOHN, Heirs—1 acre of land, more or less, bounded north by road from Old
persons interested by causing a copy of Ibis and others.
County Road to Wes; Meadow Road; east by Old County Road; south by land of
And whereas the said mortgage was by the
Order thereon >to be published onco a week,
Charles McDonald; west by land of Herbert Ulmer, with bouse and barn. Valua
three weeks successively, in The Courier-Ga said Wood assigned with the debt thereby se
tion $560 00 .......................................................................................................................
$17.92
cured
to
me,
the
undersigned,
on
the
eighteenth
zette, a newspaper published at Rockland, in
ATLANTIC COAST CO—Sail loft and shipyard at foot of Knox Street Valuation
said County, that they may appear a I a Pro day of December, 1922, by assignment of that
$8.525
00
.....................................................................................................................
272 80
date
recorded
in
Knox
County
Registry,
Book
bate Court, to be held at Rockland, in and
MILES, ADELBERT L 1 acre of land, more or les«, hounded north by land of Frank
for said Coun y, on ihe 16th day of January, 173, Page 185
and Angie Watts and land of George Wiley Est.; east and south by land of R W.
And
whereas
the
condition
<rf
said
mortgage
A 1) 1923, at nine o’clock in the forenoon,
Walsh; west by Knox Street with house, barn and four other bujldings Valua
and show cause, if any they have, why the has been broken;
tion $3,125.00 ...................................................................................................................
100 00
Now therefore by reason of the breach of the
prayer of the petitioner should not be granted.
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure ol said DOHERTY, JOHN, Est—No. 1, land bounded north by Pleasant St. east by land of
ADELBERT L MILES,
Derby
Brothers,
south
by
land
ot
Derby
Brothers,
west
Ly
land
of
John
Doherty
mortgage.
Judge of Probate.
Est. Value $75 00. No. 2, land bounded north by Pleasant St , east by land
A S LITTLEFIELD.
A true copy,—Attest:
formerly of Fitzgerald, south und west by land of Derbys Value $75 00, with
Rockland. Maine. December 21, 1922.
6
HENRY H. PAYTON. Register.
house and barn, value $250 0 t;
G Farrand otiarry value $140.00.......................
14.08
153-6-3
THORNIPKE, REUBEN, or unknown ZJ acri.i of mud bounded by tau<l3 of Fasseit,
. Telephone that Hem of news to The
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call at uiis office and
Kansoii and Matson, value $1*25.00 ............. ......................... ...................................
4 00

s

FRANiTfL

ORETHROAT

VICKS
w
VapoRub

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Governor Baxter referred to the offer
of the Federal Government to contribute
toward Maternity and Child Welfare
work. He said the refusal of the Gov Courier-Gazette, where
ernor and Council to accept thia offer had readers will see IL
orovokcA fitata-wide dlacuaaloq. JJa .tt’

TOWN OF ROCKPORT

TOWN OF WARREN

TOWN

examine styles. If you already have a plate
thousands Of bring it In and let us print you cards In latest
(
size. THE COURIER-GAZBTTlfi.

1

i .

December 22, 1922.

OF THOMASTON

MAYNARD SPEAR.
Collector of faxes of tbe Town of Thomaston.
1W-8-4

THOMASTON

Every-OtHer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, January 6, 1923.
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ROCKLAND WON BOTH

WATERMAN’S BEACH

VINALHAVEN

LL.

/

A... .

i

Miss Hilda George is spending the
weekend at home before returning to
Columbia University.
Earl Dunham of Dixfield was a re
cent .guest of Edgar Linekin.
Joseph Maxey was taken to the
Knox Hospital to be operated upon this
morning.
Miss Jenny Weezer of Plainfield.
Ohio, was in town looking up old
friends last week.
Baptist church services Sunday at
10 30 a. m. and 7 30 p. m. Following
the morning worship the ordinance of
the Lord’s supper will be observed.
The church school convenes at 11..50
a. m. The evening service will be of
especial interest as this will be a me
morial service for the late Dr. W. A.
Newcombe. Dr. I. B. Mower of Water
ville will deliver the memorial address
and John Taylor of Camden Will assist
in the service. Special music will be
furnished by the ladies’ trio and Miss
Mabelle Brown will sing a solo. The
regular service of prayer ami praise
will he held Thursday at 7 o’clock.
At the Methodist Episcopal church
Communion service at 10.34) in the
forenon, music will he rendered by the
choir; • Sunday school at noon and
evening service at 7 o’clock. Music, by
the orchestra.
Evensong and prayer at St. John’s
Episcopal church Sunday evening at
7 o’clock, with sermon by the rector
Rev. A. E. Scott. Music by the vested
choir, with violin accompaniment
Church school at 6. Holy Communion
upon arrival of first car from Rockland
at 7.45 a. rn.

CAMDEN

New Tear's morning the friends and
neighbors of .Mr. and Mrs. Henry York
attended the funeral of the late Frank
lin M. Tower, who died very suddenly
the preceding l'Viday afternoon at 4
o'clock. He had been very active until
within a few hours of his death, Our
pastor in his very interesting remarks
referred to Mr. Tower as one of the
rear guards of the <1. A. R. He surely
was. It seems only a few years ago
that we had seven of the old veterans
with us. namely. Mr. Barnes, Charles
Higgins. George Daggett. Joshua El
well, Eben Elwell. O. T. Mann and
Franklin Tower. All of these veterans
have iKisscd on with the exception of
Mr. Mann, who is making his iiome
this winter with his daughter in Cam
den. The roads were so blocked with
snow nt the time of Mr. Tower's ill
ness that it was impossible to get a
doctor from Rockland. Even the un
dertaker did not gel through the drifts
until Saturday noon. Mr. Tower, al
though past 80 years of age. was al
ways a-hreifst of the times, enjoyed
reading the daily papers and mixing
with the young folks in the village
He has resided here nearly
years.
After his wife's death a few years ago
he lived with his daughter, the late
Mary Tower Elwell and since her
death he teas tenderly cared for by
his granddaughter, Mrs. Henry York
Inside of live years Mr. York has lost
nis father: and Mrs. York has lost
her father and mother and grandmoth
er and grandfather.
During the severe snowstorm a hoy
was horn at the home of Mrs. Frank
Smith. The mother came over from
Two Bush Light to he under the care
of Mrs. Smith. Dr. North, who an
swered the call got through the snow
drifts by Ihe help of William Dennison
and a crew of young men from differ
ent parts of tile town.
M . Dennison also met Mr. I’lmer, the
undertaker, at the Keag and blazed the
way for him over stone walls and
through-the woods. Surely It would
lie a hard struggle to overcome the
winter storms without our good neigh
bors. Even on Thursday while 1 am
writing this letter the roads are piled
with snow. Billy Caven delivered our
.mail just at dark with the help of a
■row of strong, able men who could
itand the severe weather. The weathr man has promised us rt fair day for
tomorrow only.
The days are getting a little longer
ind the sun a little nearer, so we are
iving in hope that the sun will shine
in both sides of the woodpile soon,
if it wasn't for hope our hearts would
rurely break.
C. D. S. G.

Basketball Opens Auspicious
ly For the Local Boys and
Girls.
Rockland and Thomaston
High
School teams, girls and boys, clashed
in Spear hall last night and in each in
stance victory rested with the home
team. The hoys won 26 to 16. but the
game was much closer than the figures
indicate. At the end of the first half
it was 12 all. Flanagan was the par
ticular star, closely beset by E. Lind
sey ami C. Record. Thomaston felt
keenly the loss of Feehan, who was
out of the game with a bad knee.
Rockland has an extraordinarily pow
erful team.
In spite of the victory Rockland
supporters were
not
particularly
pleased with the game, for it was very
rough and Rockland was the chief of
fender. Basketball can be played hard
and fast, as in the Colby Comet-Bel
fast game last winter, without becom
ing indoor football. The score:
Rockland High (26)
Goals; Fouls Pts.
C. Record, rf ........... ...... 5
0
10
o
Reed. If .....................
0
4
Flanagan, e ............. ........... 6
0
12
<). Record, rh........... ........... 0
0
0
Ludwig, lb .............. ........... 0
4)
0
R. Snow, rb .......... ........... 0
4)
4)
S. Snow, lb .......... ........... 0
4)
0
—
— —
26
13
4)
Thomaston High (16)
10
E. Lindsey, rf........ ........... 3
4
Q
Hail, If ..................... ........... 1
4)
O
0
Brown, c ................ *. ........... 1
4)
0
Mitchell, rb ............ ........... 0
4)
Libby, lb ................... ........... 0
4)
Newbert, If............... ........... 1
0
2
—
—
—
*16
6
4
The Girls’ Game
In the girls’ game the Thomastonians
showed a commendable fight against
overwhelming odds. They never had a
chance against the veteran Rockland
machine but “stayed with ’em” until
The final whistle blew. Thqugh Eileen
Flanagan caged the ball 10 times for
Rockland the real star of the game
was the little Thomaston side-center
Keller. Thb veteran Cochran was in
fine feather and when her team
mates seemed winded she would pro
vide some hair-raising diversion, much
to the crowd’s delight. Tile pluck of
Lorinda Orne in going back into the
game afttr first period injuries pleased
the spectators.
The score:
Rockland High Girls
Goals Fouls Pts.
B. Flanagan ....................... 10
* 20
Foster, rf ............................. 0
0
A. Flanagan. If ................. 3
6
Breen, c ................................ 0
0
Tweedie. c ........................... 0
0
Perry, set ...............................
0
0
Hall, sc .................................. o
0
Egan, sc ............ ‘................. o
0
Griffin, rg ............................. o
8
Trafton, rg .......................... o
0
Blethen, Ig .......................... o
0

John Lowe, left Monday for Tarry
town. N. Y.. having spent the past two
w eeks with his mother. Mrs. Abide I
Lowe.
Mrs. Chaney Noyes returned Mon- |
day to Portland. During the holidays
she was the guest of her parents. Mr
and Mrs. Hugh Keay.
Hector Carney has been the guest of
his parents for the past few weeks and
will leave this week for New York
where he has employment.
Our steamboat failed to make the
trip to Rockland Thursday, on account
of the bad storm.
E. K. Gould of Rockland was In town
Friday to install the Sir Knights of
De Valois Commandery K. of T. in of
fice for the coming year.
, Miss Rankin is spending the week in
Rockland.
The subject of the lesson sermon at
the Christian Science service Sunday
will lie "God.”

A special town meeting to consider
the street lighting proposition of th<
Central Maine Power Co was recom
mended by the Board of Trade Tues
day night.
Mt. Battie Lodge, 1. O. O. F. installs
officers Tuesday night in the Opera
House. A dance will follow with music
by Dean’s Orchestra.
The annual meeting of the stock
holders of the Penobscot Woolen Co
will be held in the office of Reuel Rob
inson Jan. 24 at 2 p. m.
Mrs. Charles Shute of Sandy Point is
with her daughter. Mrs. Nathan Hop
kins for the winter.
Albert and Laurence Rich of Bos
ton are the guests of Mrs. Lydia
Flowers.
Camden High School meets Bucks
port Seminary at basketball Friday.
The Girls’ Club of the Congregational
Association will hold a picnic suppet
Jan. 10 at 6.30.
The installation of officers of Maiden
IN PORTLAND, OREGON
Cliff Rebekah Lodge will be held Jan
WALDOBORO
12. Each member may bring a guest. Correspondent Sends Some Details of
Regular meeting Jan. 10.
The Great Exposition
Philip Weston has returned from the
At the last regular meeting of the
Knox Hospital. Rockland where he has
Camden Lodge, Knights of Pythias ■editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
been for three weeks following an op
the following officers w’ere elected foi
I owe so many letters to friends
eration. lie was accompanied by his
the ensuing year: C. C., Walter S
tack home that 1 thought I might hetmother, Mrs. 8. II. Weston, who has
Dunbar; V. C.. Charles Wyman:
er reach them all through the eoibeen in Rockland witli him.
prelate. Robert Hodgkins; M. of W.
imns of your paper—for almost evWilliam C. Flint, who has recently
M. E. Whitmore; K. of R. A s. c. L
ryone takes The Courier-Gazettel
been appointed postmaster, is in the
Whaley; M. of F.. L. B Ross; M. of E
1 received many tokens from Maine
office receiving instruction in his new
Walter Jordan; M. of A.. Georg* which tell me that 1 am not forgotduties. Miss Sarah Storer and Miss
Ridgew'ell; I. G.. Roy Beverage; O. G.
e.’i, for which I am truly grateful. EsMartha Hagerman are to lie his as
Earl Davis.
lecially prized is a litBle box that al
sistants.
,.
t
Levi Brown, the Eastern Steamshii ways reaches me at Christmas time,
Totals
13
26
Mr. and Mrs. Witham of Rath have
agent, has been confined to his home io matter where I may he. 1 hope the
Thomaston High School
been recent guests of Miss Annie O.
by illness the past few* days. Mr people will understand how much 1
Cochrane, rf ....................... 0
1
1 Welt.
Weeks, of the Rockland office, hat rppreetate their kindness.
E.
Orne.
If
.........................
0
0
0
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott and chil
been in the steamboat office iij. his ab
Last month I went to see the lnter0
0 dren who havefibeen guests of Mr. and
sence.
lational Live Stock Exposition that Dunbar, c ............................. 0
o
8 Mrs. Fred W. Scott, have returned to
C. Frank Greene of Roslindale, Mass, .vaa here for a week. There were ex- K» IL i- sc ............................. 0
8
8 Bath.
spent several days with Mrs. Helen E libi'.s from all pans of the country, Vt-ur.g. rg ........................... 8
0
0
Miss Ellen Smith has resumed her
Greene, having been called here by th<
ncluding British Columbia. A few Orne. lg ................................ 0
0
0 studies at Colby College after a va
death of his brother, Arthur J. Greene >f the official figures will give some Comstock, lg ....................... 0
cation of two weeks.
Mrs. W. A. Freeman of Rockland if dea of the size of the show.
0
1
Totals
Gilman Painter has been on a trip to
Tile building covers ten acres, all
visiting at the home of her niece. Mrs
Referee, Sullivan.
Portland.
mder one roof. There were 800 head
Helen E. Greene.
Maynard H. Kuhn is moving his
Harold E. Ulmer of Lewistown, Pa. if dairy cattle, 500 head of beet catANNUAL MEETING
store into the block recently purchased
le. 050 hogs, 800 sheep, 175 show
is spending a few days with his sister
annual meeting of the stockholders of by him on the opposite side of the
lorses, 150 draft horses, 2500 pens o'f theTheThomaston
Mrs. Helen E. Greene.
National Bank, for choice of
directors, and such other business as may le street. Mr. and Mrs. Hadley Kuhn
Thf* third number of the Lyceun poultry and rabbits.
1 saw the champion milk cow of the gally come before them, will be held at their will occupy the apartment in the upper
Course will be given in the Baptist
banking rooms, oil Tuesday. Jan. 9, 1923, at port of the block.
church Monday, Jan. 8, under th* world, which according to official flg- 1 34) P. M
Benjamin Glldden has returned to
F. H JORDAN, Cashier
auspices of the Camden High School jres gave 48 quarts of milk every day 1 Per order,
Boston after a week spent with his
Thomas i, Maine, Dec 4. 1922 151-Th-3
Admission 25 cents; children under 12 .'or 305 days. I also saw a hog that
parents, Mr. and Mrs K. A. Glidden.
NOTICE—The annual meeting of the Rich
15 cents. Thus far this course has weighod 1100 pounds, and many others
Mrs. Medora Perry has returned to
haf weightd 800 and 900. Besides the ards Co-Operative Co. will be held at the office
been the best presented by the schoo
of the Company. 62 Central Street, Rockport, Rockland after spending two weeks with
ive
stock,
samples
of
everything
raised
in several years and Monday night’f
Maine, Monday, January 15, 1923. at five o'clock
•n a farm is on exhibition and almost I*. M. for the election of officers and to trans her daughter, Mrs. V. V. Thompson.
entertainment will be no exception.
The annual election of the officers of
‘very industry’ of the State is repre act. such other business as mav legally come
» • » *
before the meeting BURTON F RICHARDS. Wiwurna Chapter, O. E. S.. will take
sented.
Arthur J. Greene
Clerk Rockport, Maine, Dec, 18. 1922.
place at the stated meeting, Tuesday
After the judges have made their
133-8-3
In the death of Arthur J. Greene. 3t
evening. Jan. 9. Luncheon will be
■
wards,
there
is
an
auction
sale
where
years of age, which occurred Dec. 28
NOTICE
served during the evening. The com
Camden lost one of her highest type of >ig prices are paid for some of the
The Annual Meeting of the Shareholders of mittee requests that all members who
young men. Mr. Greene was a native avorltes. If one were asked what he the Rockland Loan & Building Association have not been solicited for the
hought the most interesting thing at will be held at the office of ihe Corporation,
of Camden and had always made thb
407 Main Street, Rockland, Maine, at 7.30 luncheon will bring cake or sand
he show, he might find it hard to an- No
town his home. Feb. 12, 1917, he waf
o’clock. Monday evening, January 8, 1923, for wiches.
,_
married to Miss Helen E. Ulmer of nver, hut f ir a pretty sight I think a the following purposes:
Fred S. Coffin died at hrs- home on
First:—To listen to, and act upon, the Re
firing of 50 pure-bred Jersey cows,
Rockland, who survives him. togethei
of the Officers
Depot street Sunday night after a
handing side by side, with polished ports
Second:—To choose a Board of Directors painful illness.. Mr. Coffin has lived
with his father, David R. Greene ol
lor.is and hoofs, would be hard to and an Auditor
Camdeif, and a brother, 1C. Frank
Third:—To fix the dates for the issue of here for a number of years, having
>eat. The government forest service
Greene of Roslindale, Mass. Mr. Green*
during the year 1923
come here to work at stone cutting.
s represented with miniature watch I shares
Fourth:—To transact any other business He leaves a widow who was formerly
was of the quiet, dependable natur*
owers, telephones and all apparatus that may properly come before the meeting
which makes true friends and retain* .'or fighting forest fires.
Cad Moore Kuhn. The funeral serv
U O. GURDY. Secretary.
them. His death is a serious loss to
Rockland, Maine, December 27, 1922.
ices were held at his late home Wed
1 lealize that I have given but a poor
135-2
a large circle of such friends who were dea of what is to be seen here, for
nesday.
profoundly shocked by the suddenness me could spend days in this immense
SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
It is hoped that many of the former
The annual meeting of the Stockholders of members of the Red Cross branch in
of the blow. He had been for about ouilding and come upon something
the SECURITY TRUST COMPANY will be held
15 years in the employ of the Centra
lew at every turn. Bo I shall close at its banking rooms at Rockland, Maine, on town will renew their membership
Maine Power Co. as conductor and by wishing all a happy New Year.
Tuesday, the ninth of January, 1923. at two this year although the local branch
o’clock in the afternoon, for the choice of a has been dissolved The funds will go
freight agent, and while serving it
J. S. Bracy.
Board of Directors and an Executive Commit
these capacities, as always, presented
1480 Omaha Ave., Portland, Oregon. tee for the ensuing year, and for the trans to the Lincoln County Chapter in Wis
action of such business as may legally come casset and will be used for the good
the same pleasant faithful service
before them.
Funeral services were held Sunda>
of the county. Any one wishing to
The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
.1 C. PERRY. Clerk.
join this year can do so by applying at
from his late residence on Pearl street. Main and Elm streets, Rockland, is
Rockland, Maine, December 14, 1922.
150-3
Rev. T. M. Griffiths of the Chestnut aaving a mark down sale on. Winter
the Library.
Rev. Mr. MeQuedie of Boothbay will
Baptist church officiating. The abund Coats, sale starting Friday and con
ANNUAL MEETING
The Rockland National Bank
occupy the pulpit of the Baptist church
ance of floral tributes showed th( tinuing through to Wednesday. 2-5
Notice is hereby given that the annual meet Sunday morning as a candidate.
esteem in which he was held by rela
ing of th© Stockholders of The Rockland Na
tives and many friends. Interment was
tional Bank will be held at its banking rooms
on Tuesday. January 9, 1923, at 10 o'clock a.
made in Mountain View’ cemetery.
ROCKVILLE

EAST WALDOBORO
Wesley Waltz of Warren called or
his uncle Joseph Waltz Sunday.
Frank M. Johnson was in Portand
last week.
Mrs. William H. Keene returnee
Monday from a week’s visit in Gard
iner.
The following were at Sidney
Hank's for Christmas: Charles Mank
and family of North Warren. Jessie
Cross and family of Camden and Pearl
Whitehouse ad family of North Wal
doboro.
Miss Elie Mank passed Christmas in
Rockland.
Mrs. Burleigh Mank who has been
critically ill is convalescing.
Mrs. Eva Masters and family were
guests of her sister, Mrs. Ethel Hanna
Sunday.
Edwin Hoffses is dll.
Mr. and Mrs. Iceland Orff enter
tained the following guests for Christ
mas dinner: Mr. and Mrs. John Flan
ders, Harold Flanders. Thomas Burns
and Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Smith of Port
land.
Misses Una Clark and Myrtle Reever
went to Augusta Monday.
Mrs. Byron Whittaker and daughter
returned 4o Boston Monday.
Mrs. Frank Brackett was at the vil
lage Tuesday.
Alvin Barnard is ill in Union.
Mrs. Frank Jackson and Mrs. Floyd
Wotton of South Waldoboro were
guests of Mrs. Jackson’s sister. Mrs
L. L. Mank Wednesday.
Mrs. Isaac Mank was in Union Wed
nesday
Miss Rena Wiley called on Mrs. M
A. Bowers Wednesday.

GILCHREST
MONUMENTAL
WORKS

!
1
!
!

Successor to A. F. Burton

GRANITE AND MARBLE
CEMETERY WORK
Main Street
THOMASTON, MAINE
10-tf

JOIN

in , to fix the number of and elect a Board of
Directors for the ensuing year, and the transaction of such other business as may projterly
come before the meeting.
Per order,
H. E. ROBINSON, Cashier.
Rockland. Me. Dec 5. 1922
146-3
NORTH NATIONAL BANK
The stockholders of the North National Bank
are hereby notified that their annual meeting
will lie held at their Banking Rooms on Tues
day, January 9, 1923, at 10 o'clock A. M. to
transact the following business:
To fix the number of and elect a Board of
Directors for the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of such other business as may
properly come beiore the meeting
Per order,
E. F BERRY. Cashier
Rockland, Maine. Dec 11, 1922.
148 T-l

THE

c
c
c
CHRISTMAS CASH CLUB
AT THE

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK
THOMASTON, MAINE

,

I

si2i5i2is.sia2i»isiaa5is’«'«<«|«!e!s(s««,«!s|«,s’s
INCORPORATED 1870

THOMASTON

SAVINGS BANK

OF THOMASTON, MAINE
LEVI SEAVEY, President
J. WALTER STROUT, Treasurer
Deposits Start On Interest the First of Each Month
119-tt

auroiaiiL

ba advn

SHIP

Miss Mabel Oxton and her two nlecAs
returned to Rockland Sunday afternoon.
When asked how she liked being shut
in two days by a howling blizzard she
said she "rather enjoyed it* hut didn't
think she would enjoy too much of it.
She and her nieces came up from
Rockland before the storm for a few
days visit in her old home. This is
the first time for about 13 years that
she has occupied it in the winter sea
son .
William Blake got around with his
dairy products Wednesday morning of
this week. He, too, has been shut in.
A large crew of men are still breaking
out roads. The cross roads were
drifted full. The one leading to the
Harry Rogers place had a long drift all
of eight feet high. There were no Bos
ton papers Friday and Saturday of
last week hut we were thankful for
the Rockland papers. Monday came
three Boston Globes in a bunch as a
New Year greeting. The writer has
been a subscriber of the Globe for
over 20 years and tvhen it does not
pome it is missed. On account of the
blizzard our mail man could not get
through Friday but he managed by
hard work and lots of courage to get
here Saturday from Camden about 1
p. m. with horse and pung. He had a
hard time setting to the Rockland
l.ostollfce and did not reach Rockville
until after dark on his return trip.
Uncle Sain has a f.titliful servant in
our mail carrier, Robert He.ild.

Lost and Eonrtd
P,ARTV WH0 T00K ''rnyn H..,

VE4L, PIGS, LIVE & DRESSED POULTRY
ETC.

rini.in s ice-ski i:ea, from under Irridce at 8ttp. m. will rAarn aame
to (I S Duncah r store no further arlion will
tie taken.
.j .

LOST—Between 9 Limerork street and 3(»
Union street, Rockland, two dianuiud rings
Reward, if returned (o 9 LJMEROUltjkT. 2-4
^Li®STnB‘u,Wee? yhrk Ubnd :,nd Bobbins
i,nt1, bund,<* mftrked inside. “W
Finder please notify

—TO—

N. E. HOLLIS & COMPANY
47-53 NORTH MARKET STREET

Wanted

BOSTON, MASS.

, W*NT,ED "an nimpeteai to approach bui
Ineas nffhuals and sell (iraffam’s Income Tax
Symcm. iiicliKliiig bleu
of the law
Commission anil salary under contract Annlv
SALKS MA.XAXIKR, Kouni ,'ul Masonic Bide
Portland, Me
j-4 '
WANTED Incubator, 24(1
or larcer—
Buffalo preferred F M TVRXKIt Tel 2S-11
Tlionwslpn
j.j
WANTED—Incubator, 249 egu or lareer—
Buffalo preferred F. M TI5RYKK Tel 2«-ll,
Thomaston
■ ,
1-5 '

One of the Oldest Established Commission Houses in Boston
Prompt Returns—Weekly Market Quotations on Request 155-121

No. 890.

REPORT

Reserve District No. 1.

OF THE

CONDITION

—OF THE—

SEGUIN LIGHT
Keeper and Mrs. Albert Staples of
Boon Island Light have been visiting
their daughter, Mrs. H. \V. Sprague.
Madelyn and Pauline Sprague have
gone to Boon Island Light to spend the
Wimer with their grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Staples.
Mrs. V. O. Beal and family returned
to the station re’ently after spending
several months at Popham Beach,
where the children attended' school.
A very pleasant evening was enjoyed
at the home of Keeper and Mrs. N. B.
Fickett recently. This was Keeper
Fickett's first Christmas on Seguin
Light so he invited the assistant keep
ers and their families to a Chrlsmas
tree.
Keeper Fickett presented the as
sistant keeper with a duck for their
Christmas dinner. Capt. Fickett was
promoted to head keeper of Seguin
Light June 28, '22. after having served
four years as assistant keeper on Matinicus Rock Light.
The Sea-coast Missionary remem
bered the children of the station with
a very nice Christmas box of toys,
candy and clothing.
V. O. Beal and family are getting
th. i meals at N. B. Fickett's and 11.
\V. Sprague's until repairs can lie
made on the chimney of their dwelling
which blew down in the gale of Dec.
28.
Capt. C. p. Sherman made his an
nual inspection recently, bringing a
large station boat which was very
much needed. Although only U. S.
L. H. S. a}xpearS on the bow. it is bet
ter known to ihe keepers as the “Great
Eastern.”
«

In Everybody s Column

WANTED -Chamber maid at WINDSOR Ho
fKL
n.-,.,f

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
At Thomaston, in tho State of Maine, at the close of business on Dec. 29, 1922

(lazette

■MOL'RCKS

$115,283 28
208 99

Loan? and dlwvnints ..................................................................................
Overdrafts, secured $82 57 : unsecured $12u.32......................................
U. S. Government Securities cwned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds par value) ..................
Ail other United States Government securities (Inchiding premiums, if
any) ................ .......................................... ..............................................
Tota I ...............................................................................................................
Other bonds, rocke, securities, etc............. ............. •;.........................
Bsnktni. House, $9rtuu im» : Furniture and flwures. $,..««»««...............
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank..............................................
(’ash in vault and amount due from national banks .........
Amount due from State banks, banker*, and trust companies in the
United States (other than included in two preceding itemsi.. .
( hecks on other banks in the same city or town as reporting hank

64,259 mt

11 1,259
..
16.500
25.682

00
M
00
62

31,788

11,934 22
901 S3
44 539 t 4

(’hecks and drafts on banks (including Federal Reserve Bank) locat
ed outside of city or town of reporting bank .......................
Miscellaneous cash items ............................ • ’ ’ ’; ’' ’
%.............
Hedempilon fund with V 8. Treasurer and due frotil 1 S Treasurer

4,791 17
2 022 (.8

6.81 1 85
2.500 00

$810,623 28

Total ........................................ . ......................................................... .............
1JAB1LITIKS

50,000 00

Capital stock paid in ..............................................................................

20.000 00

Surplus fund ..................................................................................................
Undivided profits ............................................. . ..........................................
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid....................................
Circulating notes outstanding .............................................................. .
Demand Deposits «Mh*r than bank deposits) s»rb,e.-t to reserve (de
posits HiyaJile within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check ............. ........................................
Dividends unpaid ...................... ................... ..................... .................
Total of demand depoalts (other than bank deposits) sntije»i to re
st rve
................................................. j • • • •...... ..................................
Time deiKxslis subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days or more no
lice, and postal savings)........................................................................
Total of time tle|N»sl:s subjeot to Reserve............................... ..................
.........................................................................
Total

59.636 85
14.133 IX

25.502 67
40.4m» 0»

126.796 o.:
715 25

547.208 33

$819,623 28

State of Maine County of Knox, ss

1, F. H. Jordan, cashier or the above-named bank, do so.Umnly swear that the aoovi
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belter
F H JORDAN, ( ashler
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of January, 192.;
w
STRONG. Notary Public.
11
Correct—Attest: WILLIAM G. WASHBURN.
T S SINGBR.
T B WYLLIE.
Directors

A RELIABLE

Announcement

COMMISSION HOUSE

CALVES

DRESSED
Our

UVE AND DRESSED ‘

POULTRY

JANUARY
CLEARANCE SALE

EGGS, APPLES, ETC

will be held

PROMPT RETURNS

SATURDAY, JAN. 13
to

WANTED FIREMEN ANU BRAKFMEN. be
dinners 4IM-SSM monthly, no strike (which
position 11
write RAILWAY, care Courler-

T. H. WHEELER CO.

SATURDAY, JAN, 20

93-101 Clinton Street

Inclusive

BOSTON

!•«

‘

WANTED—Table girl.
Apply at the
DfORNDIKE HOTEL
Uiltf
WANTED—A copy of the. Hlstorv of South
West Harbor, printed In 1909
Write THE
□OI’Btmt-GAZOTTE
l.YO-K
WANTED—55 shaggy cats and kittens, male
ind female. Highest prices oald
JOHN S
lAN'LKTT. RockTlIle, Me. Tel. 3.12-14. U.tf

For Sale
FOR SALE—‘Second hand sleigh
'OBB, a< FuHer-Gobb-Davla

N. K
3-5

FOR SALE—New and second hand boilers,
io to 60 h p. Horizontal and upright Suitibie for portable mills, factories, boat shops,
lolsters, etc. I. L SNOW CO , City.
3-t.fFOR SALE—Double sleigh and single sled
MRS EN()( H RAWLKY. 136 Main St Tel
522 1
' 3»5
FOR SALE—1TLDKTS—25 ” R
T
Reds.
'lEOlH.K S FVEHKT'r lugiaham Hill
Tel
179 W
3-’,
FOR SALE—One iiope-sled, good condition.
’•'RED A SHERRR. Wes’ Meadows. City Tel
13-2_______________________ 2*4
FOR SALE—Almost new American Radiator
Hot-water Heating Plant complete.
Good
rade Apply (’OURHUt (iAZETTE.
13
FOR SALE—I have a few fnore ”of those
choice W Wyandotte Cockerel* LAWRENCE
MORTON East Union. Maine
1*3
FOR SALE—A1 rabbfo hound $33, three
vears old 3 mips 6 montlm $10 each IBBSE
R FLANDERS. Liberty._________ P3
FOR SALE-—First class used cook stove with
•oil. ('all after 4 o’clock at 9 WATER STRERT
___________________________________ 156*2
FOR SALE ONE BEAUTIFUL PEACOCK—
i4o l.gg Strain Rhode Island Red Rose and
tingle comb cockerels and pul kps $10 and $5.00
a eh Eggs $5 00 per setting, sent |>ost paid
These Reds are from the best stock in the
world. 25 years breeding Them
BAY VIEW
FARM. North Haven, Maine
154*4
FOR SALE—Conn Skin Coat, large size, in
xcellent condition; also one i^cond-hnnd top
delgh
H F. HICKS, 65 Limenn-k St. Tel
>64-M_______________________________ 153*3
300*ACRE FARM—with horses, 3 cows, 356
>u potatoes. 150 bu com, 75 bu. oats, hay,
itovewood, hog. j>o01tr.v. Vehicles, implements
in motor boulevard mile large village; city
markets; heavy cropping tillage, pasture with
rout brook, about 2000 cords wood with ready
market a<t h:gf» prices; 200.O00 ft timber; 50
ipple trees; 8-room liouso overlooking lake
ordering farm; 70-ft. barn, garage, poultry
•louse. Owner called away: $3900 takes all.
»art cash. Details page 89 Big Illus. CaJalog
Bargains 160 pages. Copy free
.STROUT
FARM AGENCY, 284 D (i , Water St., Au
usta, Maine
3-lt
FOR SALE—Levi Walker residence on Broad
ray
ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375 Main St.
RocMard. Me.
FOR SALE—-Double tenement house
Elecric lights. South Main St. ROBERT U COL
LINS. 375 Main St . Rockland, Me
FOR SALE—Malouey. Rgin ^i .Mead of the
Bay. Rockland
ROBERT U. COLLLNS, 375
Main St., Rockland, Me.
FOR SALE—-Six room house furnace, elecrie lights, cement cellar. 1 acre of land
ROBERT U. COLLLNS, 375 Main 8t , Rockand. Me
FOR SALE—Nice house, electric lights. 3
tcrea land ROBERT U COLLINS. 375 Main
4t . Rockland. Maine.
FOR SALE—Walter Rich Estate, Beech
Street, Rockland. Maine. To be sold in one
■leee or In 4 lots ROBERT U. .COLLTNS. 375
Main St., Rockland Me
FOR SALE—Six-room House, good cellar,
range, large lot of land. ROBERT U. COL*
HNS. 375 Main St.. Rockland. Me
FOR SALE—One Station Agent Stove and
.ne art .square
ROBERT U. COLLINS. 375
Main St., Rockland. Me
152-tf
FOR SALE—The Magic coal, burning Brood
er—dependable, gas proof and self regulating.
A’ A RTPLEY. agent for Knox and Lincoln
'ounties Tel. 594-IV., Rockland, Me. 14fMf
FOR SALE—Best lino of Xmas goods in tho
■f.uiitry, something sjiecial everyday. STARRETT DRY GOODS, Warren. Tel 170-14.

117-tf

WARREN
Mr. Bfiy and family have taken up
occupancy of the Spear rent.
Mrs. Ernest Jones spent W'ednesday
with her mother, Mrs. Chas. Libby.
Mrs. Floyd Castner is confined to
the house with a very bad cold.
Mrs. A. T. Norwood pleasantly en
tertained the Grange sewing circle on
Wednesday
Ellis Watts is acting as traveling
salesman for the Rockland Wholesale
Co., filling the duties of Henry Jordan,
who is ill.
Wesley Waltz was seized with an at
tack of illness at the village Thursday
morning such that it was necessary
to aid him in returning home.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary will
have a public dinner at the G. A. R.
hall Tuesday, Jan. 9. Those wishing
tickets will convenience the commit
tee by getting them in advance from
Herbert Thomas or Mrs. Clara Lermond.
The Davis Garment Shop, corner of
Main and Elm streets, Rockland, is
having a mark down sale on Winter
Coats, sale starling Friday and con
tinuing through to Wednesday.
2-5

SOUTH HOPE
About 40 of the neighbors gathered
at Halver Hart's Tuesday night, the
occasion being a tin shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Merrifield. A pleasant
evening was spent and many useful
presents left for the bride and groom
Chloe Mills is home from Warren
where she has been employed as nurse.
Stanley Payson has returned to Union
where he is attending High School.
Irville Mank has moved liis family
to Warren where he has employment
in the woolen mill.
Mrs. A. A. Simmons of Appleton is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Chloe Mills.
Mrs. Lucy Winston of Mechanics
burg, Pa., was a guest of her sister,
Margaret Bowley, over Sunday.
Barbara Payson has returned to her
home in Union alter spending a week
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
F. L. Payson.
Mrs. A. W. Heath was the guest of
her son, Howard Woster, for the week
end.
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Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier-Gazette
ads.

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
IEUULATION HZB WITH NAMB
AND ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT. IN ACCORDaNGB
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
For Pound size
Pottage 15 cents aildlUoaai

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 oents additional
For each additional 1000 aheeta ord
ered at same lime, add to the prioe
of first 1000, $4.00 and ie oents pott
age for e«oh 1000.

$4*00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound alae
Postage 10 oents additional

Postage 10 oenla additional

*>
I0GENES Looked For aa
■' 111) Honest Man. If He Had
*' Jhfr' Been Wiae Enough to
Advertise He Could
: I Have Sat Still and Waited For
Know the tremendous pull ;; Honest Men to Come to Him.
ing power of Courier-Gazette
luiiniHimimii'i im
ads.

»7$*R__________________________________
FOR SALE-—Strip of laud running from the
own road to Georges River Beautiful locaion for summer cottage. Boating, fishing end
jathlng facilities
Inquire MISS EVA K
rORREY. Tenant’s Harbor
StHf

FOR SALE—Second-Hand piano; 4 second
hand cabt. phonographs^ 3 second-hand table
’.honographs
STUDLEYS
FURNITURE
STORE, 283 Main^Svrect. Rockland
12-S-tf

To Let

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
inn HiH'iHiiH 111 mi

FOR SALE—1916 Appetson Touring; excel*
•nt condition throughout Price $350. A. C.
•ONES, 5 Talbot Avenue, Rockland. 'Phone

For each additional 1000 aheeta ord
ered at same time, add to the prlos
of first WOO, 43.50 aud 10 oents post
age for each 1009.
<

THE
COURIERGAZETTE.
Rockland Maine

\
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TO LET—Store just vacated at Stonington
Terms reasonable, business booming. Suitable
'or clothing, mea:s or groceries J. C. HAR
MO N
__
__________ 3*5
TO LET —Furnished rooms for light housekeepng. also rooms by dav or week; electric lights,
mrth and heat Apply 2 WILLOW ST 3*5
TO LET—3 furnished rooms for. light iouse
Kcciiing: modern improvements 25 Ocean Bt .
M>ILTON M (rRlFFIN Tel, 373-M.
3tf*
TO LET—Furnished roqnt' for professional
or business woman M A FREE. 126 Limerock street. Telephone 29f)->R.1*3
TO LET—Furnished room at 10 PLEASANT
STREET
155*tf
TO LET- Tenement on CrescHlt Street. In
quire at 300 MAIN ST.
155-tf
TO LET—Furnished house on Mechanic
street—on car line. R. K. SNOW’, Tel 490 or
79R
_____
148-tf
TO LET—5-room tenement; good location.
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel. 665-2.

'

145-tf

TO LET—Nine-room tenement; good loca
tion
L. F. CHASE,
Middle Street. Tel.
665-2.
128-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For. furniture, stoves,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
I R. Five 221 Main St.. Rockland
45tf

Miscellaneous
FULLER BRUSHES—Demonstrations at your
convenience A post card will bring me H
P MacALMAN. Rockland, Maine.______ 2*4
LIVE BAIT—Caff ALBERT FALEB, 73 Mu
sonic Street
2*4
EDISON AMBEROL RCCORGS—Januarv lisi~
60c each. I). B. WOTTDN, 5 Knox St.. Thom
aston. Me
2*7
SABY CHIX-Wyllle’s
C. Reds, breeding
stock, farm raised, in open front houses. Our
breeding pens are headed by* a pedigreed cock
erel. 270 egg-strain baby chicks 22 cents each,
delivered Order early. F H WYLLIE, Thom
aston, Maine Phdne L71-42 Rt 1.
1*12
NOTICE
This is to notify all persons concerned that
after this date I shall pay no hills contracted
by my wife, Margaret M Kelley.
(Signed)
JAMES K KELLEY
Dec 30. 1922.
156*2
MACHINE
HEMSTITCHING-Plcot Edge
Covered
Buttons, Buttonholes, Accordion.
Knife and Side Plaiting. P44YXUS TOLMAN
MORSE, :r>9 Milin St: Tel. 868-M.
155-4
"CHRONICLES OF KNOX COUNTY.” • very
handy IUG page hook compiled by R. B Fill
more, glve» :lie official hidtory of (he county
anil a page or ao la devoted Io each ot Ihe
tonne and tno planhillone Sent by mall to
euy address on receipt of 5»c. Address H U.
FILLMORE. SO Main Street Thomaston.

Miff

LADIES—Reliable stork ot hair goods at
the Rockland Hair Store K9G Main BI. Mali
orders solicited HELEN C RHODES 18tf
AUTO TRUCKING... elix . . pArcel delivery
Prices reasonable. S P. WADSWORTH. 58
firace St. Tel. 258-4.
130-if
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In Social Circles
I* addition to personal notn recording de
partures and antrala, the department especially
deeltea Information of social happenings, par
ties, musicals, etc. Notes sen, by mall or
telephone *U1 be gladly recelred.
TELEPHONE ............................................. 7J0

GRAHAM
wMARY
i.
coowgmt
n w«vm> hwimuB<
um

Alumnae members and husbands will
have entre to the midwinter meeting
of the Shakespeare Society, which will
be held In thn Copper Kettle Porch
next Monday evening. Supper will be
served at 6.30, followed by an enter
tainment.

Miss Gwendolen Wolfe, who has
been at Warrenton the past two weeks,
has returned to New York.

George T. Herbert of Boston, who
has been the guest of Luther L. Smith,
has returned home.
Mrs. Edith Follansbee has resumed
her duties In the composing room of
the Messenger office, after being In
capacitated for a short time by a re
fractory knee cap.

Mrs. Thomas Winston, who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Leo E. How
ard, has returned to her home In
Mechanicsburg, Penn.

MR. SPIDER'S HOME

Let Brunswick
Entertain
When visitors come — then
Brunswick Records bring the
greatest artists to sing and
play.
Owners of Brunswick Phono
graphs remark how its sweet
tone enraptures all who hear
it. The secret is in the oval
tone chamber, an exclusive
Brunswick feature. Come in
—see and heaf for yourself.

E. H. Mitchell of the McLean Hos
pital. Waverly, Mass., is In the city for
a few days, u guest at the Stanley
House. Mr. Mitchell adheres firmly to
his custom of making semi-annual vis
its down this way and is not likely to
relinquish either of them now that he
has bought a farm down at Spruce
Head, where he will probably spend
part of his summer vacations.

J. Irving Wood of Portland is a guest
at C. R. Dorman's, North Main street.
Miss Elizabeth Carlnl and guest,
Miss Luckenbach, have returned to
New York, after spending the holidays
at Miss Carlnt's Park street home.
The made veil continues to be the
preferred style. Novelties In this line
are featured In long stole effects, in
handkerchief effects, square triangular,
or aemt-circular shapes. In long rec
tangular shapes, and In large squares.
Practically all veils are arranged
on the hat to cover the eyes only. The
triangular shaped veil and the square
veils are belhg featured for wear with
tricorne hats. Self-tone embroideries
In heavy and in shadow effects in
filled-in patterns, vermicelli designs
and plaided patterns, arc favored.
Bordered effects are strong, and pasted
velvet disks and chenille dots, and
multitude decorations in silk lacet arc
among the favored decorations. In
colors, black and all shades of brown,
blonde and shell continue in demand —
Dry Ooods Economist.

V. F. STUDLEY
EXCLUSIVE

'

BRUNSWICK DEALER
238 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Mrs. Caro McDougall leave next
Wednesday to join Mr. McDougall in
Portland for the winter.

Mild weather, no snow, and a re
port of excellent business conditions,
generally is brought home by Rev. J.
M. Raekliff from his recent enjoyable
trip to Muncie, Ind. The occasion of
his Journey was the meeting of the nationat executive committee of the Y.
P. C. IT., held in the Indiana city. Mr.
Ratcliff made short stops in Cleveland
and Chicago, and found the universal
The N. M. I. Club met Tuesday with opinion expressed that the Christmas
Mrs. J. 8. Jenkins. Auction followed business was the largest in years.
an exceptionally nice dinner.
Misses Madeline Stover and Lucy
Mr. and Mrs: William W. Spear left Fuller left Thursday for Dassel-1 Sem
Thursday for Phoenix. Ariz., via New inary. having spent the holidays at
Orleans, where they expect to remain home.
until April. Mr. Spear has regained 60
Mr. and Mra. Walter J. Rich. Eugene
pounds since the turning point ot hit
C. Rich and Walter Rich. Jr., of Rock
long Illness.
land are guests at Le Marquis Hotel,
Mrs. H. N MeDOhgalt. MrS. J. Les 12 East 31st street, New York City.
ter Sherman, Mrs. Elon la Tuttle and
A surprise party was given Mrs. Mil
Mrs. Leola Rose were hostesses at an
exceptionally happy auction party and dred Pettee by the Cribbage Club at
luncheon at the Copper Kettle Thurs the home of Mrs. Mildred Small, James
street. Tuesday evening, when t-he solv
day. Prizes Were won by Mrs. L. M.
Chandler, Camden. Mrs. W. Hi Rhodes ing of a cut letter puzzle and the search
for packages tied to numerous strings
2d. Mrs. John O. Stevens, Mrs. Charles
offered much merriment. A lunch of
W. Proctor, Mrs. George W. Smith,
sandwiches, olives, fruit salad, cakes
■Miss Kitty Cobum. Mrs. Frank, 'L.
and cocoa was served by Mrs. Small
Weeks, Mrs. Edmund B. Hastings. Mrs.
and Mrs. A. W. Gray. Cards and mu
George W. Bachelder and Mrs. J. A. sic added to a very enjoyable evening.
Burpee.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Henry Col
burn and Charles McKinney.
Father Leo Cary has returned from
a weeks visit to hit old home in Hal
Tobias Smalley of Swan’s Island Is
lowell.
in this city on a business trip which
tnhy detain him several days.
W. Scott York of Nobleboro is in the
Miss Marion Brewster of Dorchester,
city, called by the death of his sister,
Mass., is spending several days hi this
Mrs. Viola Brlmlgon,
dty.
r..
i
i
Miss Ducy Fuller has returned' th .1,Mrs. WiHlam Sharpe, children and
Lassdll Seminary at Auburndwle, Mass.
maid, who have been spending the hol
After-a hospital siege of eight Weeks idays with Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Spear,
Kelley B. Crle Is at last on the road to have returned to their home in New
4»> o’1 ealth and strength, though still an in <York.
« -l
___
]-. , ■ -.mate ot Knox Hospital, and net yet
able to be up for more than a tew ■' Misses Evelyn and Frances McDou
minutes at a time. His was safd to gall return to Abbott Academy the first
be the worst case of appendicitis ever of the week. These two lively young
handled at the hospital. The Brook ladles have contributed much to an
will rtiore than welcome Kelly back exceptionally lively social horne-fromagain. Speed the day.
school season.
Albert Ward-well of Granite street is
The Business and Professional Wom
about again, after a sick spelt.
en’s Club will have a picnic supper
next W’ednesday evening at 6.30.
The Rubinstein Club enjoyed a gala Members are requested to take picnic
afternoon as guests of Mrs. J. E. supper, and coffee will be on sale at
Walker in Thomaston yesterday, about the rooms. The speaker of the even
forty enjoying the generous -hospitality ing will be Miss Maud Reilly, the Red
of-the gracious hostess. Candles and Crc.-ts ntrrse, who will discuss her
Christmas greens enhanced the charm work, and the conditions she has found
of the spacious home, while the quaint In this city? The speech Will begin
costumes of the hostess, her assisting about 7.45.
guests, Mrs. Edward F. (Hover; and
Mrsi Copping. Mrs.
Berry. Miss
THORNDIKE-THORNDIKE
Browne. Miss Donohue, Miss Erskine.
Charles B. Thorndike Of Camden
Mtss Hayden, Miss Holbrook, Mrs. and Rose A. Thorndike of Cicero, Ill.,
Sanborn, Mrs. Snow, Mrs. Storer, Miss •were united in marria-ge at the Wind
Cross and Mrs. Foster, displayed an sor Hotel purlors on Thursday even
interesting variety of style, richness, ing by Rev. B. P. Browne of the First
fabric, tint arid picturesque beauty Baptist church. Mr. and MrS. Khiights
The following program succeeded the of the Windsor acted as host and host
roll call, in which all the songs were ess for the occasion. Mr. and Mrs.
by Hopkinson and the .piano numbers Thorndike will reside in Camden,
of kindred antiquity, the violin being where Mr. Thorndike has been a resi
suggestive also of that early period:
dent for many years.
» "YB OLDE TUXES"
Plan), "The Pretty YlHscw”
Le Clilr
George Sldensparker of the Eastern
(composed 14197)
Mbs Holbrook
Steamship Lines staff leaves the com
Story of Francis
Is Hopkinson,
Hoi
-First America*
pany’s employ today, and will engage
Composer
‘
(1737
1737 47
4 7911
“
in catching smelts for the New York
Head by Miss Hayden
Contrullo, "Give Me Thy Heart"
ers. George expects to return to the
Mrs. Foster
wharf as soon as the season 19 over.
Soprano, "Come Fair Rosina"
Walter E. Weeks has been putting In
Miss Hayden
Reading. "Fatthtul George"
part of his time at Camden the past
Miss Donohue
few days-. The local agent. Lev! Brown
Contralto, "With Pleasures Have I Passed
has been ill ahd confined at home.
‘Jly Days"
Mrs. Sno*
—------ —s—
|
Vlolli, Minuet In (1
Paderewski
The Davis Garment Shap, corner of
Miss Cross
Main- 'and ! Elm streets, Is having
Soprano, "O’er the Hills"
Mist Browne
nu'ric down sale on Winter Coats, sale
Contralto, "My Love Is Gone to Sea"
stirtu.- Friday and continuing through
Mrs Storer
2-5
Plana, "Spinning Song"
Raff to Wednesday.(encore)
Mrs. Si shorn
R. U. Collins. 376 Main street, will
Mrs Averill, Mrs. Berry and Mrs. Copping,
assist you In making out your income
accompanists
2-4
After the program the' guests were tax returns.—adv.
welcomed to the dining room where
Ijolo tonight at 7.45.
4
Mrs. Glover, magnificently decorated a
la Queen Victoria, presided over the
punch bowl, and Mrs. Wlgrg-ln, Mrs.
Stevens and Miss Browne assisted Mra
Walker In serving a bountiful array of
viands. A brief rehearsal of the new
cantata and a full rehearsal of the
cantata to be presented at the next
club meeting (Jan. 13 at the Baptist v,
vestry) completed a memorable day
in the annals of this celebrated organ
ization. Mrs. Gilley, announced to
participate in the program, was pre
vented by a sudden illness which was

“1 like my home,” said Mr. Spider,
“and I don’t see why I shouldn’t.
“It Is the sort of a lznme which at
tracts the little tiles and -creatures I ao
dearly love.”
“I have a home Just like It,” said
Master Spider.
“But what do you
mean when you say you love the little
flies? You hardly love them, do you?”
"Well, I don't love them as some
creatures love others,” said Mr. Spider,
“but I love to eat them.
“And they come here to eat some of
the pollen from the flowers and I have
my web all spun and wafting for
them.”
‘You haven’t It spun and waiting for
them except so as-to eat them,” said
Master Spider.
“Well, that Is what',1 meant to say,”
said Mr. Spider, “and.I knew yon un
derstood.”
“I do,” said Master Spider.
“Yes, I spin my web across the flow
er of the Skunk Cabbage plant in a
nice, pleasant swamp. There the little
flies and Insects love to come and
there I catch them.”
“I don't suppose It is so (very kind
of you,” said Master Spider, "though
I do the same.”
“It Isn't kind of me as far as their
opinion Is concerned.” said Mr. Spider.
“But, then, who cares for the-opinion
of a fly or of a little insect?”
“Who, indeed,” said Master Spider.
“And It's very kind of me to do such
a thing for myself,” continued Mr.
Spider. “Very kind of me to be ao
good to myself.”
“Just as it is very kind of me to be
so good to myself," said Master
Spider.
“Yes,” said Mr. Spider, “when one Is
a spider one might as well be kind to a
spider. That Is the way I feel about
It and It la the way the whole spider
family feels about It. A sensible way
to feel, I consider. When the spring
time comes, I pick out the skunk cab
bage where I Intend to make my home.
Of course, we all don’t choose skunk
cabbages as our home, but some of
ns do."
“I was one who picked out a skunk
cabbage for my home, too,” Bald Mas
ter Spider.
“So you understand what a pleasant
home It Is," said Mr. Spider.
“I know of no other home so pleas
ant," said Master Spider.
"Then,” continued Mr. Spider, "after
I had come to my nice home I spun a
fine web and Invited all the little flies
to come.
“They came along thinking they’d
have some pollen from the flowers, but
Instead of that I gave them the honor
of being present at m.v big banquet,
and I've let them come to my banquets
right along.
“To be sure, they are not guests of
honor, but they have the honor to be

“But, then 7 the" imporfanf lD;ng
about that old tale or verse was the
fact that the bright spider got the bet
ter of the stupid fly.
“That's an important thing to re
member.”
“And most creatures remember It.
too, Tm glafj to say,” added Mr. Spider.
“Ah, yes. A spider is smarter than
a fly and I’m glad and proud to admit
It. Why wouldn’t I be? I’m .a spider,
90 naturally I'd be proud to admit
such a fact.”
"Naturally, you would he,” said Mas
ter Spider, “and, naturally, I’m proud
to admit the same, for I'm a spider,
too. Indeed. I am a spider!”

;

Less coal and more Blankets will keep you warm these cold winter nights!
Brand new, thick fluffy Blankets arc always warmer than old ones. Invest now in
warm Blankets and enjoy absolute comfort the lest of the winter. For this week
as part of our JANUARY BLANKET SALE we are offering a wide assortment
of high quality Blankets at unusually low prices. Run in today, and we promise

you, you will want to buy—We list below a few specials:

i I
4>

BEST SELF-FEEDER FOR PIGS
Small Device la Handier to Move
Around and Takes Up Leas Room
in the Feed Alley.

The small self-feeder is much hand
ler to move around and also stands
the moving much better than the
large one. It takes up less room when
placed in the feed alley of the hog
house or in some other sheltering build
ing. and it safer to feed from.
Any
feeder is apt to clog up occasionally,
especially In feeding ground feed, and
for that reason they should be looked
after often.
The larger the feeder
the stronger is the tendency to let It
take care of Itself.
From the standpoint of construction
the advantage is also in favor of the
small feeder. With a length of much
over four feet the load on It will be
heavy and the strain of moving It will
tell much sooner than on the smaller
size. Many good types of ready-made
self-feeders can be bought today, and
if the freight on them has not been
too high they should be sold almost as
cheaply as they can be made.

Comforters and Bed Puffs in various coverings and fillings of wool, down,
and cotton, all at reduced prices, from....................................... $2.50 to $25.00

SCARIFY ALL CLOVER SEEDS

N. B.—Watch for announcement of our WHITE SALE and other January Special
Sales Soon!

Hard Coating Can Be Scratched by
Machine and Made Permeable
to Moisture.

Can’t Get Away From It
“Thia book tells you how to econe-

■size."
“Do I need a book ts tell me that?”
“Huhr
“Economy la forced on ma. I can't
get away from It"

ghests Tm going to honor by eating.”
"Lots ot honor there,” said Master
Probably That’s It
Spider.
“Your new maid Is very pretty.”
“Plenty of it,’’’ said Mr. Spider. |
“My husband doesn't think eo.”
"Plenty of It, Indeed. Well, years and J
"You mean ha's wise enough to say
years ago there was an old spider who he doesn’t think ao."—Louisville Cour
had a verse written about him and ier-Journal.
bow
’ vited a fly to come into l>!s
par-.
Far From the Madding Crowd.
“Then the happy ending of the verse
“Where are those who once drew my
waa that he ate the fly as he caught carriage?" demanded Yorick Hamm.
him when he walked Into the parlor.”
"What now?”
“Of course,” said Master Spider, "it
“We’re out ot geiollne."—Louisville
was an unhappy, ending, for the fly.
Courier-Journal.

Gambler’s Chance
Buying without'seeing is like depending upon luck. If you gel
what you think you'll get, you win. If you don't, you lose.
Pictures and description* in catalogs, no matter how faithfully
executed, cannot tell you the exact quality of the article. You
must see it to know its teal merit*.
If yonr local dealer were to sell you on the same plu» as tho
mal order house and you found the quality just a little below
your expectations, you would make him replace the article with
something better. But buying blindly you usually take what
you gat and hope for better luck next time.

When You Are In Want

Why not be fair with your local merchant* and help them to
provide you with honest quality at right prices? Your undivided
patronage will enable them to improve their stocks.

Try Our

TRADE AT HOME

WANT AD. COLUMNS!

COAL IS HIGH-BLANKETS ARE CHEAP

~~—.--•$

« ».

the sole regret of tbu la atieqtonce.

Art Squares

January Sale===NOW!
Blankets at Great Savings!

Sure Sign.
,
Jack—Halloa, Bert, who's the girl?
Bert—What d'you mean?
Jack—Well, you're not wearing a
collar like that for fun. are you?

States and counties of the
United States have recently au
thorized $635,000,000 bonds for
road construction, much of It of
concrete.
Three hundred and
ninety-one million dollars bonds
are In process of authorization
and the federal government has
appropriated $200,000,000 toward
rood construction, making a to
tal fund of over $1,200,000,000
for good roads.

112 MAIN ST.

BLANKETS

Wrong Valentines.

BILLION FOR ROADS

Department Store

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Jimmy, who bad just learned to
read, was looking over his collection
of valentines.
He puzzled over the
letters T-0-M-Y-L-O.V-E and then went
to- his mother and said: “Mother. I
must have got the wrong valentines.
These all say ‘Tomy Love' instead of
'Jimmy Lovel'”

Sweet clover, like all other legumes,
always contains a quantity of hard
seeds, 1. eM seeds with such a hard
covering that moisture does not pene
trate and the aeeds do not germinate
the first year. Therefore in purchas
ing sweet clover seed it is advisable
to have it scarified. This Is brought
about by putting through a machine
which scratches the seed coat, and this
renders it permeable to water.

“I Like My Home.”

Linoleums

QIMONTONQ

Support the Totin thatSupportsYou

F. J. SIMONTON & CO.
stSWWSWWWK* WWOWW** a
5I
Obituary.
I

Paul cf Rockland. Mrs. Frank Brogan
OUR GRANGE CORNER
of Chicago and Mrs. Freeman Hulit of
Cumberland.
The funeral services were held Pleasant Valley and Sister
Tnursday, Rev. Eugene V. Allen of
Granges Joined Forces For
2
ficiating. There were large numbers
of
beautiful
floral
offerings.
The
re

Live Session.
MRS. FRED G. PORTER
mains were placed, in the receiving
tomb, and in the spring will be interred
Pleasant Valley Grange at The
The funerul services of Mrs. Fred in Achorn cemetery.
Highlands hc-hl another of those oldG. Porter, formerly of tills city, wero
time meetings Tuesday evening, aud
held Thursday in Philadelphia, where
is previotiKly planned, joined forces
MRS. GEORGIA DAVIS
Mrs. Porter and her husband have
with its .sister Granges and conferred
been making their home for several
the degree upon 12 candidates—nine
years. The sympathy of the neighbors
Mrs. Georgia Davis died yesterday froth Pleasant and three from Penob
was manifested through floral offerings forenoon after an iiiness of about two
scot View. To gtart Hie evening and
and in other ways that were very weeks. Funeral services will be lu-ld give pep to Hie work everybody joined
eomfortirfg to the. bereaved husband, from the Crozier undertaking rooms in singing "The Battle Hymn of the
and the 5-year-old daughter. The in Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Mrs. Republic.”
terment v.as in Arlington cemetery, Davis had been a chiropractor in this
After the regular order of business
Philadelphia.
city for several years and had made was carried out. J. Herbert Gould of
Mrs. Porter's maiden name was Har many friend.1-. She was a Rebekah. Camden took the chair to prepare for
riet Grace Cook, and she was the Mrs. Davis was a native of Rochester. degree work, Fred Fernald of Thom
daughter of John Cook of Friendship. I N. Y„ and interment will be made in aston acted as overseer, Elizabeth
She had been previously married, her i Troy. N. Y.. where she had made her Gregory chaplain, Mimic Henderson,
flrst husband. Fred Hpcar, losing his ihome in the past.
lecturer, Mrs. Evio Fernald, Ceres;
life through an accident In one of tho
Mrs. Florence Ames, Pomona; Mrs. C.
Hmerock quarries.
A. Sylvester, Flora; Warren Gardner,
EDWIN W. MERRILL
Since her marriage to Mr. Porter, and
assistant steward, and Mrs. Warren
the adoption of Philadelphia as tier
Gardner, lady assistant steward.
place of residence, the deceased had
Edwin W. Merrill died at Ills home
Preceding the harvest march the
made frequent return visits to this Dec. 26. after an illness of four weeks brothers and sisters of Pleasant Val
vicinity, as the guest of her mother- The deceased wap born in Rockland ley Grange gave a drill, at the close of
in-law, Mrs. Edna S. Porter. She was Kepi. 22, 1863 and was employed at the which the candidates were admitted for
idolized as a wife and mother, and her Edward Bryant Co. for many years. the secret instructions. The march
death leaves a sorrowful home. Mrs. Mr. Merrill was married Oct. 9. 1895 Io was led by Mrs. Etta Anderson and
Porter is survived by her husband, one Jennie L. Mclnnes who survives him Sheridan Bartlett, and the tableau was
daughter and a sister, who resides In together with six children; four daugh under the direction of Mrs. Anderson.
ters and two sons, also a mother anil The harvest feast at tho close of the
Friendship.
two brothers. Funeral services were work was much enjoyed, and I*leasant
held Dec. 28 from Crozier’s funeral Valley Grange is looking forward lo
MRS. JAMES GRIERSON
parlors. Rev. B. P. Browne officiating. many more ju. t such meetings dur
The remains were placed in the receiv ing the winter.
There were about 100 present, in
Mrs. Janies S. Grierson, who died ing tomli pending interment next
Dec. 31. at the home of John It. Wil spring in Sea View cemetery. The cluding visitors from Thomaston. War
liams, Clark Island, was born in Dal bearers were Oscar Flint, Archie York, ren, Camden, Glen Cove, and Willow
Grange, Jefferson. Raymond Ander
beattie. Scotland, and came • to this Ruben Meservey and Enos Bridges.
son presided at the piano for the de
country 39 years ago, living always at
gree work, and the brother from Jef
Clark Island. She was 91 years of age.
Since the death of her husband Mrs. NORTH BURKETTVILLE ferson favored the Grange with selec
tions on the piano at the close of the
Grierson hud made her home with her
degree work.
daughter, Mrs. Williams, where sho
• « » •
Mrs. Cura Grinnell is visiting rclawas tenderly eared for during her last I tlves in Hpringfleid, Mass.
The officers of Penobscot View
illness. She leaves five daughters and
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and son Grange at Gleneove, were pleasingly
two sons: Mrs. Joseph Baum of Clark of West Washington visited at Mr. and
installed Thursday evening by Mrs
Island, Mrs. Thomas MeGuekian of An Mrs. F. J. Esancy's. Monday.
Warren Gardner, who was very ably
napolis, Md.. Mrs. Alfred Zeender of
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Rokes visited In assisted by Miss Marie Brown and
Branford, Conn., .Mrs. Charles F. Camden recently.
Mrs. Etta Anderson, with Miss Hazel
Hinkley of Stony Creek, Conn.. Mrs.
Some of the farmers are harvesting Mank as marshal—all of Pleasant Val
John R. Williams of Clark Island: and their ice.
ley Grange. Rockland. The lady of
George C. Grierson of South Portland
Albert Evans is working for Ray ficers of Penobscot View Grange serv
and James S. Grierson of Barre, Vt.
Maddocks of Burkettvillc.
ed a delicious chicken pie supper with
Linwood Smith is working for It. A. all the good things that go to make up
such a supper, and at the close of the
Light.
MRS. WILLIAM BRIMIGION
Business callers In Washington Mon installation the lecturer presented an
excellent program, in which all the
Viola A. (York), wife of William day were Albert Evans and Clarence
visitors took part. It was a splendid
Brimigion. died at her home on Talbot Esancy.
Herbert Esancy and son Clarence meeting and everybody wended their
avenue New Year's night, aged 64
homeward way on the last car.
years. Health had been failing her for have been getting out and fitting fire
nearly two years, her final sickness wood for N. N. Sherman of Washing
NOTICE
conlining her to her bed for about ton.
Notice is hereby given tiiai Ensign Otis of
Mrs.
Inez
Linscott
lias
been
working
Rockland, in the County of Knox, and St.ue
eight weeks.
of Maine, has made appll’-iiioii • » tlu Maine
The deceased was a native of Noble for Mrs. Elden Maddocks.
of Bar Examiners for ex;u:i'iut:i«Mi for
Mr. and Mrs A. .1. Hokes were re Board
boro. and was married to Mr. Briinladmission to the bar of the Sfi’ - <d Mabie, a’
Ihe Kcsslon of the bond to be held at Bangor.
gioti at the age of 17. Through' her cent callers at East Washington.
Robert Thurston lias been out of M.dn»'. on the flist Tuesday of February. A
death the family loses a ioviiig wife
1» 1X13
and mother, and t1ie neighborhood town for a few days.
PHHAI’ <; CLIFij'UUO.
Maynard Robbins of North Union
Secretary of the Board
mourns thb loss of one whose quick
Peceiober 21. 1922
sympathy and prompt assistance could was in town recently on business.
A. J. Rolles was a business caller in
always be relied upon. She is sur
Know the tremendous pull
vived by her husband, one son, Samuel Washington. Tuesday;
Earl Millay is sawing ice.
Brimigion of Auburn, one daughter,
ing power of Courier-Gazette
C. S. Grinnell was in Liberty ThursMrs. John W. Thomas of South Port
ads.
land: and three sisters, Mrs. .Sophia da>tone—at
t
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Every Other-Day

BREEDING FLOCK DOES BEST IF
PERMITTED FREE RUN OF RANGE

A COLUMN OF STYLES

i--

Skirts Six To Seven Inches
From Ground—Blouses In
Slipover Styles — Colored
Jewelry.
Skirts of all tailored garments,
■whether of the three-piece costume,
or of the skirt and jacket suit range in
length from six to seven inches off the
ground of medium width, and are flat
ut the back with marked movement
across the front, or at one side. Cir
cular apron tunics, sun pleated or laid
in wide box pleats, tine knife pleated
tunics, and incrusted godet panels
used either at one or both sides, or run
across the entire front of the skirt, are
much emphasized.
Spiral tier effects and wrapped styles
In which the closing is at the side of
the front also stand out among the
styles favored.
Although the skirt of even length at
the bottom takes precedence, skirts in
irregular line either longer at one side
than the other, or again long at the
front and short across the sides and
hack, are represented, while scalloped
hems are featured in skirts both for
street and house wear.

Separate Top Coats

Matinee 2 P. M. daily, 10e, 17e
Evening, 6.45, 8.30.
17c, 22c
Thursday and Friday, 17c, 28c, Matinee A Night
PHONE 409

SATURDAY

ARE EXCELLENT VALUE
FOOD PRODUCTS
We go where they grow the best—
And select the best they grow.

Matched Sets In Neckwear

In neckwear, matched sets of linge
ries collar and cuffs, with deep berthas
in net, in luce or in organdie stand out
as the leading features for spring
Pleated stoles on the clerical order al
so are featured, and are being brought
out for wear with the new square cut
neck finish.
Numerous matched sets consisting of
wide collars with gauntlet cuffs made
of plain linen, of embroidered net, or of
organdie, lace trimmed and embroid
ered with metal, are shown. A certain
revival of interest in the Ascot stock
in pique is to be noted. These are in
dorsed by several of the leading model
makers for wear with the severe type
of tailored suits.
In general, separate neckwear when
worn at all, is in white or in deep ecru
tints. No demand at all is registered
for colored neckwear.
Short Gloves Necessary

The new type of long sleeve with
trimming at the wrist indicates the re
vival of interest in short wristed
gloves, and glove manufacturers are
watching the movement with marked
interest.
For spring, the newest
sleeves In all tailored garments are
featured with wrist puffs or with cir
cular flounces at the wrist, or again
are shown with the long bell cuff
which extends in a deep point over the
back of the hand. This style obviously
necessitates a very short glove.
Long, tight coat sleeves also are
being featured for tailored dresses, and
with these the loose wristed glove in
the slipon and elastic strap effect, or
mousquetaire styles, is shown.
Black gloves are less fashionable.
Suede gloves in biege or champagne
are the best colors for street wear.
Latterly, a certain revival of interest in
white glace kid gauntlets is noted.
Fancy gloves in gauntlet styles, with
trimmed cuffs, are worn to some ex
tent, but are less fashionable than the
plain, inconspicuous, tan-colored suede
mousquetaire.
No gloves are worn for evening, and

Distinctiveness of
design appeals
to everyone.
Apperson
has

C. JONES
5 Talbot Ave.
Rockland, Maine

U
<3922)

-IN—

SINGED

WINGS”

The talo of a Spanish Dancer on San Francisco's Waterfront,
who fights off all men until a great love comes—and then risks all.
there is at present no indication that
the glove for evening wear will be in
dorsed in the immediate future.

OLD SCHOOLHOUSES

Corsets Have Longer Skirts

Robert Simmons Recalls Old
Days — The Bumble Bee
Story. *

Corsets for the new silhouette shown
for spring are featured in very supple
materials, and with firm boning across
the back to give the necessary flat ef
fect required by the present fashion in
skirts.
A marked increase in length of the
skirt of the corset is noted, with a cor
responding lowering of the line of the
d>ust. Many of the new models stop
short at the normal waistline, where
they finish with an elastic band. These
models invariably are worn with bras
sieres which, though in supple ma
terials, frequently are boned and dart
ed to give support to the figure.
Brassieres continue to be made in
sheer fabrics, and this year, due to the
new form in corsets which stop ut the
waist, are more elaborately trimmed
than during the past season, being of
necessity worn over the undergar
ments and attached to the 'corset,
whereas for the past two seasons, the
majority were made to wear next to
the flesh, and were untrimmed.

The separate top coat is spoken of
as a prime favorite for spring, and the
choice of styles in this type of garment
is wide.
For Paris, however, the
three-length circular top coat is rated
as assured of success, followed by full
length, semi-fitted coats in the old
fashioned redingote styles.
Full length bloused back and cape
back coats also are well represented,
and marked attention is called to
■three-quarter length coats in semifitted effects with a circular flounce
set on below the hips, giving full rip
ple at the bottom
Sports coats are featured in half
lengths and in straight box as well as
Red and Black Jewelry
in semi-fltted styles. When in semi
fitted effects, they frequently tie with
Colored jewelry, notably red and
a belt of the fabric at the side.
black, is the newest note. Brooches of
black and red enamel studded with
Blouses Plain and Flat
diamonds, and long pendant earrings
Blouses for wear with skirt and
In red, black and white to match are
jacket suits are in slipover styles, are extensively worn.
Bracelet watches
in hip length, and are made in’self
follow the same trend in color combi
tone, but in fabric contrasting with the
nation. and are featured with the
skirt and jacket.
watch incrusted into a bracelet formed
All blouses ar£ very plain and flat,
of red and black enamel, frequently
following the prevailing trend for
interspersed with diamonds.
plain, flat effects in dress bodices.
Jeweled "bangles, fifteen or more,
Necks of blouses for wear with suits
continue to be worn with tailored as
are generally in boat line, and sleeves
well as with full evening attire, and
, are long, set in at the normal, and are
here the same color combination of
in simple bishop styles.
red, black and white prevails. In
Blouses for sport wear are in Russian
rings, large solitaire diamonds, square
blouse effects, cover the hips, and often
cut emerals or rubies sunk irrto a
reach to the knee. They are featured
heavy platinum setting incrusted with
with closing from neck to bottom down
diamonds in the style of the antique
the center of the front, have pockets
setting are the vogue.
In earrings,
at the hip, and at the line of a deep
large circlets and lang pendant effects
yoke, and are worn with leather belts.
dominate.—Dry Goods Economist.
The Trend in Sleeves
Sleeves of jackets are long and are
set in either at the normal or at a
dropped shoulder line Bell sleeves
which flare at the hand, straight
sleeves wide at the hand, but without
flat-e, and long straight coat sleeves
with fancy cuff are all employed.
Sleeves of tailored dresses with few
exceptions are long, and are set in at
the normal shoulder. Broadly speak
ing, they may be divided into two
groups, namely the coat sleeve, trim
med or untrimmed, and the flowing
Moyen-Age-sleeve. The trimmed coat
sleeve is featured with circular flounces
at the wrist or the elbow, in one or
two-fabric and two-color combinations,
or is shown with full puff at the elbow
or at the wrist, or again is featured
with a wide straight band draped
across the elbow, and extending in
long, floating ends.
The Moyen-Age sleeve is made with
long pleated or circular under section
hung from a short tight cap at the top,
and invariably is in a two-fabric com
bination.
The short sleeve, when used, Is plain
flat, untrimmed, and stops from four to
six inches above the elbow. Sleeves
are long, wide, straight, and are set in
either at the dropped or at the normal
arm hole.

BEBE DANIELS and CONRAD NAGEL

LITTLE BOBBY ENTERTAINS

(For The Courier-Gazet'.el
"How-d'do! Conte iu th-s wny
And take a chair—it's warm today.
-Ab name’s Bobby. I’m the guy
That likes your candy better'll pie
The candy you gave Mabel, see?
She saves up and gives to me.
I eat all except a few
Chocolate drops that I give Lou.
Lou's my sweetheart down to school.
Tint Sam Jones is such a fool,
He tries to rush her. too. but say!
I can beat him any day.
The other day we had a fight;
When we got through he was a sight;
I warn’t hurt much, cept my eye
Was black and 1 just had to cry.
And, yes, he knocked a tooth out, too,
But I don’t blame him much, do you?
Mabel warn*! dressed up, so she

Said, “Bobby., ask him in for me
He’s such a fool,” I heard her say,
“He comes here nearly every day.”
And pa told ma your forehead's low
And ma said. ’’Well, it may be so,

But he’s the hast of Mabel’s chances ”
And when ma fiddles, pa he dances.
Mabel’ll be down pretty soon,
She's a-pow dering in her room
I)o you use powder? Once I tried.
If you’d ’a’ seen me you’d ’a’ died.
Tlie "cloth of gold” when I go through
Was in my hair and eyebrows, too.
Why don’t you talk? Well. I have heard
Of folks who never say a word
I didn’t know that you was one;
If you’d just talk we’d have some fun.
But Mabel told us all last night
"You had not spoken"—was she right?
Well. I hear Mabel coming now,
So I’ll skip out. but I'll allow
That you've enjoyed it all tlie while.
For ’round your mouth I’ve seen a smile

—0. B. J'lhnsiou.

Warren. Arizona.

STONINGTON
Work on the Electric Lighb’Co. plant
and the buildings of the Fuel & Lum
ber Co. is progressing to completion.
Business is again normal after the
holiday rush.
Levy, the clothier, has moved from
his locution on the hill to the Webb
store near the postofflee.
Bagley the barber has moved into
the Davis pool room.
John L. Goss (Jo. are shipping 'lots of
iMilk granite this winter from their
Crotch Island quarry.
Walter Crabtree of Franklin and
Fred JA’ilbur of Swan's Island are in
town at the Fuller cutting shed.
The Electric Izg’ht & Power Co. have
opened offices on the second floor of
the drug store.
Steam barge Ajax, Portland, is load
ing c ut stone at the Fuller job for the
New York court house.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet Music you see adver
tised in all the leading magazines. Over
2200 selections—send for catalogue.
MAINE MUSIC CO. Rockland, MaJ

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The articles of Luke Brewster and
Abbie
Kirkpatrick
on
abandoned
scholhouses and school days of the
past stirred memories in the writer of
other schoolhouses and school folk
long since gone.
Tlie schoolhouse mentioned by Luke

COMING—MONDAY
The Greatest of all Crook Dramas

IN”

“KICK

with BETTY COMPSON and BERT LYTELL
Heads of Cockerels and Cocks Showing Defective Combe. Defects of
Kinds Should Be Guarded Against in Selecting Breeders. 1, Thumb
2, Blade of Comb Following Neck Too Closely and Pointe Showing
ency to Lop; 3, Rose Comb Showing Hollow Center; 4, Side Sprig;
even Serrations and Double Point; 6, Twisted Comb.

United States Department
Brewster situated on the Blake ridge (Prepared by the
of Agriculture.)
and the one referred to as the Oxton !
If cockerels or pullets are used In
schoolhouse were the ones used so the breeding flock they should be well
often in days gone by as houses for
m - hired, poultry specialists In Ihe Uni
religious worship and were of much
help in shaping the morals of the ted States Department of Agriculture
youth, of that period. The writer has advise. Hens are better than pullets.
attended many of these gatherings in They lay larger eggs, which produce
Yearling and twoboth of these houses, although he never stronger chicks.
taught in either.
year-old hens are better than older
The Schoolhouse at Beech Hill, ones. Pullets used as breeders should
spoken of by Mrs. Kirkpatrick, is a be mated with a cock rather than with
sacred spot in my memory; having a cockerel. If a cockerel Is used he
taught several terms of school there,
should be mated with hens rather than
where*every day with the pupils was a
day of pleasantness. I now look back with pulleta. As a rule, well-matured
and recall the firm friendships there cockerels will give better fertility than
made. Some of the dear ones are with cocks.
us no more, (Hiram and Loren Brew
Free Range for Breeding Pen.
ster) but there are many who I still
When possible free range should be
meet and greet; the Uphams. Coats,
Tolnians, Wellmans etc. I recall the provided for the breeding stock. It Is
great times we had coasting, as I was better to provide It during the entire
teaching there at the time of the great fall and *lnter before the breeding
season, hut. tf this Is not possible, free
crust storm sq often referred to.
I recall some of the Warren schools. range Just preceding and during the
There is the schoolhouse in what was breeding season will be of great value.
known as the Skinner District which Birds of free range will get more ex
has not been used for a long time. ercise and. therefore, will he In better
Many are the days I have tried to in
health and will give higher fertility,
struct the young minds in shaping
their life work there. Those were better batches, and stronger chicks.
The breeding flock needs careful su
days of progress and satisfaction to
all. The names of these most familiar pervision to make sure that the fowls
in that school were: Skinner. Watts, keep in good breeding condition. The
Peabody, Farrington, Spear and Green, birds and the houses should be ex
etc.
amined often to see that they are not
Then there was the Starrett school, infested wttl) lice or mites. Either
long since moved elsewhere,, and the
of these pests In any numbers will se
Paterson school likewise. These were
riously affect or totally destroy fer
situated in East Warren.
There now remains but two in the tility. Care must be exercised also to
eastern part of the town, known as the see that the male does not frost his
Highland school, where the writer comb or wattles, if these are frosted
taught several terms. He plainly re his ability to fertilize eggs will be im
calls the big snow storm of April 9,
while teaching at this place and of the
snow-drifts I walked over on Sunday
morning to get home. These drifts
were eight feet deep to say the least.
The names most familiar at this school
were: Keating. Robinson. Keep. Knowl
ton, Clark, Dow, Hills, etc. Many were
the spelling matches, concerts and en
tertainments held in the little hall
above the schoolroom.
Gains in Weight Should Be Made
I must not forget the Rabbit-town
as Rapidly as Possible.
school as It used to be called, now
known as the Mt. Pleasant school. I
doubt if any teacher in a country dis
trict ever spent as many days in one Self-Feeding ' Is Most Satisfactory
school as the writer has spent in this
Method. While Hogging Saves
one. This is where I was taught to
Labor of Gathering Grain
keep silent a part of the time at least.
and Hauling It to Pigs.
When four years old I was taken by
my sister to be one of Miss Lucretia A.
(Norwood) Cole’s pupils and it being
Liberal feeding should be the rule
the spring term when the bees were when fattening bogs. To minimize the
humming busily about, one hap risk of loss from disease and to cut the
pened to enter the schoolroom and
labor cost, gains In weight should be
alight on the window-pane, where it
The
quickly* got my attention. Before the made as rapidly as possible.
teacher had an opportunity of getting greatest gains are nmde In the least
me under control I said, "Oh! Belinda time by self-feeding, consequently this
see ’ that darn great bumble-bee.” j method Is the most satisfactory for
Well. I guess Miss Teacher taught me fattening.
better behavior. Miss Norwood, later
These are the views of E. F. Ferrin
Mrs. Erastus Cole of Union, was an of University farm. St. Paul. In charge
excellent disciplinarian anR instructor of the swine production section of the
so all the pupils said in after ^ears.
I wish to mention some of the kindly animal husbandry division.
‘Corn and tankage,” says Mr. Fer
remembered teachers. Among them
are: Adelia F. Veazie, Marne (Studley) rin. “are two of the cheapest and best
Gurney. Emily Rokes, Rose (Rokes) fattening feed#. If each is given sepa
Marshall. Evelyn Hall. Addie Starrett. rately In a self-feeder, the pigs can seAaron Starrett, Martha Starrett. W.
H. Maxey, Charles Mathews. Clarence
Mathews. Marcus Starrett, Frank
Bickford, Nathan Tolman and Cora
(Leach) Vinal. I have taught in the
same schoolhouse more than 30 terms
of school. Many are the pupils of all
these yeans who greet me still, and
many are the pleasant memories of
those whom I have tried to help fit
themselves for life’s duties.
I could name many of my past pupils
who have been an honor to our town
and State, and have made good in life’s
duties, and many quaint sayings and
happenings in and about school, but
will leave it to friend Brewster to start
a new train of thought.
We all like to live over the old
school days in our minds.
Robert S. Simmons.
Thomaston.

paired and may not be recovered for
several weeks. On very cold nights
when there Is danger of the combs be
ing frosted the males -to be used as
breeders must be put. In a warm place,
.such as a box or crate of suitable size
partly covered by a bag or cloth. The
breeding male should be examined oc
casionally after feeding to see that his
crop Is full and that he is not growing
thin. Some males will allow the hens
to eat all the feed, with the result that
they get out of condition. If this hap
pens the male must be fed separately
from the hens at least once a day.
Provide the breeding stock with com
fortable quarters. The house must he
draft proof, yet well ventilated and
dry. The birds should not be crowded
If the birds are yarded, four square
feet of floor space per bird should be
allowed, but on free range from three
to three and a half square feet per
bird will be enough.
Feeding Breeding Stock.
The breeders must be fed so as tn
keep them In such condition that they
will produce eggs. Any good laying
ration Is suitable for this purpose.
Beef scrap should not run above 10 or
15 per cent of the total ration. The
birds ghould be kept In good flesh, bui
should not be allowed to become exces
slvely fat. All whole or cracked grain
should be fed In litter. This forces the
fowls to exercise by scratching for It.
As a supply of green feed is usually
lacking late in the winter or early In
the spring, sprouted oats, cabbage,
mangels, or cut clover or alfalfa should
be fed.

Telephone that Item ot news to The
Fall Pigs at a Self-Feeder.
Courier-Gazette, where thousands of
readers will see it.
lect the amount of tankage they need.
Instead of using a heavy allowance of
the supplementary feed, the tankage
necessary to make a hundred pounds
pain Is usually less than hand feeding.
Hogging down corn Is a variation of
the self-feeding plan. It saves the
labor of gathering the grain and haul
ing it to the pigs, but as a rule the
hogs are not fat enough to market out
of the cornfield but need finishing In
dry lots.
‘‘Salt Is both a desirable addition to
the ration and a poison for hogs. Care
should be taken to avoid salt poison
ing by gradually accustoming the pigs
tn the compound.
When used to It,
one of the best methods of supplying
salt Is to furnish the compressed
blocks so commonly bought for cattle.
'To finish necessary to market hogs
advantageously depends upon th# de
mands of the market. Just now
weights around 250 pounds are moat
acceptable. Not so much lard Is want
ed as In former years, consequently
shorter feeding periods and lass finish
Is the best plan.
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COZY!

CLEAN!

THE
NEW

CHEERFUL!

EMPIRE

Theatre

Thursday Special Features, 17c, 28c, Matinee and Night. Children 10c

LIBERAL FEEDS BEST
FOR FATTENING HOGS

HATCHET BRAND COFFEE is excellent.

TRAVELOGUE

FOX COMEDY

MINIATURE BRIDGE BIG HELP
Seven-Foot Model of Reinforced Con
crete Structure Built to Aid
Solving Problem.
A model of a reinforced concrete
arch bridge seven feet long has been
constructed by the bureau of public
roads, United States Department of
Agriculture, to determine Just bow
masonry arch brlges should be de
signed wnen built on a skew. A skew
bridge Is one in which the roadway is
not perpendicular to the abutments,
as when a bridge crosses a stream
diagonally.
It lias been found that the stresses
ir. a skewed bridge are considerably
different from those in a bridge of the
same span built perpendicular to the
abutments, and failures have occurred
because this was not taken into ac
count In the design.
The problem Is so complicated that
engineers of the bureau wish to check
up their theoretical conclusions by
making a faithful reproduction bf a
bridge, using similar materials and
of such size that It can be tested In
the laboratory.
Loads will be applied to the model,
and the stresses at various places cal
culated from measurements of the
lengthening and shortening of the con
crete surface taken with very precise
Instruments as well as by other
methods.

SATURDAY
GEORGE CHESEBRO

A Story of the Great Northwest
: : : ADDED ATTRACTION : : :

WILL ROGERS

"A POOR RELATION”
COMEDY—“ACCIDENTS WILL HAPPEN”
ing in Rockland lias rooms at Everett
E. Libby’s for the winter.
W. C. McDonald has been confined
Arthur Candage, who has been
to his home by illness this week.
pending the holidays with his father,
The union watch night meeting
apt. Charles Candage, has returned which was held In the M. E. church
was a wonderful service. Commencing
o ‘Boston.
Mrs. Augusta Butler returned Friday at R o’clock was a good praise service,
followed by two short sermons by Rev.
to Ashland, where she is teaching after Andrew Young and Rev. A. F. Leigh.
spending the Christmas recess with Through the kindness of Roland
her family.
Crockett of Rockport a radio phone
Mrs. Joseph Thurston returned Wed was installed in the church. The largu
nesday from Stonington, where she audien-e "listened in" to the Commu
as called by the death of her brother, nity Watch Night Service which was
harles Warren.
being observed in t-he First M. E.
Mrs. Sarah Clark, who has been churc h, Schenectady. N. Y. As Dr.
quite seriously ill is somewhat improv P. 1. Frick, pastor of the First Church,
ed.
announced the numbers of the hymns,
There was no session of the town the audience In Rockport opened their
schools Thursday on account of the se- books and sang the same hymns, keep
ere storm.
ing time with the congregation in
Joseph and Harry Gould of Boston Schenectady, a rather unique experi
ire visiting their grandmother, Mrs. ence. Witli bowed heads we heard the
Mary Thurston, for a few days
prayer of Dr. Frick, that came to us
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson of from afar and yet dear and dis
Thomaston and Miss Lydia Robinson tinct. Again we he.ard the fine music,
of New London, Conn., were in town violin obligato and organ. Then the
hursday to attend the funeral of Mrs great chorus rendered ‘‘Unfold, Ye
F. M. Robinson.
Portals." much to our enjoyment. At
Herbert Ingraham left Thursday 10 o’clock refreshments were served
forMilo where he has a position as to 125 people. Continuing at 10.30 we
teacher in the High School.
heard a wonderful sermon by Dean
Mrs. Frank Collamore is confined to Bee'oer of Boston University, who was
her home by illness.
preaching in Schenectady. A little
At the regular meeting of Harbor later we “listened in” on the service at
Light Chapter. O. E. S. last Tuesday- ; St. Paul's church, Boston, it was a
evening degrees were conferred upon , great treat to hear the vested choir of
ne candidate, and the following of- 1 that church sing “Holy. Holy. Holy.
icers were elected: Worthy Matron, ' Lord God Almighty,” followed by the
Elizabeth Libby; worthy patron, Ever- large audience repeating the “Lord’s
tt
E. Libby;
associate matron. Prayer.” At five minutes before 12
Blanche Wooster: treasurer, Addie we all bowed our heads and -with
Jenkins;
secretary,
Annie
Louise prayer rising from our hearts we heard
'mall: conductress. Bertha Thurston; tlie dock strike 12 in New York. It
ssociate conductress. Jessie Tibbetts. was a service long to be remembered
and we all wish to thank again Mr.
Refreshments were served.
Miss Veda McKinney, who is teach Crockett for the loan of the instrument.
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Limestone corrects acidity In sour
soils, provides available calcium tn
crops, makes manures and fertilizers
more effective to the soils, favor# bac
terlal growth and thus makes plant
•food more available, helps control cer
tain plant diseases and Insects and In
time Improves the texture of heavy
soils.

ORGANIC MATTER DEFICIENT

TANDING shoulder to shoulder with public
officials, doctors and nurses, thousands of
American funeral directors are constantly safe
guarding your health.
Their part in stamping out contagion and saving
human life is one of their many almost unobserved,
yet very definite, contributions to public safety and
peace of mind, and to the higher modern standards
of living.
Because they are prepared, you do not have to be.
They have provided facilities equally accessible to
all, adequate to every material and spiritual neces
sity, and thoughtfully designed with the sincerity
and good taste befitting equipment which is intended
to carry a message of love and esteem.
By their preparedness they have relieved the
family and its friends of all perplexing responsibil
ities, and by the influence resulting from their
own progress, they have brought about the abolish*
ment of traditional funeral customs that did
violence to the finer sensibilities. **
,
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LIME CORRECTS ACID SOILS
Material Provides Available Calcium
and Makes Manures and Ferti
lizers Effective.

CIRCUMSTANCES”
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Reproduced by permission of The Cincinnati Cofin Com
pany from a copyrighted message which appeared in
Saturday Evening Post of December if, 1921.
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Soma Old Landa After Years of Crop
ping Require Application of
Ground Limestone.

Some old farming lands after years
of cropping have become deficient In
organic matter and humus and so de
ficient In lime that alfalfa will not
start and grow successfully nntll the
soil Is fertilized and the acidity cor
rected by Ihe application of lime or
ground limestone.

RAT MOST DANGEROUS ENEMY
No Other Peat Inflicts Se Much Dam
age Upon Humanity—Menace In
City and on Farm.

No other animal or insect Is so dan
gerous and persistent an enemy, or In
flicts so much damage upon humanity,
as the common brown or gray rat
He destroys and injures vast quant!
ties of grain, destroys young chicka,
fruits, vegetables and flowera. He
causes enormous losses in warehouses
and freight terminals, la a menace both
in cities and farm districts.

This Coffee
has earned a reputation for be

ing a QUALITY coffee; de
licious coffee.

Do you think we will jeop

ardize this reputation.
2522

